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! Tree cores of Fraxinus pennsylvanica were used in a dendrochronological 

analysis investigating the species’ responses to climate and flooding. The objective was 

to develop a model that incorporates the effects of precipitation, temperature, and 

flooding on radial growth in this species in north-central Texas. The trees exhibited 

strong climatic signals. The study clearly shows that all three factors have significant 
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

! Tree rings alone are probably not nearly as interesting to most researchers as is 

the relationship between tree rings and the various environmental factors that influence 

them. A great deal of information is yet to be determined regarding these relationships. 

The interplay between tree rings and different environmental influences is useful to our 

understanding of how changes in the environment can affect the trees themselves, as 

well as to our ability to reconstruct environmental conditions when no human records 

are available. 

1.1.1 Changes in Climate and Hydrology

! It is clear that the climate is warming, as shown by increases in average global 

air and ocean temperatures, and it has also become evident that climate changes are 

impacting many natural systems on all continents (IPCC [Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change] 2007; Bates et al. 2008). Over the last 50 years, hot temperatures 

have become more frequent in most areas of the world, and hot extremes are very likely 

to become more frequent in many regions in the future (IPCC 2007). The IPCC (2007) 

projects that global average temperatures will stabilize at 2-6˚C above pre-industrial 

temperatures, depending on our green house gas emissions over the next decades. 

(The lowest end of the range of this future temperature increase assumes that the 
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global CO2 concentrations stabilize at the current level and that global CO2 emissions 

decrease by 50-85% from 2000 to 2050). An increase of 2-6˚C might not sound like 

much, but in terms of a global average it is a very large increase: the difference in the 

average global temperature between the middle of an ice age and the middle of a warm 

period between ice ages on Earth has only been 5-6˚C (Houghton 2005). 

! Climate change is also likely to alter the hydrological processes in many regions 

of the world (Miller et al. 2003; IPCC 2007; Nunes et al. 2007; Bates et al. 2008). In fact, 

the observed warming over the last decades has already caused alterations in the 

large-scale hydrological cycle, including an increase in water vapor concentrations in 

the atmosphere; changes in the patterns, intensity, and extremes of precipitation; and 

changes in soil moisture and run-off (Bates et al. 2008). The IPCC states that the 

frequency of heavy precipitation is very likely to increase in most areas in this century, 

increasing the risk of floods, while the amount of land experiencing extreme drought at 

any given time also is likely to increase (Bates et al. 2008). The IPCC also projects that 

the amount of land experiencing water stress in one form or another will double by 2050 

(Bates et al. 2008).

! Humans also alter local hydrology through land development, by constructing 

dams and levees and by replacing natural ground cover with cultivated land or 

impermeable surfaces (Reily and Johnson 1982; Tharme 2003; Shuster et al. 2005; 

Wang et al. 2007; Predick et al. 2008). For example, well over half of the worldʼs large 

river systems are affected by dams (Nilsson et al. 2005), and only 2% of the rivers in the 

USA are unimpeded by humans alterations (Vitousek et al. 1997). The rate of land 

development will also most likely increase around the world over the next few decades 
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as human populations continue to grow and migrate (Grimm et al. 2008). One area of 

concern associated with urban development is the increase in total area of impermeable 

surfaces, which sharply reduces the infiltration rate of precipitation. The resulting 

increase in run-off increases the intensity of floods (White and Greer 2006; Shi et al. 

2007). In addition to the increased risk of heavy precipitation associated with climate 

change, therefore, the concurrent increase in impermeable surfaces might exacerbate 

the flooding risk and intensity in urban areas. 

! These hydrological changes, like climate change, affect not only humans, but 

also the animals and plants that inhabit the affected areas (Hauer et al. 1997; Nilsson et 

al. 2005; IPCC 2007; Nunes et al 2007; Leigh and Sheldon 2008). For example, 

modifications to hydrology in floodplain forests have clearly proven the importance of 

the hydrologic regime in determining species composition and ecosystem processes 

(Megonigal et al. 1997; Predick et al. 2008).  

! !

1.1.2 The Use of Tree Rings as Proxy Data

! Tree rings mark the annual radial growth of a tree and can clearly be seen by the 

naked eye in certain tree species and climates. This annual demarkation is caused by 

that fact that the vascular cambium, which divides to produce radial growth, tends to 

produce different-sized xylem cells throughout the growth season: large, thin-walled 

cells tends to be produced in the early season, and smaller, thick-walled cells tends to 

be produced in the late season (Fritts 1976; Wimmer 2002). As a result, earlywood in 

these trees tends to have a lighter color than latewood, as shown in Figure 1.1. The size 

difference in the cells is also apparent when the wood is magnified. 
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Fig. 1.1. Earlywood and latewood. The ring produced during one growing season is made up of light-

colored, large-celled earlywood and darker, small-celled latewood. 

!  The extent and characteristics of the xylem tissue produced have been shown to 

vary according to different climatic conditions, including extreme conditions such as 

drought (Orwig and Abrams 1997; Eilmann et al. 2005) and flooding (Mitsch and Rust 

1984; Conner et al. 1997) in many species. As a consequence, the year-to-year climatic 

conditions in a particular area are recorded as a specific sequence of wide and narrow 

rings. These patterns are often quite consistent among individual trees in a given area, 

allowing for precise dating of the tree rings and creating the basis of dendrochronology

—the study of tree rings as a tool to analyze the ecological and environmental factors 

that influence tree growth (Fritts 1976). 

! The subfield of dendroclimatology, in which tree rings are used as a proxy for 

climate data, is perhaps particularly important today due to the concerns over climate 

change and the large volume of climate research being conducted. In order to 

understand the current climate trend and predict the future climate and the changes it 

one growing season

earlywoodlatewood
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might bring, many scientists are developing climate models (Kiehl et al. 1998; Carrer 

and Urbinati 2004). These models are based on known climate data, and since humans 

have not been recording climate data for very long, proxy data is often used in order to 

reconstruct climate records into the past (Fritts 1976; Carrer and Urbinati 2004; DʼArrigo 

et al. 2008). Because trees have different growth rates according to the weather 

conditions of any given year, and because these growth rates are recorded in rings of 

annual resolution, tree rings are an important source of such proxy climate data (Mann 

et al. 1998; DʼArrigo et al. 2008). 

! For the same reasons, tree rings are also a good indicator for how climate affects 

individual trees, and therefore also a useful tool for researches who are investigating 

forest ecology (Tardif and Bergeron 1997; Foster et al. 2002), in the subfield termed 

dendroecology. This application has turned out to be useful in forest ecology seeing as, 

in many ecosystems, forest dynamics are controlled by natural disturbances, such as 

fire, insect damage, or flooding—all of which can leave a record in tree ring 

chronologies (Bergeron et al. 2002). 

! In addition to more obvious and commonly investigated climatic factors, such as 

temperature and precipitation, dendrochronology can also be used to recreate the 

flooding history of an area (St. George and Nielsen 2002; Bergeron et al. 2002). In fact, 

in an interesting intersection of the dendroclimatology and dendroecology subfields, 

Bergeron et al. (2002) took a dendrochronological approach to investigating the impact 

of climate change on forest ecology, and found that climate change indirectly affects 

population dynamics and forest composition by increasing the frequency and amplitude 

of spring floods in Quebec, Canada. Ecologistsʼ interest in flooding responses is also 
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apparent by an increasing interest to improve the knowledge of flooding responses and 

tolerances at the species-level for purposes of landscaping and forest management 

(Glenz et al. 2006). 

! To make the use of dendrochronological data in applied research as successful 

as possible, however, we need to develop a thorough understanding of how all the 

contributing factors influence tree ring growth. An inadequate understanding of these 

mechanisms could, for example, lead to inaccurate reconstructions of past climate and 

cause models based on dendrochronological data to fail to provide reliable predictions 

(Carrer and Urbinati 2004; Szeicz and MacDonald 1993).

1.1.3 How Different Environmental Factors Affect Ring Width

! The main water-conducting cells in the secondary xylem tissue (or wood) of most 

angiosperms are the vessel members: thick-walled, cylindrical, hollow dead cells 

arranged end-to-end that conduct water and dissolved ions up from the roots (Ye 2002; 

Raven et al. 2005). The size and number of the vessel members produced during a 

season therefore in large part determines the width of a tree ring. New xylem tissue is 

produced by the vascular cambium, a lateral meristem just beneath the bark (Raven et 

al. 2005). 

! Cambial growth starts around the same time as shoot growth. The radial growth 

rate tends to peak soon after the start of the season, and the large earlywood vessel 

members often mature before leaf expansion is complete (Fritts 1976). After a vascular 

cambiumʼs daughter cell has differentiated into a vessel member cell, the cell has 

elongated, and its secondary wall has thickened, it undergoes cell death (Raven et al 
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2005; Ye 2002). At this point, its size is fixed and its contribution to ring width is 

determined. The cellular contents are then removed, and the ends of the long cylindrical 

cell wall are broken down to allow water and dissolved substances from the soil to pass 

through (Ye 2002), thus becoming a functional vessel member. 

1.1.3.1 The Effect of Plant Hormones

! Cambial activity is induced and regulated by plant hormones (also known as 

growth regulators or phytohormones) (Fritts 1976; Ye 2002; De Luis et al. 2007). One 

very important plant hormone in regulating growth is auxin (Aloni 1987; Ye 2002; Raven 

et al. 2005). Its presence appears to be necessary in order to induce cambial division, 

and vessel diameter appears to be positively correlated with the auxin concentration 

(Aloni 1987; Ye 2002). Auxin is synthesized in the actively growing shoot apical 

meristem and leaves (Aloni 1987; Raven et al. 2002; Ye 2002). The width of tree rings is 

therefore closely related to the amount and duration of shoot and root growth (Fritts 

1976). Other plant hormones, including cytokinins and gibberrelins, also appear to play 

a crucial role in the creation of new xylem tissue (Aloni 1987; Ye 2002) and are 

synthesized in growing roots and shoots and other immature plant parts (Raven et al. 

2005). The amount and duration of this plant growth is, in turn, in large part controlled 

by water availability and temperature. 

!

1.1.3.2 The Effect of Temperature

! Temperature is ultimately what drives plant transport: the sunʼs warming effect is 

what makes transpiration possible. Low temperatures can limit cell division and other 
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growth-controlling processes, and cold soil may also restrict water uptake in the roots. 

On the other hand, high temperatures increase water loss and can cause water 

deficiency, which can also limit growth. High temperatures can therefore be especially 

damaging under low-moisture conditions. Increased temperature may have a positive 

effect on growth as this increases the diffusion rates by which different substances 

move between cells and in and out of the plant: nutrients, water, and gases all move 

through plant membranes by diffusion (Fritts 1976; Raven et al 2005); however, very 

high temperatures can also limit reaction rates necessary for growth by altering 

enzymes systems. In general, the rate of photosynthesis increases with increased 

temperature, but so does the rate of respiration. Above a certain optimum temperature 

(which varies between different species and sites), respiration rates increase faster than 

photosynthesis rates, causing more energy to be consumed than produced, which can 

in turn cause the plant to starve (Fritts 1976). 

1.1.3.3 The Effect of Water

! Water is generally the one factor that most controls tree growth (Fritts 1976). 

Water is completely necessary for plants due to its role as the electron donor in 

photosynthesis and is also the medium in which all physiological processes and all 

transport takes place (Fritts 1976; Raven et al. 2005). 

! More than 90% of the water that a plant absorbs is lost through transpiration—

the diffusion of water through the leaf epidermis to the outside air (Raven et al. 2005). 

Most of the force moving water through the xylem is caused by this negative pressure 

caused by transpiration. The driving force behind transpiration is the difference of water 
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potential between the leaf and the outside air. The water potential in the soil is close to 

zero, causing the soil water to move to successively more negative potentials into the 

roots, through the stem and leaves, and finally to diffuse into the atmosphere as vapor 

(Fritts 1976). This diffusion rate depends on this difference in water potential as well as 

the temperature: dry air on the leaf surface and high temperatures increase the diffusion 

rate. However, transpiration is also in part reduced by the waxy cutin layer of the leaf 

epidermis and is further regulated by the stomata—gas exchange pores that can be 

opened or closed as needed to regulate water loss (Fritts 1976; Raven et al. 2005). 

Closing the stomata is not a permanent solution, however: stomata must be open at 

least part of the time to allow CO2 to enter the plant (Raven et al. 2005). Although the 

amount of water needed varies greatly between species and environmental conditions, 

all plants are dependent on some replenishment of water. 

! Soil may be completely saturated after a rainfall, but a certain amount of this 

water is not available to trees because it will drain from the soil by gravitational pull. The 

water remaining in the soil after drainage has ceased is said to be at field capacity. 

Much of the water at field capacity, however, is available to plants and can move 

through the soil (Fritts 1976). This soil moisture is eventually lost through evaporation 

and absorbed into the roots. If the water is not replenished and the soil moisture level 

becomes so low that no more water can be absorbed by the roots, the water content is 

said to be at wilting point. The various soil types differ greatly in their water content at 

field capacity and wilting point, and therefore differ greatly in the amount of water 

content available to the plant. Soil types can therefore also have an effect on ring width. 
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! The rate at which roots can absorb moisture depends in part on the water 

potential gradient between the soil and plant, but also on the amount of absorbing 

surface on the roots. Structures on the roots called root hairs greatly extend the rootsʼ 

absorbing surface; in fact, most of the water absorbed by a tree enters the through the 

root hairs. The root hairs actively pump mineral ions from the soil into the cells, and the 

water follows through osmosis (Raven et al. 2005).

! Although crucial to life, excess soil moisture can also limit growth as it drives the 

air out of the soil, thereby decreasing the oxygen availability to levels that may limit root 

respiration (Raven et al. 2005). (This topic is discussed in more detail in section 1.1.4.) 

Water absorption, in other words, may be limited both when soil moisture is low as well 

as  when it is very high. 

! Replenishment of soil moisture in the late season can sometimes stimulate 

shoots to start growing again and stimulate cambial growth, causing the conducting 

cells to expand to the size of earlywood cells. This lighter band, nestled between layers 

of latewood cells looks very similar to a new ring (see Figure 1.2) and is often called a 

false ring (Fritts 1976; Yanosky 1982). These false rings are one of the ways in which a 

tree ring chronology may be misdated. 
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 false ring

Fig. 1.2. False ring in an F. pennsylvanica core. The false ring tends to have a softer transition in color 

from dark to light wood than the transition from latewood to earlywood at the start of a new growing 

season. 

!

1.1.3.4 Delayed Responses and Interactions

! Climatic factors affect tree ring growth only as they limit the physiological 

processes that in turn limit growth. Usually, only one environmental factor limits tree 

growth at a given time, although several factors might also interact to limit a process. In 

addition to environmental variables, tree ring growth can also be influenced by the treeʼs 

health, as well as its age, structure, and genetics (Fritts 1976). 

! The interactions that determine ring width are complex: either too much or too 

little of one factor will limit growth, and temperature and moisture levels can interact to 

increase or decrease growth rates. Which condition acts as the most limiting to plant 

growth can also change markedly throughout the year, so that one climatic factor may 

be directly correlated with width at one time, but inversely correlated or not correlated at 

another time (Fritts 1976). Often, the growth response associated with a given 

environmental condition takes place only after a certain time lag: the tree ring width of a 
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given year is influenced by previous yearsʼ climate and disturbances as well (Fritts 

1976); for example, the effect of flooding or drought may be visible in the following 

yearʼs growing season (Fritts 1976; Tardif and Bergeron 1997). In addition, the exact 

relationships between climate and tree ring growth also varies from species to species. 

Investigations of species-specific climate responses are ongoing. 

1.1.4 The Impact of Flooding on Trees

! The impact of flooding on trees is an aspect of dendrochronology that is not very 

well assessed and often produces contradictory results in research (Gill 1974; Tardif 

and Bergeron 1993; Glenz et al. 2006; Predick et al. 2008). Part of the reason why 

studies have come up with different results might be because flooding is likely to have a 

complex interaction of positive and negative effects on tree growth: flooding can have a 

beneficial effect on growth because the flood brings water and nutrients via sediments 

to the soil, but long-term floods in particular can also have damaging or detrimental 

effects as well, in large part due to anaerobic soil conditions (Mitsch and Rust 1984). 

Crawford (1996) argues that flooding damage is such a complex topic also because of 

all the different particular stresses that can occur, including exposure to reducing 

compounds in the soil, interference with hormone production and transport, the 

facilitation of attacks by microbial pathogens, and oxygen deprivation. Oxygen 

deprivation alone, he says, can cause a variety of damage, including oxidative damage 

to the cells, developmental injuries due to root die-back, and several forms of anoxic 

injuries. On the other hand, long-term anaerobic root conditions can also have a positive 
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effect on growth in flood-tolerant species by eliminating the competition of less tolerant 

species (Mitsch and Rust 1984). 

1.1.4.1 Causes of Injuries

! While there any many particular stresses that can be induced by flooding, much 

of the damage is related to the altered soil conditions and root damage: the rapidly 

depleted oxygen levels in the soil, the accumulation of toxic metabolites and reduced 

compounds (e.g. reduced manganese and iron) in the soil, and the accumulation of CO2 

due to restriction of gas exchange between the soil and atmosphere can inhibit root 

formation and branching, inhibit the growth of existing roots and mycorrhizae, and 

cause root decay. The low oxygen levels and the root damage in turn also limits water 

uptake, nutrient uptake, and nitrogen fixation (Glenz et al. 2006; Hughes et al. 1997; 

Kozlowksi 1997). The decreased water uptake by the roots decreases the internal 

transport and the amount of water available for photosynthesis, which decreases the 

amount of energy that will be available for maintenance and growth (Kozlowski 1997; 

Glenz et al. 2006). The anoxic conditions also lower metabolism: lowered oxygen levels 

in the plant limits oxidative phosphorylation, the metabolic process in which 

carbohydrates are oxidated to produce ATP—the main source of energy for cellular 

reactions (Raven et al. 2005; Glenz et al. 2006). Furthermore, root decay or restricted 

root growth can also decrease the root/shoot ratio and consequently make trees more 

vulnerable to drought at a later stage (Kozlowski 1997). 
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1.1.4.2 Plant Responses to Flooding

! Both flood-tolerant and flood-intolerant species respond to floods according to 

the characteristics of the flood (e.g., time of year, duration, amplitude) and the condition 

of the plant itself (e.g., age or prior developmental injuries) (Glenz et al. 2006). The 

physical symptomatic plant responses vary between species; however, most woody 

plants can experience reduced root growth or root decay after exposure to flooding 

(Kozlowksi 1997; Glenz et al. 2006). One of the most common visible symptoms in trees 

that have suffered due to flooding is reduced shoot growth. Other effects include 

physical injuries, changes in vegetative and reproductive growth, and early senescence. 

1.1.4.3 Adaptations to Flooding in Flood-Tolerant Species

! The degree of flood tolerance varies widely between species and is usually 

evaluated in terms of growth response, extent of injury, and survival rate in relation to 

different flooding characteristics, such as the amplitude or duration of the flood (Glenz et 

al. 2006). The extent of flood tolerance in a species mainly depends on its ability to 

morphologically and/or metabolically adapt when floods do occur. Common adaptations 

involve strategies for supplying O2 to the roots (which are submerged in water with a 

low O2 concentration), as well as strategies for avoiding injuries due to toxic compounds 

produced during anaerobic respiration (Glenz et al. 2006).  

! One common morphological adaptation is the development of hypertrophied 

(enlarged) lenticels (Fritts 1976; Raven et al. 2005; Glenz et al. 2006). (Young stems 

contain stomata that allow for direct gas exchange between the stem tissues and the 

air; lenticels are non-impervious patches of bark beneath the stomata that permit gas 
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exchange to continue as the bark develops [Raven et al. 2005]). Lenticels allow for 

diffusion of O2 into the living stem tissues of woody species, and it has also observed 

that toxic compounds associated with anaerobic activity can be released through the 

lenticels of some species; however, there is a lack of data that shows the same function 

in mature trees (Glenz et al. 2006). Another adaptation seen in many flood-tolerant 

plants is the formation of aerenchyma tissues—extensive intercellular air spaces that 

form continuous pathways for gas exchange between in the shoot and the root (Raven 

et al. 2005; Glenz et al. 2006). 

! Many plants are also capable of developing flood-induced adventitious roots. 

After the original roots die back due to the flooding, adventitious roots are produced on 

the original root system and on the submerged part of the stem. These roots usually 

have larger intercellular spaces than normal roots, and they can increase water 

absorption, oxidize the rhizosphere, transform toxins into less harmful compounds, and 

increase the production of root-synthesized hormones (mainly gibberellins and 

cytokinins) (Raven et al. 2005; Glenz et al. 2006). Roots oxidize the rhizosphere by 

allowing oxygen to diffuse into the immediately surrounding sediment. Although this 

depletes the rootsʼ own oxygen supply, it may benefit the plant by oxidizing potentially 

toxic compounds in the soil, such as reduced metals, and by supplying oxygen to the 

bacteria responsible for nitrogen fixation (Cronk and Fennessy 2001). 

! In addition to morphological adaptations, many plants can also undergo 

metabolic adaptions to better tolerate flooded conditions. Most of the damage to 

metabolism in flooded plants is caused by blockage of oxidative phosphorylation, 

production of toxic end-products from anaerobic metabolism and fermentation, and 
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changes in the redox state. Much of the regulation of anoxic metabolism is still unclear 

(Blokhina et al. 2003; Glenz et al. 2006). However, in the broad scope, successful 

metabolic strategies for coping with flooding involves producing less toxic end-products 

in the anaerobic metabolic processes and quickly exporting toxic products out of the 

tree (Glenz et al. 2006). 

1.1.4.4 The Effect of the Flooding Characteristics on Responses

! In addition to the tolerance of the tree, the amount of injury a tree experiences 

from a flood also depends on the characteristics of the flood itself, including its duration, 

depth, frequency, and timing. The longer the flood lasts, the greater is the possibility that 

the flooded tree will sustain injury. Also, if flooding events are recurring, injuries will 

accumulate even if they are separate flooding events (Glenz et al. 2006). If a new flood 

occurs before the tree has the chance to recover, it can have a greater impact than it 

otherwise would (Hughes et al. 1997). The impact of a flood is therefore also 

determined by the amount of time passed since the pervious flood. 

! Water depth influences the degree of flooding in terms of whether it saturates the 

soil, submerges the soil, or inundates the foliage. Flooding has also been reported to 

cause more damage to trees when it occurs during the growing season, and trees 

appear to be the most vulnerable in the late spring, after the first flush of growth. Since 

the roots require much less oxygen during the dormant season, and because water 

dissolves more oxygen at lower temperatures, the effects of flooding during the dormant 

season are typically less adverse (Broadfoot and Williston 1973; Glenz et al. 2006).
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! According to Glenz et al. (2006), the knowledge of the responses in individual 

species is still sparse, and in some cases contradictory, due to the complexity of the 

flooding responses. Much of the knowledge that does exist is based on lab experiments 

performed on seedlings, and it is difficult to extrapolate results from these experiments 

that are relevant to adult individuals. Glenz et al. go on to suggest that more knowledge 

of flooding responses on the species level is needed to better understand the impact of 

flooding of vegetation. 

1.2 Problem Statement!

! An understanding of the relationship between tree growth and the factors that 

influence this growth is important to forest-related research, but also to other fields of 

environmental research due to the use of tree rings as a proxy for environmental data. 

Forests in many regions of the world are and will likely increasingly be affected by 

alterations in temperature and water availability brought about by climate change and 

human-made physical modifications to hydrology. Our understanding of the 

consequences of these events and our capability to predict them rely on well-developed 

models based on sound empirical data. 

! So far, however, little is known about the impact of flooding and climatic 

variations on tree growth at the species-level. While a few studies have previously 

separately examined some aspects of the effect of climate and flooding on tree-ring 

growth in adult F. pennsylvanica, I have not been able to find any dendrochronological 

studies modeling the effect of climate on tree ring growth in this species; nor have I 

found any flooding models of F. pennsylvanica  that have considered the concurrent 
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effect of temperature and precipitation when determining the impact of flooding on radial 

growth. While both the climate and flooding models for F. pennsylvanica could 

separately use some improvement, it seems reasonable to make a joined climate/

flooding model. First of all, it seems to be a disadvantage to develop models that isolate 

the effect of flooding from the effects of temperature and moisture since these are 

enormously important factors in determining ring width. A flooding model that also 

considers the concurrent impact of temperature and precipitation would therefore likely 

be better at isolating the flooding response and therefore get a more accurate estimate 

its impact. It also seems useful for a climate model to incorporate flood level data, 

seeing as the flood level to a large extent accounts for hydrological landscape of the site 

and how this determines the fate of run-off water during heavy rainfalls. Combining 

flooding and climate into one model in order to contribute to the knowledge of both 

areas of research therefore seems like a natural and logical addition to current 

research.

! In addition, this study offers a fresh perspective to flooding response studies on 

F. pennsylvanica by using trees in a study area close to the southern and western limits 

of the natural geographical distribution of this species. Because tree ring width is 

restricted by the most limiting factor in the treeʼs environment (Fritts 1976) (such as 

water, temperature, or nutrients), environments with different amounts of these limiting 

factors will likely induce different growth responses (Fritts 1976; Tardif and Bergeron 

1997). The principle of limiting factors implies that climate has a greater tendency to be 

the limiting factor for tree growth close to the margins of a speciesʼ natural range (Fritts 

1976). Using trees in Texas could therefore provide a different, and possibly stronger, 
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signal in response to climate and flooding than these previous studies. The previous 

flooding studies I have reviewed have also produced inconsistent results, which 

suggested a need for more research on this topic. 

1.3 Objectives

! The specific objectives of my study have been the following:

1. To collect and date tree core samples of F. pennsylvanica from north-central 

Texas. 

2. Based on these cores, to develop a statistical model that describes the effect of 

flooding, temperature, and precipitation on the tree ring width of F. 

pennsylvanica. 

Based on the model, I have sought to answer the following research questions:

• Do flooding events, temperature and precipitation have a significantly 

predictable impact on radial growth in F. pennsylvanica near the southern and 

western limits of its natural geographical distribution?

• What are the characteristics of the tree ring responses to flooding events, 

temperature, and precipitation—which conditions are favorable and which are 

unfavorable to growth?

!
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 The Characteristics and Natural Range of F. pennsylvanica 

! The genus Fraxinus is classified as a ring-porous angiosperm and is among the 

genera with the most abrupt change in density across the tree ring (Gartner 1995). 

Ring-porous hardwoods, as opposed to diffuse-porous hardwoods, are those 

hardwoods in which earlywood vessels are much larger than latewood vessels (Fritts 

1976; “ring-porous wood” 2009). Fraxinus pennsylvanica Marsh—commonly known as 

green ash or red ash (Kennedy 1990)—is therefore well-suited for tree-ring analysis. 

Since it is both a well-suited species and it is one of the most widely distributed ashes in 

the USA (Kennedy 1990), F. pennsylvanica is a relatively common species to use in 

dendrochronological studies (e.g., Yanosky 1984; Begin et al. 1991; Conner et al. 1997; 

Predick et al. 2008).

! F. pennsylvanica can be found in almost all regions of the eastern half of the USA 

and extends far into the central and eastern portions of southern Canada. The trees 

sampled for this study were located very close to the southern and western limits of 

their natural range (see Figure 2.1). Natural stands occurs almost exclusively on 

bottomland, and are most common on alluvial soils along rivers and streams. It grows 

on a wide range of soils, from clay soils that are frequently flooded to sandy or silty soils 

with limited moisture (Kennedy 1990). 
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! The climate range for F. pennsylvanica is broad as well. According to the US 

Forest Serviceʼs handbook Silvics of North America, the species grows in humid to sub-

humid areas with annual precipitation ranging from 380-1520 mm, the average length of 

the frost-free season ranging from 120 to 280 days, and the average July temperature 

ranging from 18 to 27˚C (Kennedy 1990). This places our study area in the warmest end 

of the range of F. pennsylvanica habitat, with a frost-free season of 249 days (based on 

data for the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex) (National Weather Service 2008a) and a 

normal July temperature of 29˚C (National Weather Service 2008b), which actually 

exceeds the upper limit of the temperature range described by the US Forest Service by 

2˚C. The normal annual precipitation in the area is 960 mm (National Weather Service 

2008b), which is well within the middle of the range for natural habitat for F. 

pennsylvanica, although the evaporation rate is also likely to be high during the growing 

season due to the high temperatures in the summer.
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Fig. 2.1. The natural range of F. pennsylvanica in the USA. The shaded area shows the range as 

determined by the US Forest Service (Prasad and Iverson 2003). The study area is located far west and 

also relatively far south in this range. The range continues far into Canada in the north. 

2.2 The Effect of Flooding on F. pennsylvanica 

! Fraxinus pennsylvanica (see Figure 2.2) is a highly flood-tolerant species relative 

to most other bottomland hardwood forest tree species (Broadfoot and Williston 1973). 

Under flooded conditions, young trees have been shown to develop adventitious roots, 

increase the rate of anaerobic respiration, and oxidize its rhizosphere (Kennedy 1990). 
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However, the physical adaptations of adult individuals are not well known, although it is 

known that although it is a flood-tolerant species, the effects on even flood-tolerant 

species can be detrimental if the duration of the flood is long enough (Broadfoot and 

Williston 1973). 

   Fig. 2.2. Several individuals of F. pennsylvanica on a floodplain. 

Kennedy (1990) reports that F. pennsylvanica can remain healthy when its soil is 

flooded up to 40% of the growing season, while Broadfoot and Williston (1973) say 

there was an 80% higher than normal radial growth in F. pennsylvanica in Mississippi 

during years of flooding when water remained on the ground most of the growing 
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season. On the other hand, Mitsch and Rust (1984) did not find a statistically significant 

relationship between tree growth and flooding in the same species in Illinois.

! A few studies have to some extent previously analyzed the effect of flooding on 

the growth of individuals of F. pennsylvanica. Several of these studies have been 

flooding response experiments in seedlings (e.g., Gomes and Kozlowski 1980; 

Shumway et al. 1991). There have also been a few dendrochronology studies 

performed on mature individuals of F. pennsylvanica; however, none of the studies I 

found have developed a comprehensive model that incorporates the concurrent effects 

of temperature and precipitation on growth, and the findings of these studies have also 

been inconsistent. Furthermore, these studies have all been performed much farther 

north than our study site and farther from the limits of the speciesʼ natural range. 

Meanwhile, the principle of limiting factors implies that climate has a greater tendency to 

be a limiting factor for tree growth close to the margins of a speciesʼ natural range (Fritts 

1976). There is therefore still much knowledge left to be gained about the the flooding 

responses in F. pennsylvanica.

2.2.1 Reily and Johnson (1982)

! Reily and Johnson (1982) examined the impact of the construction of Garrison 

Dam on the Missouri River, North Dakota, on radial growth in trees on the downstream 

floodplain. The tree core samples were extracted from thirteen stands on the floodplain 

and on two similar reference sites nearby, and included samples of Ulmus americana 

(American elm), Acer negundo (box elder), Quercus macrocarpa (bur oak), and Populus 

deltoides (cottonwood), in addition to F. pennsylvanica. The radial growth of the trees 
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before and after the construction of the dam in 1953 were compared. To account for 

natural declines in growth due to age, the authors used the pre-dam timeline to estimate 

a rough linear age trend and then extrapolated and adjusted for this trend in the post-

dam period. Ring widths were then standardized and master chronologies created for 

each species. 

! There were several differences in the treesʼ environment before and after the 

dam was constructed. The releases of Garrison Dam are mostly related to electricity 

generation, and electricity demands peak during the colder months. In the pre-dam 

period, the monthly streamflow peaked in April-June during the high growth rates in 

spring, and minimum flow occurred in January and February. After 1953, however, these 

spring and early-summer peaks are largely absent below the dam, and peak flow now 

occurs in February and March, and minimum flow occurs in May and September. The 

dam also affected the flow regime by restricting over-bank flooding: whereas the 

terraces at four-meter elevation used to be flooded once every six years on average, 

flooding above the two-meter terrace elevation has been eliminated since the dam was 

built. The dam has also caused increased the use of aquifers for irrigation, which could 

have lowered the water table during the growing season.  

! The study found that radial growth had significantly decreased from the pre-dam 

period (1935-1954) to the post-dam period (1955-1974) in all species on the floodplain 

except P. deltoides. The radial growth of F. pennsylvanica was found to have decreased 

by 18% after the dam was built. This suggests a positive relationship between flooding 

and radial growth in F. pennsylvanica; however, it is possible that the trees could also 

have responded to the the change in the timing of the highest water levels, and not only 
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the water level itself. This study did not attempt to model or otherwise analyze the radial 

growth of F. pennsylvanica in response to different climate or flooding variables: its only 

goal was to show that radial growth had decreased since the dam was put in. 

2.2.2 Mitsch and Rust (1984)!

! Based on the tree ring chronologies from riparian bottomland forest, Mitsch and 

Rust (1984) examined the relationship between flooding and radial growth in three 

flood-tolerant species on a floodplain along the Kankakee River, Illinois. Four specially-

made wells were used to monitor the groundwater level and above-ground flood level at 

the study site for approximately six months. These well observations were then 

compared to available streamflow data of the Kankakee River, allowing the authors to 

estimate flood durations and frequencies on the study site during 1917-1978 based on 

old streamflow records. Cross-section slabs were taken from the stumps of recently cut 

individuals of Quercus bicolor (swamp white oak), U. americana, and F. pennsylvanica. 

After the tree rings were measured,  the average annual five-year basal area increase 

(BAI) was calculated for each five-year period. 

! The reconstructed flood-level records based on streamflow levels showed that 

the floodplain had been inundated at some point in 51 years of the 62-year record, and 

that average inundation was approximately 25 days per year. Much of this flooding 

occurred outside of the growing season, however: in most years, the floodplain was 

flooded for five days or less during the growing season. 

! All species exhibited a low growth rate for an eight-year period of above-average 

flooding during the growing season (with an average of 11 days of inundation per year). 
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This finding indicates that flooding quickly can become growth-suppressing when it 

occurs in the growing season; especially, perhaps, when it reoccurs several years in a 

row. Moreover, all of the species also had a high growth rate during a five-year period  

of below-average flooding during the growing season (less than two days per year). 

However, this low-growth period immediately followed a year of a very long flood. The 

high growth levels might therefore be due either to the low flooding duration in that 

period, to the long flood the pervious year (which might have boosted the nutrient-levels 

in the soil), or a combination of the two conditions.

! Correlation analyses were then performed on flooding variables (annual average 

daily streamflow, annual days of inundation, and annual days of inundation in the 

growing season) and tree growth variables (average annual tree-ring width, five-year 

average annual tree-ring width, and five-year average annual basal area increase 

[BAI]).

! Although the data showed that the trees had similar patterns of high and low 

growth, significant correlations between average annual streamflow and annual tree-

ring growth were only observed in U. americana and Q. bicolor. No significant 

correlations were found between the flooding data and growth in F. pennsylvanica. The 

authors suggest that the general lack of correlation between flooding and tree growth 

could be due to the complex impact of both growth-inducing and growth-suppressing 

effects of flooding on moderately growth-tolerant trees (as discussed in section 1.1.4). 

! This study does not take into consideration the weather variables at the time 

neither, and the dendrochronological methods might be considered lacking: Firstly, only 

four to eight samples were collected for the different species, and the tree rings were 
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not cross-dated. Furthermore, the chronologies were not standardized: they were not 

corrected for age and any potential outliers would have had a big effect, especially 

considering the small sample size. (The five-year BAI is a measure that is relative to 

previous rings, but this is only done for the five-year periods.) The study therefore 

leaves room for improvement both in terms of dendrochronological methods and the 

range of variables considered. 

2.2.3 Predick et al. (2008)

! Predick et al. (2008) recently performed a study on the interaction between radial 

tree growth and flood patterns on the modified Wisconsin River floodplain in Wisconsin. 

A levee was constructed there approximately 100 years prior to the study, restricting 

part of the floodplain from over-bank flooding, while leaving another part of the 

floodplain active and still inundated by floods. The purpose of the study was to examine 

how radial growth rates differed between the restricted and active floodplain in species 

of different flood-tolerance, as well as to examine how the radial growth rates of whole 

stands differ between the restricted floodplain, the active floodplain, and upland forests. 

! To represent the range of flood-tolerance, Predick et al. chose to use Betula nigra 

(river birch) as the highly flood-tolerant species; F. pennsylvanica as the moderately 

flood-tolerant species; and Quercus velutina and Q. ellipsoidalis (eastern black oak and 

northern pin oak, respectively) as flood-intolerant species. Between 29 and 34 trees 

were sampled in each of the three sites (restricted and active floodplain and upland), 

and two cores were extracted from each tree. The analysis was based on the tree ring 

chronologies only from 1991 to 2000. The annual basal area increment (BAI) and the 
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relative BAI (RBAI) were calculated for each tree. (RBAI is a measure of a treeʼs 

biomass accumulation in relation to the total biomass present, which standardizes 

growth with respect to size.) BAI and RBAI values were then normalized. 

! Repeated measures ANOVA analyses were used to compare the BAIs and 

RBAIs between the restricted and the active floodplain, to compare the species growth 

responses between different microtopographic positions, and to compare stand-level 

growth between the active and restricted floodplain and the upland area. In addition, the 

relationship between growth and flood intensity was modeled based on distance from 

the river, plot elevation, microtopography, and annual number of days of inundation in 

the current and previous year. 

! Not surprisingly, the flood-tolerant B. nigra and F. pennsylvanica were the most 

abundant in the active floodplain, making up 23% and 18%, respectively, of the 

observed individual trees. Analysis of the RBAI showed that F. pennsylvanica had a 

higher growth rate in the restricted floodplain than in the active floodplain, suggesting 

that flooding had a negative effect on tree ring growth in this area. On the active 

floodplain, F. pennsylvanica had the highest relative growth rate on flat land, medium 

growth rate in swales, and the lowest growth rate on ridges. (Predick et al. suggest that 

the low growth rate on the ridges on the active floodplain might be due to increased 

competition on here from flooding-intolerant species.) On the restricted floodplain, on 

the other hand, growth was highest in swales.  

! The species was more abundant in the active floodplain than in the restricted 

one, however. This suggests that, despite reduced growth, it is a more successful 
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species in an actively flooded site because of its competitive flood-tolerance 

advantage.!

! The growth model did not find any of the flooding intensity variables to be 

significant in predicting stand productivity (measured as plot BAI). Neither did the study 

find any significant difference in the average plot BAI between the trees on the restricted 

floodplain, the active floodplain, and in the upland area. This was contrary to the 

authorsʼ expectations, who anticipated to see higher productivity on the active floodplain 

due to high soil nutrient content and water availability. Predick et al. propose that 

changes in species composition since the construction of the levee by 1991 had 

mitigated any changes in growth that might have occurred right after the levee first 

restricted over-bank flooding. That is, they could see no change in stand-level growth in 

the restricted floodplain because the community composition had by this time changed 

in response to the levee construction and adjusted to the altered flood regime. 

Therefore, the new community composition allows high growth rates to continue after 

environmental conditions changed. 

! Unfortunately, the weather records showed that the conditions were moister than 

average during the time interval of this study, which could potentially have affected the 

results. The model created in this study does not consider any weather-characterizing 

variables as having an impact on growth. Neither does it take into account flooding 

characteristics other than the total numbers of days of inundation per year: factors like 

frequency of flooding, duration of each inundation, or the time of the year the area was 

flooded is not considered. Furthermore, the model did not find any of its flooding 
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variables to be significant in predicting growth, even though the study did find 

differences in species-level growth rates between flooded and unflooded sites. 

2.2.4 Tardif and Bergeron (1997)

! In an interesting study performed on a closely-related floodplain species, Tardif 

and Bergeron (1997) compared the chronologies of Fraxinus nigra from annually 

flooded sites with those from non-flooded sites and found an inverse relationship 

between radial growth and flooding in the previous yearʼs growing season. The authors 

suggest that this is because the winter buds that F. nigra produce during one year 

contain the leaf primordia that will develop the next year. A reduction in the amount of 

winter buds produced one year will therefore affect the amount of foliage produced in 

the next growing season. The study also observed that water availability during shoot 

growth, leaf expansion, and in the late growing season are the dominant factors 

affecting radial growth.

2.3 The Effect of Climate on F. pennsylvanica

! Previous studies have to some extent investigated the impact of climate and 

flooding on F. pennsylvanica, although I have not found any that examined this 

relationship at the physiological level. Climate studies that have investigated the 

potential effect of climate change on F. pennsylvanica, as well as many other species, 

have been done by analyzing the climatic characteristics of its present geographical 

range and simulating how this range could be affected by climate change (Iverson and 

Prasad 2002; Morse et al. 1993). I have not, furthermore, been able to find any 
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dendrochronological studies on the effect of climate on F. pennsylvanica. A 

dendrochronological study offers deeper insight into how an individual tree 

physiologically responds as it is exposed to a variety of conditions. It would therefore 

not only offer more in-depth knowledge about the species responses, but would also 

allow for more finely tuned predictions and predictions based on very local conditions. 

Naturally, the flooding effect discussed above are tightly linked to the amount and timing 

of precipitation, and changes to these precipitation patterns will affect the intensity and 

timing of floods in the floodplains. 

2.3.1 Iverson and Prasad (2002)

! Using a purely statistical approach, Iverson and Prasad (2002) modeled the 

potential impact of a doubling of atmospheric CO2 concentrations by 2100 on 76 

common tree species in the eastern USA. First, they developed a statistical model that 

could replicate the current ranges and importance values of the species as described by 

the US Forest Service based on the current climate. They then altered the climate in the 

model according to five climate change models and used these models to predict the 

potential future percent change of suitable habitat and change in importance values for 

the different species within the eastern USA. 

! The study found that F. pennsylvanica would increase moderately in importance 

value under all five climate change scenarios and shift northwards by 10˚. However, for 

this particular species, their model performed quite poorly and were not able to 

accurately estimate a change in area of suitable habitat. While an overall interesting 

study, it does not attempt to explain the impact of particular climatic variables on F. 
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pennsylvanica, nor provide any predictions about how the species distribution might 

change regionally within the eastern USA.
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CHAPTER 3

STUDY AREA

3.1 Location and Environment of the Study Area

! The study site is located in the Ray Roberts Greenbelt, located northeast of the 

City of Denton in Denton County, north-central Texas (see Figure 3.1). The Ray Roberts 

Greenbelt is a park and recreational area managed by Texas Parks and Wildlife. It 

follows the Elm Fork of the Trinity River from Lake Ray Roberts, located just north of the 

Ray Roberts Greenbelt, to Lake Lewisville in the south (see Figure 3.2). The total area 

of the Ray Roberts Greenbelt is approximately 2000 ha (Barry 2000). 

! The tree cores used in this study were collected in the southern part in the Ray 

Roberts Greenbelt, as can be seen in Figure 3.2. This particular area is highly exposed 

to releases from the Lake Lewisville dam, which releases water onto the Ray Roberts 

Greenbelt floodplain when severe rain increases the water level of the lake. The climate 

in the area is characterized as humid subtropical with moderate rainfall (890 mm per 

year) and periodic drought, hot summers (average 21-27˚C), and mild winters (10-16˚C) 

(Bailey 1995; USDA [US Department of Agriculture] 1980). 
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Fig. 3.1. Maps of the location of Texas, Denton County, and the Ray Roberts Greenbelt. 
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Fig. 3.2. The location of the sampling sites within the Ray Roberts Greenbelt.
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! The land surrounding the Ray Roberts Greenbelt is primarily used for agriculture 

(Bolling et al. 2005); however, Denton County lies just north of the Dallas-Forth Worth 

Metroplex, which is currently experiencing rapid population growth and increasing 

urbanization. The population of Denton County grew by 58% from 1990 to 2000, 

accompanied by a 25% increase in urban areas (Williams 2003).

! The forest in Ray Roberts Greenbelt is characterized as a bottomland hardwood 

forest. These forests contains mixed hardwood species and grow on floodplains, which 

is a relatively flat area of land that is located next to a body of water and is subject to 

periodical flooding (Bailey 1995; Barry 2000). The prevalent tree species in a 

bottomland hardwood forest have the ability to mature and reproduce in soils that may 

become anaerobic during the growing season, and the frequency and duration of 

flooding are among the main factors that determine how well the bottomland hardwood 

forest can function (Taylor et al. 1990). Bottomland hardwood forests are important 

ecosystems for maintaining water quality, providing wildlife habitat, and regulating 

flooding (Taylor et al. 1990). 

! In a previous survey of the area, Barry (2000) found 26 tree species in the forest 

of the Ray Roberts Greenbelt, with the most common species being Celtis laevigata 

(sugar hackberry), Celtis reticulata (netleaf hackberry), F. pennsylvanica (green ash), 

Populus deltoides (cottonwood), Quercus macrocarpa (bur oak), Ulmus americana 

(American elm), Ulmus crassifolia (cedar elm), and Ulmus rubra (slippery elm).  With 

respect to basal area, density, and frequency of each tree species in the forest, Barry 

found the relative importance value of F. pennsylvanica to be relatively high (19.75%), 

surpassed only by a joined category for the hackberry species, C. reticulata and C. 
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laevigata (34.94%).  Table 3.1 shows all the species that Barry observed in the Ray 

Roberts Greenbelt. 

Table 3.1. List of tree species in the Ray Roberts Greenbelt. From Barry (2000).

Scientific name Common name
Acer negundo Box elder 
Bumelia lanuginosa Chittamwood
Carya illinoensis Pecan
Celtis laevigata Sugar hackberry 
Celtis reticulata Netleaf hackberry 
Cornus drummondii Rough-leaf dogwood 
Crataegus spp. Hawthorn 
Diospyros virginiana Common persimmon 
Fraxinus pennsylvanica Green ash 
Gleditsia triacanthos Honey locust 
Juglans nigra Black walnut 
Juniperus virginiana Eastern red cedar 
Maclura pomifera Bois dʼarc 
Morus rubra Red mulberry 
Platanus occidentalis American sycamore 
Populus deltoides Eastern cottonwood 
Quercus macrocarpa Bur oak 
Quercus shumardii Shumard oak
Quercus stellata Post oak
Quercus marilandica Blackjack oak
Salix nigra Black willow
Sophora affinis Eveʼs necklace
Ulmus alata Winged elm 
Ulmus americana American elm 
Ulmus crassifolia Cedar elm 
Ulmus rubra Slippery elm 
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3.2 Environmental Conditions during the Analysis Interval

! The graphs below (Figures 3.3-3.4) show the monthly average temperature and 

precipitation levels that occurred during the analysis interval, 1960-2007, as well as the 

maximum and minimum values that occurred for each variable during the same period. 

July and August have the highest maximum and minimum temperatures on average 

during the year, while January is the coldest month on average, closely followed by 

December (see Figure 3.3). On average, the last day of frost in the spring occurred on 

March 16, and the first day of frost occurred on November 15. This gives the study area 

an average frost free period of 244 days every year during this period. April and October 

are the two months with the highest average precipitation values, while December-

January and July-August are the driest months (see Figure 3.4).

Fig. 3.3. Monthly mean high and low temperatures in ˚C. The dotted lines show the monthly minimum and 

maximum extremes of the high and low temperatures that occurred during the analysis interval. 
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Fig. 3.4. Average monthly precipitation values. The averages for total precipitation (top) and maximum 

daily precipitation (bottom) are shown for each month during the analysis interval. The dotted lines also 

show the maximum and minimum values that occurred during the analysis interval. 
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! Figure 3.5 shows the annual flooding events for both stands, while Table 3.2 also 

shows the flooding data in monthly resolution for the years in which flooding occurred. 

Because they are located at a lower elevation, the old stand trees are exposed to longer 

periods of flooding and higher flood levels that the trees in the young stand. The total 

duration of flooding each year corresponds quite well with the maximum flood levels 

reached. The old stand is estimated to have experienced seven flooding events lasting 

longer than 30 days within the analysis interval, while the trees in the young stand is 

thought to have been exposed to such a long-lasting flood only three times. The old 

stand trees experienced a flood levels exceeding 2 meters above ground four times 

during the same period, and the flood levels also exceeded 3 meters twice. 

! The flood years were mostly interspersed by years of no flooding, except for the 

periods 1981-1982 and 1989-1992, when flooding occurred each year. As Table 3.2 

shows, most of the flooding took place during the spring and summer, although there 

are also a few occurrences of fall  and winter floods. 

!
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Fig. 3.5. The total duration and amplitudes of floodsl. The top graph shows the total days of flooding for 

each year of the analysis interval for both stands. The bottom graph shows the maximum flood level 

reached each year.
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Table 3.2. Maximum flood levels reached. The flood levels are listed in mm by the young stand (top) and 

old stand (bottom) each month in the years during which flooding occurred.

Young stand monthly flood levelsYoung stand monthly flood levelsYoung stand monthly flood levelsYoung stand monthly flood levelsYoung stand monthly flood levelsYoung stand monthly flood levelsYoung stand monthly flood levelsYoung stand monthly flood levelsYoung stand monthly flood levelsYoung stand monthly flood levelsYoung stand monthly flood levelsYoung stand monthly flood levelsYoung stand monthly flood levels

1981

1982

1989

1990

2007

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

- - - - - - - - - 1439 1695 -
- - - - 1326 1152 616 - - - - -
- - - - - 430 - - - - - -
- - - 366 1750 213 - - - - - -
- - - - - 259 951 - - - - -

Old stand monthly flood levelsOld stand monthly flood levelsOld stand monthly flood levelsOld stand monthly flood levelsOld stand monthly flood levelsOld stand monthly flood levelsOld stand monthly flood levelsOld stand monthly flood levelsOld stand monthly flood levelsOld stand monthly flood levelsOld stand monthly flood levelsOld stand monthly flood levelsOld stand monthly flood levels

1966

1974

1981

1982

1989

1990

1991

1992

1994

1997

2001

2007

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

- - - 1018 1792 70 - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - 1012 -
- - - - - - - - 1570 2932 3188 1167
- - - - 2819 2646 2109 372 - - - -
- - - - - 1923 1494 - - - - -
- - - 1859 3243 1707 360 - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - 1356

1262 506 - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - 149 - - - - - - -
- 378 332 - - - - - - - - -
- - 223 - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - 1753 2445 1149 - - - -
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CHAPTER 4

METHODS

4.1. Sample Collection and Preparation 

! In October 2007, Dr. Josep Raventós, Dr. Wilfredo Franco, and I extracted a few 

cores from several different species in the Ray Roberts Greenbelt in order to assess 

their suitability for dendrochronological analysis. These species were identified by as  

Acer negundo (box elder), Populus deltoides (cottonwood), Celtis laevigata ( sugar 

hackberry), Ulmus americana (American elm), Ulmus crassifolia (cedar elm), Morus 

rubra (mulberry),  and F. pennsylvanica. I chose to work with F. pennsylvanica because, 

of all the trees we sampled in this survey, F. pennsylvanica proved to have the most 

distinct rings and the greatest width consistency throughout the trunk. We therefore 

went back to the Ray Roberts Greenbelt to collect a larger sample size of cores from 

this species. 

! In November and December 2007 Dr. Raventós, Dr. Franco, and I went back to 

the Ray Roberts Greenbelt and collected cores from 30 healthy-looking trees of the 

species F. pennsylvanica using an increment borer. Fifteen of these trees were from a 

stand of older trees and fifteen are from a nearby stand of younger trees. Because the 

two stands are located over one kilometer apart, grow on different soils, and vary 

considerably in their distance from the river, I cannot assume that any potential 

differences in the growth responses between the two stands are due to age alone. I 
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choose to include the cores from both stands in the analysis in order to maximize the 

sample size, as well as to reduce any potential biases caused by age or site conditions. 

! We made sure to collect at least two chronologies from each tree, resulting in a 

total of 60 chronologies from 30 trees. In trees with a diameter small enough for the 

increment borer to reach all the way through the trunk, one core containing two series 

was typically extracted; in trees that had a diameter so large that the increment borer 

could not reach all the way through, we typically extracted two cores at approximately 

180˚ angles. 

! After extraction, the cores were immediately placed in pieces of wood that were 

routed to fit the thin cores, and then labelled and tightly wrapped in aluminum foil to 

keep them in place until they could be prepared. Within a few hours after the cores had 

been extracted, I mounted them by gluing them to the routed pieces of wood they had 

been transported in. Two of the chronologies had broken in several places and I could 

not confidently put them back together, leaving me with 58 usable chronologies. After 

the remaining cores had dried completely (for minimum 48 hours), they were sanded 

with increasingly fine sandpaper to make the rings more clearly visible (see Figure 4.1), 

as is the standard dendrochronological procedure for preparing core samples (Fritts 

1976). Finally, I scanned the sanded cores to create a magnified digital image of each 

chronology.
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Fig. 4.1. Core samples before and after sanding. The bottom photo shows a sanded core.

4.2 Chronology Development

! Several methods were used to develop a reliable master chronology that could 

be used to represent tree ring growth in the development of the model. These included 

both visual examination and statistical examination using two programs very frequently 

used in dendrochronology, COFECHA and ARSTAN. 

4.2.1 Cross-dating and Measuring the Tree Rings

! I used the digital images obtained from scanning to visually cross-date all of the 

cores. Cross-dating involves matching the ring-width patterns of one tree with the 

patterns in other trees in the same area while dating each ring of each core (Fritts 

1976). Cross-dating relies on particular markers or patterns, often in the form of very 

narrow and wide rings, that occur consistently in all chronologies. In the cores of F. 

pennsylvanica collected from the Ray Roberts Greenbelt, cross-dating was facilitated by 

characteristically narrow rings in 1971, 1976-1981, 1984, 1988, 1996, and 2000-2001 
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and characteristically wide rings in 1982, 1987, 1989-1990, and 2002. The cores also 

consistently showed white bands inside the latewood in 1982, 1989 and 2007. All of 

these markers acted to verify that the cores had been dated correctly, allowed me to 

check for missing rings or false rings in individual chronologies, and helped me deduct 

the location of ring boundaries if a section is was difficult to make out. In short, cross-

dating minimizes the risk of misdating the chronologies. 

! Cross-dating revealed the treesʼ approximate ages, based on the center ring of 

each core. Increment boring at breast height will not reveal a treeʼs true age if the borer 

did not go through the absolute center of the tree, or if the tree used one year or more to 

reach breast height; however, this error should be quite consistent throughout all the 

cores extracted in this study. The oldest tree in the old stand was dated back to 1923, 

making it at least 84 years old at the time we collected the core. However, the second 

oldest tree in this stand could only be dated to 62 years old, leaving a gap of 22 years 

for which the oldest core could not be cross-dated, and therefore not be included in 

analysis. The trees in this stand, based on the cores, had an age range of 40-84 years 

old and a mean age of 53.6 years. The trees we sampled from the younger stand, on 

the other hand, showed an age range of 13-28 years at the time of sampling and had a 

mean age of 19.7 years. (Younger-looking trees were present at this site, but we chose 

not to core these trees due to fear that it might harm a tree this young.) 

! All rings of the cross-dated chronologies were then measured to the nearest 

micrometer (0.001 mm) on the digital images using the program Screen Calipers. These 

measurements were recorded and entered into Ring-Width List (RWL) files of the 
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Compact/Precision decadal format, which is the input file format for COFECHA and 

ARSTAN. 

4.2.2 Controlling Quality and Accuracy

! The computer program COFECHA is a tool that statistically assesses the quality 

of cross-dating and the accuracy of the measurements (Grissino-Mayer 2001), and is 

widely used in dendrochronological work. The program checks the cross-dating by 

examining the high-frequency variance proportional to ring widths using segmented time 

series correlation techniques, and checks the ring measurements by flagging potential 

outliers among all the measurements corresponding to a given year (Grissino-Mayer 

2001). COFECHA was set to examine segment lengths of 30 years with a 15-year lag, 

as is recommended by Grissino-Mayer (2001) when using chronologies with an average 

length of 60 years or less. Other preferences were left at default settings. 

! COFECHA flagged three of my 58 chronologies for possible problems. In all 

three cases, the chronologies were flagged because a certain segment correlated with 

the master chronology at less than the critical correlation coefficient at the 99% 

confidence level (0.4226). I therefore visually re-examined the cross-dating and 

measurements of the tree cores. Two of the poor intercorrelations originated in 

segments with very diffuse rings near the center of the core. These rings were difficult to 

distinguish and could have been misdated. Since the segments are near the center of 

the core and I do not have a cross-dating reference on both sides of the problem 

segment, it is very difficult to deduct the error. I therefore removed these segments from 

the analysis. The third poor intercorrelation is probably due to some kind of severe 
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disturbance that affected one tree when it was young. The rings that correspond to 1989 

and 1990 are very wide in the master chronology, but narrow in this chronology, most 

likely related to the strong scarring seen the ring associated with 1989. This series will 

therefore be excluded from analysis to ensure that it does not affect the climate and 

flooding signals in the master chronology. 

4.2.3 Determining the Analysis Interval

! It is common practice to disregard a certain segment of the earliest years of the 

chronology because these rings are usually only present in only a small subset of trees 

(the oldest trees). By excluding the part of the chronology that has few data points, 

dendrochronologists can increase the reliability of the master chronology. Investigators 

choose different methods of determining this cut-off point. I chose the cut-off based on 

the common interval analysis performed by the computer program ARSTAN, which 

calculated that the time frame of 1960 to 2007 is optimal for analysis because it 

contains the maximum possible number of data points in a rectangular matrix (the 

length of the time interval by the number of series included in the interval). However, to 

avoid an age bias, I will also include in the analysis the series that do not extend all the 

way back to 1960; that is, all trees younger than 47 years will also be included.

4.2.4 Developing the Master Chronology

! Because the stand of younger trees is located at approximately 1.2 m higher 

elevation than the stand of older trees, and the flooding variables consequently would 

be different for the two stands, it was necessary to produce two master chronologies so 
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that two separate runs could be performed with different flooding variable inputs. To 

ensure that the tree ring patterns for the two stands indeed were different and that the 

effect of different flooding elevation on growth could not be excluded, I plotted the 

indexed master chronologies of the two stands against each other (see Figure 4.2) for 

each year of their common chronology (1980-2007). This plot showed that there were 

discrepancies between the tree growth patterns in the two plots and that I therefore 

should develop two separate master chronologies for the stands.  

Fig. 4.2. Bivariate scatter plot of the master chronology index values of the young stand against the old 

stand for each year during 1980-2007. The red line is at a 45˚ angle and represents perfect agreement 
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between the index values for each stand. The points above the diagonal line shows years in which the 

relative growth of the young stand is higher than the old stand, and the points below the line correspond 

to years in which relative growth was higher in the old stand. 

! As mentioned in Chapter 1, tree ring widths are affected not only by climate-

related variables, but also by unrelated factors that vary with time and between different 

individuals, including the treesʼ age, genetics, and particular site conditions (Fritts 1976). 

In order to isolate climate signal from the chronologies, therefore, the effects of these 

unrelated factors must be removed from the ring width measurements. Detrending of 

each series is necessary in order to remove the variance due to the age trend or other 

low-frequency changes, and standardization is necessary to correct for the differing 

growth rates between individuals due to factors like genetics and local site conditions 

(e.g., microtopography, soil type, and competition) (Holmes and Cook 1986). This 

procedure is based on the assumption the climate causes relatively high-frequency 

variance in the ring widths, while the effects of age, genetics, and site conditions show 

low-frequency variance or stability. 

! The tree ring measurements were standardized with help of the ARSTAN in a 

two-step detrending procedure (Holmes and Cook 1986). First, the overall long-term 

trend was removed by fitting a negative exponential curve to each chronology when 

possible. In the chronologies for which the exponential curve could not be fitted, a linear 

regression line was fitted instead. This a fairly conservative detrending technique, 

seeing as it is able to preserve some potential climatic trends; that is, trends that are 

longer than a few years but shorter than the length of the whole chronology. Second, a 
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more flexible detrending was performed on the resulting index by fitting a cubic 

smoothing spline that preserves 50% of the variance over the period of 30 years in 

order to further reduce non-climatic variance. 

! The master chronologies computed by ARSTAN were averaged residual 

chronologies from which the autoregressive effect was removed (eliminating the 

persistence of a signal). This technique first uses univariate autoregressive modeling, 

fitting an autoregressive process to the residuals of each detrended chronology. 

ARSTAN normalizes any potential residual outliers more than three standard deviations 

from the mean. An index was then computed by averaging the residuals (found by 

subtracting each yearʼs measurement from the detrending curve) from the individual 

chronologies using a robust biweight estimation of the mean, which minimizes the effect 

of outliers and enhance the common signal in the data (Holmes and Cook 1986). If the 

modeling of the residual chronology had revealed significant autocorrelation, the 

residual chronology would then have been whitened using the previously computed 

autoregressive coefficients, removing the autoregressive effect from the mean 

chronology; however, no significant autocorrelation was found in the master 

chronologies in this study. 

4.3 Calculating the Climate and Flooding Variables

! All of the independent variables in this study are based on flooding, precipitation, 

and temperature. I chose to include a large number of environmental variables in the 

initial steps of the analysis in an attempt to find exactly what characteristics and what 
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timing of flooding, precipitation, and temperature are the most beneficial or limiting to 

growth.

! The flooding variables were calculated based on the elevation of Lake Lewisville, 

as provided by the reservoir reports of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineersʼ website 

(http://www.swf-wc.usace.army.mil), and are an estimate of the height of standing water 

above ground level in the different plots. These variables are therefore only associated 

with conditions of complete root inundation. Based on this data, I have calculated the 

following variables for each year: 

• the maximum consecutive number of days of flooding each year (to represent any 

long-term flooding);

• the maximum flood level reached each year (to represent the intensity of flooding);

• the total number of days of flooding each month; 

• the maximum flood level reached each month.  

! The majority of the precipitation and temperature variables are based on daily 

temperature and precipitation measurements of the weather station Denton 2 SE, 

located slightly east of downtown Denton, between I 35-E and Highway 380. I accessed 

these measurements through the Utah Climate Center, hosted by Utah State University 

(http://climate.usurf.usu.edu/products/data.php). For certain periods, data from Denton 2 

SE was not available. As a consequence, precipitation data for 1964 was based on data 

from Denton Weather Station instead, and temperature data for all of 1964 and for 

January-February of 1984 was based on data from the weather station in Isle du Bois, 

Pilot Point. From this data, I calculated the following variables for each year: 
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• the day of the first frost in the fall (defined by a minimum temperature of 0˚C or 

lower);

• the day of the last frost in the spring;

• the length of the growing season (calculated as the number of days between first 

and last frost);

• the average daily maximum and minimum temperatures for each month;

• total annual precipitation;

• total monthly precipitation;

• the maximum precipitation in a single day for each month (to distinguish heavy rain 

events from multiple lighter rain events). 

! Assumptions regarding which months of the year of growth (current year) and the 

year prior to growth (previous year) has a direct on influence tree ring width vary among 

researchers. For example, Fritts (1976) uses an interval of previous June to current July  

for a study of Pinus Pondarosa in Colorado; Tardif and Bergeron use a large time span 

that includes the months from the previous April to current August for a study of F. nigra 

in Quebec, Canada; while several researchers have instead chosen a shorter interval 

spanning the previous October to the current September (Carrer and Urbinati 2004; 

Liang et al 2008; Yu et al 2008). The months of the previous year are included because 

the conditions of one growing season might significantly affect a treeʼs ability to grow in 

the next growing season (Fritts 1976; Tardif and Bergeron 1997). 

! For this study, I have based my analysis interval for each ring on what I have 

noted as the most common interval used in the literature I have reviewed, but expanded 
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the range slightly since the study area has a relatively warm climate and might provide a 

longer season of potential active growth than many study sites in the literature. I have 

therefore chosen an interval that ranges from July in the year prior to growth to October 

in the year of growth, which adds up to a total of 16 months. When the different 

environmental variables are calculated for all of these months and for the variables in 

annual resolution in both the current and previous year, this yields a total of 107 

environmental variables. A summary of the variables and the periods included for each 

one is shown in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1. Summary of variables and the periods calculated for each variable. 

Variables Periods calculated Total

Average maximum temperature each month previous July to current October 16

Average minimum temperature each month previous July to current October 16

Total monthly precipitation previous July to current October 16

Maximum daily precipitation each month previous July to current October 16

Total number of days of flooding each month previous July to current October 16

Maximum flood level reached each month previous July to current October 16

Day of first frost previous and current year 2

Day of last frost current year 1

Length of growing season previous and current year 2

Total annual precipitation previous and current year 2

Maximum consecutive days of flood each year previous and current year 2

Maximum flood level reached each year previous and current year 2

Sum of all variables: Sum of all variables: 107
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4.4 Model Development Using Response Function Analysis 

! I used response function analysis to develop the models that describe the 

relationship between the environmental data and the tree ring data. Response function 

analysis is common in dendroclimatic analyses and is designed to reduce the effects of 

intercorrelation between variables (Fritts 1976; Szeicz and MacDonald 1993; Tardif and 

Bergeron 1993; Carrer and Urbinati 2004; Yu et al. 2008).   

! Multiple regression analyses create equations that express the relative effect of a 

set of independent variables upon another dependent variable—in this case, the effect 

of environmental variables upon tree growth. Stepwise multiple regression is 

appropriate when it is necessary to select a small number of independent variables from 

a large number of possible variables but it is unknown which ones significantly affect 

tree growth (as is the case in this analysis). However, stepwise multiple regression can 

yield unstable results if the independent variables are highly intercorrelated. This is 

often the case in climatic data, and it is easy to see that for example flooding and 

precipitation are highly intercorrelated variables. Intercorrelation between independent 

variables in stepwise multiple regression can be avoided by transforming the variables 

into principal components before performing the regression analysis. 

! First, I normalized the values of each environmental variable per year by 

converting them to standard scores, or z-values, according to the equation
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where x is the raw value, μ is the mean value for the given variable, and σ is the 

standard deviation for the given variable. I then performed principal component analysis 

(PCA) on the resulting data matrix of normalized environmental variables, which 

contained the number of rows equalling the number of years and the number of 

columns equalling the number of environmental variables. This transformed the 

environmental data into a score matrix of uncorrelated principal components. The 

resulting matrix of loadings represent the importance of each environmental variable in 

explaining each principal component. The principal components contain the same 

information as the original environmental data; however, the data is arranged into new 

variables that are uncorrelated with each other. 

! The matrix of loadings was multiplied by the matrix of normalized environmental 

variables, yielding an amplitude matrix, corresponding to a scores matrix in PCA 

terminology. The values of the amplitude matrix describe how well the environmental 

data resemble a given principal component in a given year. High positive values 

represent strong agreement between the loadings of a particular principal component 

and the environmental conditions of a particular year; large negative values represent 

an inverse relationship; and values close to zero suggest no correlation between the 

principal component and the conditions that existed in the given year. If all components 

are included, this amplitude matrix contains all of the same information as the original 

environmental data in a time series, but in an uncorrelated way (Fritts 1976).

! In order to analyze the relationship between the environmental variables and the 

master chronologies, step-wise multiple regression was performed using the master 

chronology as the dependent variable and the magnitudes of the amplitude matrix as 
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the independent variables. Although principal components represent original 

environmental data and expresses the same relationship, they do not behave the same 

way as real world variables. These regression coefficients can be more clearly 

interpreted if they instead are transformed into a new set of coefficients that express the 

same relationship, but in terms of the original variables. 

! To arrive at the response function, the regression coefficients resulting from the 

stepwise regression were stored in a vector. The stepwise regression was performed in 

R, which optimizes the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). The regression coefficient 

vector was then multiplied by the matrix of loadings. This operation finally produced the 

response function vector, containing response function coefficients which behave as 

regular regression coefficients and express the growth response in relationship to the 

environmental variables. According to Fritts (1976), the response function provides 

more consistent and more reasonable results and has more significant variables than 

the straight-forward stepwise multiple regression analysis. 

To summarize the process in more detail, the analysis steps were the following: 

1. Using R, PCA in Q-mode is performed on the matrix of environmental data with 

rows equalling the number of years, y, and columns equalling the number of 

variables, v, resulting in a matrix of loadings with v rows and columns equalling 

the number of principal components extracted, c.

2. In R, the matrix of environmental variables is multiplied by the matrix of 

loadings, producing the amplitude matrix containing y rows and c columns. The 

amplitude matrix was then standardized. 
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3. The stepwise multiple regression is performed on the amplitude matrix using 

the master chronology as the dependent variable. The standardized coefficients 

for the last regression are then stored in a regression vector with c rows and 1 

column, and the coefficients for the other components are replaced with 0. 

4. In R, the matrix of loadings is multiplied with the regression vector, producing 

the matrix of response coefficients, containing v rows and 1 column.

The confidence limits of coefficient in the response functions were calculated from the 

standard errors of the regression coefficients by distributing the square of the errors to 

each standard error in proportion to the loadings of the principal components, as 

described by Fritts (1976). Statistical significance was calculated as p values and 

ranked at the 0.001, 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1 levels. !
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS

5.1 Descriptive Statistics of the Tree Rings

! After removing all problem segments and all measurements made prior to the 

analysis interval, a total of 1909 ring measurements remained for both stands (1359 for 

the old stand and 550 for the young). For these ring measurements, COFECHA 

calculated an average series intercorrelation of 0.787 for the young stand and 0.817 for 

the old stand. In other words, this is the average extent to which a given chronology in 

the set correlates to a master chronology developed from all of the other chronologies 

(Grissino-Mayer 2001). The series intercorrelation is a statistic commonly used in 

dendrochronology and describes the average of all the correlation coefficients found 

when correlating each core to a master chronology developed from all of the remaining 

cores. This is a measure of the strength of the signal that is common to all the trees, 

and according to the World Data Center for Paleoclimatology (WDCP), most 

chronologies, regardless of species, have series intercorrelation coefficients of 

0.550-0.750, with a median value of 0.62 based on the dendrochronological data 

contributed to the International Tree-Ring Data Bank (National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration [NOAA] 2008). The cores of F. pennsylvanica in the Ray 

Roberts Greenbelt should therefore contain a very strong common signal. 

! The average mean sensitivity for the chronologies in this study is 0.492 for the 

young stand and 0.471 for the old stand. This statistic represents the relative change in 
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ring width from one year to another. Trees that are more sensitive (have high mean 

sensitivity) tend to contain stronger climate signals and be easier to cross-date. 

According to the WDCP, mean sensitivity ranges from around 0.150 for the most 

complacent trees to around 0.650 for very drought-sensitive trees, with a median value 

of 0.25 in the reported data (NOAA 2008). 

! The raw ring width measurements exhibited a first-order autocorrelation of 0.312 

in the young stand and 0.319 in the old stand. The first-order autocorrelation expresses 

to what extent a given ring width is correlated with the ring width in the prior year, and 

therefore is a measure of the persistence of the treeʼs climatic responses from one year 

to the next. Lower first-order autocorrelation values are usually associated with higher 

values of series intercorrelation and mean sensitivity, and tend to be more desirable 

(NOAA 2008). The WDCP state that the typical range is 0.600-0.800, and that the 

lowest values generally range from 0.300-0.500 (NOAA 2008). The COFECHA  

descriptive tree-ring statistics are summarized in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1. Summary of tree ring descriptive statistics.

Young stand Old stand

Series intercorrelation 0.787 0.817

Mean sensitivity 0.492 0.471

Mean measurement (mm) 5.23 3.98

Standard deviation (mm) 2.969 2.224

First-order autocorrelation 0.312 0.319
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5.2 Master Chronologies

! In ARSTAN, the negative exponential curve fit option failed for any of the 

chronologies, and a linear regression line was therefore fitted during the first detrending 

instead. The variance due to autoregression was not found to be statistically significant 

by ARSTAN, as calculated by a first-minimum Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) search 

(see Akaike 1973; Holmes and Cook 1986); therefore, no rewhitening was performed for 

the residual chronology. 

! Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the master chronologies for both stands produced by 

ARSTAN, which served as the basis for the model development. In Figure 5.3, the 

master chronologies are shown together, in order to make it easier to compare their 

trends.  

Fig 5.1. The master chronology index for the young stand. 
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Fig. 5.2. The master chronology index for the old stand. 

Fig. 5.3. The master chronologies of both stands. Shown for purposes of comparison.

! The master chronologies show that periods of relative high growth in the old 

stand occurred in 1966-1967, 1975, 1982, 1987, 1989-1990, 2002, and 2007, while in 

the young stand, the highest relative growth seems to have occurred in 1987, 
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1993-1995, and 2007. The old stand chronology also exhibits very low relative growth in 

1964, 1971, 1980, 1984, 1988, 1996, 2000-2001, and 2006. The young stand shares 

most of these trends, having very low growth in 1980, 1984, 1988, 1996, 1999-2000, 

and 2006. Most of the trends appear to agree in the two stands most of the time, but 

there are some clear differences in between the indices, for example in 1982-1983, 

1992-1994, and 2002. 

5.3 Normalized Environmental Data

! The flooding variables for January, February, March, August, September, and 

December were removed from the data set of environmental variables for the young 

stand site since no flooding events were calculated to have occurred at this site during 

these months since 1980, which is the first year of the master chronology. After the 

removal of these variables, 91 of the 107 initial environmental variables remained for 

the young stand. The environmental variables for temperature and precipitation are the 

same for both stands, while the calculated variables that differ between the two stands 

are those that pertain to the flooding level. Figure 5.4 shows the normalized 

environmental data for the variables given in annual resolution. The data shows that the 

study area received much less precipitation than normal in 1963 and 2005, while the 

annual precipitation values were particularly high in 1973, 1981, and 1994.  In addition, 

relatively intense and long-term floods occurred on both sites in 1981-1982, 1989-1990, 

and 2007, and also in 1966 and 1992 on the site of the old stand. The graphs in Figure 

5.5 show the normalized environmental data for the variables given in monthly 

resolution. 
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Fig. 5.5. The normalized monthly environmental data. 
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Fig. 5.5. The normalized monthly environmental data. (Continued)
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Fig. 5.5. The normalized monthly environmental data. (Continued)
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Fig. 5.5. The normalized monthly environmental data. (Continued)
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Fig. 5.5. The normalized monthly environmental data (Continued)
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Fig. 5.5. The normalized monthly environmental data. (Continued)



 

5.4 Model Development

! The model development was a multistep process and yielded much information 

before arriving at the final significant response coefficients. 

5.4.1 Principal Components and Amplitudes

! The principal component analysis extracted 20 components with eigenvalues 

above 1.00 for the site of the young stand. The first and most important component 

explains 15.13 % of the variance in the data set of environmental variables. Together, 

the 20 components explain 95.73 % of the variance. For the site of the old stand, 

principal component analysis extracted 26 components with eigenvalues above 1.00. 

Here, the most important component explains 13.17 % of the variance in the data set of 

environmental variables, and together the 26 components explain a total of 93.22% of 

the variance. Scree plots for the principal component analyses are shown in Figures 5.6 

and 5.7.  
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Fig. 5.6. Young stand scree plot. The principal component analysis found 20 components with 

eigenvalues of 1 or higher. 
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Fig. 5.7. Old stand scree plot. The principal component analysis found 26 components with eigenvalues 

of 1 or higher.

! For the young stand, the first component is characterized by high loadings for 

annual flooding, total and maximum May precipitation, and flooding in May and June 

and in the late fall of the previous year. Similarly, the first component of the old stand is 
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characterized by high loadings for annual flooding, total May precipitation, and flooding 

in May and June and in October and November of the previous year. 

! As described in section 4.3, the magnitudes of the amplitude matrix describe the 

relationship between a principal component and the observed climatic data. A strong 

positive amplitude therefore suggests that those climatic variables with high loadings in 

a given principal component strongly resembles the climatic conditions in a given year. 

For example, the first principal component (characterized by high loadings for annual 

flooding, May precipitation, and flooding in May and June and in the previous late fall) 

shows strong agreement with the climatic conditions during 1982, 1990, and 2007 (as 

can be seen in Figure 5.8). 
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! The stepwise multiple regression analysis performed on the amplitude matrix for 

the young stand found thirteen of the 20 principal components to predict tree ring width. 

For the old stand, the regression analysis found twelve of the 26 principal components 

to predict tree ring width. The adjusted R2 values for the models are 0.76 for the young 

stand and 0.71 for the old stand. The regression coefficients for the components were 

multiplied with the loadings matrix as described in Chapter 4, yielding the response 

function.

5.4.2 The Response Function Models

! The response functions developed from the two stands represent the growth 

response of F. pennylvanica to the different environmental variables on these sites and 

are shown with the different significance levels in Figures 5.9-5.16. (The symbol “***” =  

variables significant at p < 0.001; “**”  = p < 0.01; “*” = p < 0.05; and “.” = p < 0.1.) The 

values for all the response function coefficients are also listed in the Appendix in Tables 

A-9 and A-10.
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Fig. 5.9. Response function coefficients for temperatures in the young stand. The graphs shows the 

responses to average maximum (top) and minimum (bottom) temperatures.
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Fig. 5.10. Response function coefficients for temperatures in the old stand. The graphs shows the 

responses to average maximum (top) and minimum (bottom) temperatures.
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Fig. 5.11. Response function coefficients for monthly precipitation in the young stand. The graphs shows 

the responses to total precipitation (top) and daily maximum precipitation (bottom) each month.
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Fig. 5.12. Response function coefficients for monthly precipitation in the old stand. The graphs shows the 

responses to total precipitation (top) and daily maximum precipitation (bottom) each month.
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Fig. 5.13. Response function coefficients for monthly flooding in the young stand. The graphs shows the 

responses to days of flooding (top) and maximum flood level reached (bottom) each month.
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Fig. 5.14. Response function coefficients for monthly flooding in the old stand. The graphs shows the 

responses to days of flooding (top) and maximum flood level reached (bottom) each month.
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Fig. 5.15. Response function coefficients for annual variables in the young stand.
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Fig. 5.16. Response function coefficients for annual variables in the old stand.

!  In all, 19 of the 91 environmental variables were found to be statistically 

significant predictors at 0.05 level of tree growth in the young stand of F. pennylvanica, 

and 22 of the 107 in the old stand. However, the final model is the vector of response 

function coefficients containing all of the responses. 

! Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show the effect of all of the monthly variables on a month-

by-month basis and Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show the same information pertaining only to 

the variables found the be significant at the p < 0.05 level. 
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Fig. 5.17. All of the young standʼs response function coefficients to monthly variables. 
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Fig. 5.18. All of the old standʼs response function coefficients to monthly variables.
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Fig. 5.19. Statistically significant response function coefficients for the young stand.
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Fig. 5.20. Statistically significant response function coefficients for the old stand.

! As the above graphs show, the ring width in the young stand has a strong direct 

relationship with the amount of annual precipitation in the previous year, and a strong 

and significant inverse response to the length of the growing season. The old stand as 

well shows a strong direct relationship with annual precipitation in the previous year and 

a significant indirect relationship with a length of the growing season in the year of 

growth, but also a strong positive relationship with total precipitation in year of growth. 
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! When it comes to the monthly temperatures, tree ring growth in the young stand 

seems to be best served with low maximum daily temperatures in most months and 

show significant inverse relationships in the late fall of the previous year and in the late 

spring and  summer in the year of growth, while in some months (in December and 

January especially), high minimum temperatures have a positive effect. In the old stand 

as well, most months show significant inverse relationships with high maximum 

temperatures (especially in the previous fall and the late spring/early summer) while a 

few months, particularly November and January of the prior year, show a positive 

relationship with high minimum temperatures as well. Overall, though, high 

temperatures negatively affect growth most of the year, and high summer temperatures 

appear to be the most harmful factor of any of the variables examined on a monthly 

basis.  

! Both stands have mostly positive relationships with precipitation. The monthly 

precipitation responses in the year of growth are more dissimilar, however. Tree ring 

growth in the young stand exhibits more negative relationships to precipitation in the 

year prior to growth than the old stand, and exhibits a significant inverse relationship to  

intense rainfalls in the previous October. The old stand shows almost exclusively 

positive responses to high precipitation values up until the late summer and early fall in 

the year of growth, having significant negative responses to total and daily maximum 

precipitation in August and October. April precipitation seems to be the most important 

beneficial monthly precipitation variable for the young stand, and fall precipitation the 

most restrictive. 
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! For the young stand, there was not much flooding data available and there were 

only a few years of flooding during the study interval, but these trees do display a 

significant negative responses to flooding in the prior October and November. The 

relationship between growth and flooding is also negative in June, but large and positive 

for July. In the old stand, on the other hand, we have many more statistically significant 

monthly responses, and here there is a clear and significant negative effect of winter 

flooding on growth, while the effect of flooding in the late spring and the summer is 

markedly positive. The monthly flooding responses to previous yearʼs summer and fall 

are also positive, while the impact of fall flooding in the year of growth is slightly 

negative. 

5.5 Model Testing

! The response function model behaves such that, when multiplied by a matrix of 

observations for the corresponding normalized environmental variables, it predicts tree 

ring width in the form of an indexed chronology. As a very fundamental test of the 

modelsʼ ability to predict tree ring width, I tested them on the same normalized 

environmental data from which the models were derived, yielding a chronology 

prediction that should be similar to the original master chronologies. Graphs showing 

the extent of agreement between the actual chronologies and predicted chronologies 

are shown in Figure 5.19. (The values in the original master chronologies produced by 

ARSTAN were standardized around an average index value of 1, while the indices for 

the responses function coefficients and consequently the tree ring predictions produced 

by the model were standardized around an average index value of 0. For the sake of 
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comparison, a value of 1 was therefore subtracted from the original ARSTAN master 

chronologies when making these comparison graphs.) 

! The similarities between the original master chronologies and the predictions 

made by the corresponding models were examined using a Pearson correlation 

analysis. The correlation coefficients for the relationship between the actual and the 

predicted chronologies were 0.822 for the young stand and 0.895 for the old stand. 
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Fig. 5.21. Agreement between original master chronologies and predicted chronologies. Shown for the 

young stand (top) and the old stand (bottom).
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CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION

6.1 Response Function Models

! Both models show that the variations in temperature, precipitation, and flooding 

in the current and previous year all have significant effects on determining ring width in 

F. pennsylvanica in the Ray Roberts Greenbelt. Significant relationships between radial 

growth and climatic or hydrological conditions have previously been reported for both F. 

pennsylvanica and other floodplain species (e.g., Robertson et al. 1978; Reily and 

Johnson 1982; Yanosky 1982; Anderson and Mitsch 2006), although these findings 

have not been consistent (Mitsch and Rust 1984; Young et al. 1995; Conner et al. 

1997). 

6.1.1 Temperature-Related Responses

! When considering the effect of the environmental factors on a monthly basis, it is 

clear that high temperatures limit growth and low temperatures favor growth for most of 

the year. Among the significant monthly responses alone (Fig. 5.17 and 5.18), the 

negative impact of high temperatures dominate the impacts on tree growth, particularly 

during the  summer. This could be directly due to water stress caused by increased 

rates of evapotranspiration or evaporation from the soil, or it might also be due to the 

shortage of CO2 for photosynthesis caused by the closure of the stomata in response to 

the high temperatures (Szeicz and MacDonald 1994; Raven et al. 2005). If the large 
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negative effect of high temperatures in the late spring and early summer is directly due 

to water stress, this would agree with the Frittsʼs (1976) notion that severe water 

deficiency, particularly in the late spring and early summer, can inhibit cell enlargement 

and shoot growth. Another possibility is that very high temperatures might have limited 

reaction rates by altering enzyme systems, thereby becoming a limiting factor (Fritts 

1976).  The overall negative impact of high temperatures in spring and the previous fall 

also agree with the general findings of Reily and Johnson (1982) among other floodplain 

species. 

! Meanwhile, higher minimum temperatures also seem to be beneficial at certain 

times, especially in the preceding winter. Higher temperatures during the coldest 

months might reduce the chances of frost damage. In a tree that has been prepared for 

frost, water only crystallizes in the intercellular spaces (Fritts 1976). When frost occurs 

rapidly, on the other hand, ice crystals can form within the cells, damaging them. The 

significant and strong negative response in both stands to high October temperatures in 

the previous year could therefore be related to the damage that occurs when unusually 

high temperatures occur soon before very cold temperatures kick in because the trees 

might then not have attained their seasonal frost-hardiness. Fritts (1976) also points out 

that after cambial activity slows down in the latter part of the growing season, the effects 

of limiting environmental conditions begin to have a greater effect on the accumulation 

of stored energy than on the growth of the current yearʼs tree ring. This could help 

explain why the trees in this study are responding more strongly to the September and 

October conditions in the previous year rather than in the current. 
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! In both stands, an inverse relationship with the length of the growing season is 

the only response that is significant at the 0.05 level or lower among the annual 

variables. While an early onset of the growing season has been found favor radial 

growth in higher latitudes (Hofgaard et al. 1999), the findings of this study suggest that 

this is not necessarily the case in lower latitudes. 

6.1.2 Precipitation-Related Responses!

! As might be expected due to treesʼ dependence of available water, high amounts 

of precipitation is beneficial to growth most of the year, although the young stand shows  

more negative responses to precipitation in previous year than does the old stand. The 

results show that high precipitation values in the spring and early summer are 

particularly beneficial to growth, which makes sense seeing as this is likely to be the 

time during which a large portion of growth normally occurs and the growth potential 

therefore is large. Avoiding growth restrictions related to water stress is therefore likely 

to be particularly beneficial  early in the growing season. 

! In the old stand, a large and significant negative relationship exists between 

precipitation and growth in August and October, and to a less extent, September. A 

similar relationship is also seen for the young stand, although the effect here is not as 

negative. It is possible that the lower water requirements of a tree towards the end of 

the growing season reduce the advantage of having ample soil moisture and instead 

contribute to some of the negative effects of high water levels in the soil that are also 

associated with flooding. 
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! Among the annual variables, total annual precipitation is by far the most 

beneficial factor for the old stand, while this relationship is close to zero in the young 

stand. The negative monthly precipitation responses in the year of growth are also a 

little dissimilar between the stands. For example, the young stand shows a significant 

and large negative response to maximum daily precipitation in October in the year prior 

to growth, a response that is positive in the old stand. It is possible that the old standʼs 

proximity to the river is one of the factors contributing to some of these differences in 

the standsʼ responses to precipitation. 

!

6.1.3 Flooding-Related Responses

! Since the young stand is estimated to have experienced very few flooding events 

and never to have been exposed to flooding in six of the twelve months during the 

analysis period, this standʼs model has limited usefulness in evaluating the impact of 

flooding on tree rings. The old stand, on the other hand, had been exposed to many 

more floods due to the treesʼ higher age and lower elevation, and in every month of the 

year, and therefore proved much more useful for this part of the analysis. 

! The old stand model clearly shows negative and mostly significant relationships 

with flooding in the winter (December-March) and a positive relationship with flooding in 

the late spring and summer months (April-August) in the year of growth, as well as a 

slight positive relationship with flooding in the summer and fall months of the previous 

year. 

! The importance of the timing of floods in this model suggests that timing could 

have been at least partly responsible for the decline in growth that Reily and Johnson 
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(1982) found in F. pennsylvanica after the construction of Garrison Dam. The authors 

reported that the downstream peak flow changed from April-June to February-March 

after the construction of the dam. Seeing as my old stand model suggests that April-

June flooding encourages growth and February-March growth is harmful to growth, it 

would be interesting to know how much of the growth decline in Reily and Johnsonʼs 

was due to the decrease in flooding and how much was due to the altered timing of the 

floods. 

! Several authors have reported that floods tend to cause the most damage during 

the growing season, and have a less adverse effect when it occurs during the dormant 

season (Broadfoot and Williston 1973; Glenz et al. 2006); these findings are therefore 

contrary to what happens to the F. pennsylvanica in our study area. The positive 

influence of flooding (usually associated with high availability of water and nutrients) in 

the spring and summer therefore seems to outweigh the potentially negative effects of 

flooding in this area during the period that was analyzed. 

! It seems contradictory that anaerobic soil conditions alone should have a more 

negative impact on growth during the dormant season, when oxygen demands in the 

roots are very low, than during the growing season. One possibility for this 

disagreement is that the internal processes that help this species offset the negative 

impacts of anaerobic conditions (such as the reducing compounds in the soil) cannot 

function well enough under colder temperatures. Another possibility is that the harmful 

effects of winter flooding instead are related to frost damage. Low moisture levels might 

increase hardiness to frost (Fritts 1976); if high moisture levels therefore makes trees 

more sensitive to frost damage, it is highly possible that this is a factor in explaining why 
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flood events in the late fall and winter consistently have a negative impact on growth in 

this study. 

! If we take the old stand model to be more representable when it comes to 

flooding responses, these results are contrary to the findings of Predick et al. (2008) in 

Wisconsin, who suggest there is a negative relationship between total days of annual 

inundation and radial growth in F. pennsylvanica. (This study only considered flooding 

data in annual resolution.) As we can see from the analysis of monthly responses, 

however, the timing of the flood events can be crucial in determining whether flood 

events will have a positive or negative effect on growth in these trees. 

! The young stand shows a significant negative response to October and 

November flooding, while this response is positive in the old stand. The flooding 

responses for June are also negative for the young stand while being positive for the old 

stand. Predick et al. (2008) suggest that mature individuals of F. pennsylvanica are 

more tolerant to flooding than young trees. It is possible, therefore, that the opposite 

responses to annual flood variables also reflect a difference between the stands, related 

to age or to some site-specific conditions. 

! The cores also consistently showed white bands, or false rings, inside the 

latewood in 1982, 1989 and 2007. (The physiology of these rings are also briefly 

described in section 1.3.3) These years also correspond to three of the four years 

during which June-July flooding occurred in the old stand. The same occurred in the 

young stand, except for July in 1989. This association suggests that floods in mid-

summer triggers the production of these white bands within the latewood cells. The 

association between floods and false rings has been noted earlier (Yanosky 1982, 1984; 
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Wimmer 2002). These false rings correspond to a period of greatly accelerated growth 

at the approximate time of the flood and appear to be due to reduced internal water 

stresses (Yanosky 1982, 1984). The production of latewood cells after the white band 

therefore seems to suggests that substantial amounts of growth (as was visible in 

Figure 1.2) can occur at least past July in the F. pennsylvanica of north-central Texas. 

6.1.4 Responses to Conditions in the Year Prior to Growth

! The response function models clearly show that one yearʼs environmental 

conditions have a great impact on growth in the next yearʼs growing season as well, in 

some cases more so that growth in the current year. In addition to having an effect on 

external conditions, such as winter precipitation that recharges soil moisture, the 

previous yearʼs conditions can also affect the tree physiologically to influence growth in 

the subsequent growing season. For example, the environmental conditions can 

influence the bud formation in the year prior to growth, which in turn influences bud 

expansion and the amount of foliage produced the next year (Tardif and Bergeron 

1993). Buds can also be damaged during dormancy, resulting in reduced foliage and 

less hormone production in the next growing season (Yanosky and Jarrett 2002). 

! The environmental conditions towards the end of one growing season may also 

affect next yearʼs growth by affecting how much energy is put into food reserves. 

Therefore, adverse conditions that hasten cessation of growth in the late summer might 

actually have a beneficial effect on next yearʼs growth because energy that would 

otherwise be spent on respiration in the late growing season can instead be placed into 

energy reserves, available for growth next spring (Fritts 1976).
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6.2 Potential Impacts of Climatic and Hydrologic Changes

! The negative growth response to high temperatures in both stands throughout 

most of the year suggests that an overall warmer environment is likely to be harmful to 

the growth of F. pennsylvanica in this study area. Multi-model averages predict that 

surface temperatures in north-central Texas will increase 1-1.5˚C by 2029 and 2-5˚C by 

2099, relative to the period 1980-1999 (IPCC 2007). While a positive relationship with 

high minimum temperatures exists in a few of the winter months, it seems unlikely that a 

positive effect of an increase in the minimum temperatures a few months of the year 

would make up for the overall negative effect of high temperatures throughout the year. 

! The IPCC predicts that the frequency of heavy precipitation is very likely to 

increase in most areas during the 21st century, increasing the risk of floods, while at the 

same time the amount of land experiencing extreme drought is also likely to increase 

(IPCC 2007; Bates et al. 2008). The models developed in this study show that 

precipitation has a positive relationship with growth of months of the year. Any 

reductions in precipitation during the late spring or early summer might therefore reduce 

growth in this species. If this area experiences an increase in spring/summer 

precipitation and flooding as a result of climate change and land development, however, 

the species could potentially increase in radial growth rates; however, it must be taken 

into consideration that these responses are only valid for the range of the input data. It 

is not possible to use this model to make predictions about what will happen if 

precipitation and flooding events exceed the intensities or frequencies that occurred 

during the analysis interval. Some researchers have previously reported that floodplain 
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species can benefit from flood events up until a certain duration, intensity, or frequency, 

after which they too suffer (Broadfoot and Williston 1973; Wendland and Watson-

Stegner 1983). If we consider the negative responses that the young stand had to 

floods, an increase in floods might certainly have a harmful effect on certain individuals, 

perhaps more so on the young than the old. 

! It should also be noted, however, that while certain climatic conditions, including 

flooding, might have a beneficial effect on mature trees during the summer, these 

extreme conditions could still be detrimental to a F. pennsylvanica community on the 

whole by interfering with germination and seedling establishment if they became more 

frequent (Broadfoot and Williston 1973; Conner et al. 1997; Glenz et al. 2006). If north-

central Texas were to experience a decrease in precipitation and consequently floods, 

these flood-tolerant trees are likely to be affected as well. Not only does flooding appear 

to be the most important factor in encouraging growth in the growing season, but 

previous studies have also reported that flooding restrictions on previously active 

floodplains have reduced the radial growth and abundance of F. pennsylvanica (Reily 

and Johnson 1982; Predick et al. 2008). 

6.3 Differences Between the Models

! A comparison of the unusually narrow or wide rings from the master chronologies 

to the environmental data suggests that most of the widest rings in the old stand 

correspond to years in which this site flooded in the late spring or summer. Five of the 

eight highest peaks on the old standʼs master chronology are associated with floods that 

occur in the months between April and August and last longer than 30 days. Or, to view 
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it from a different perspective, all five floods occurring during the April-August period 

and lasting longer than 10 days correspond to five of the eight widest rings. This clear 

association between flooding data and ring width is not present in the young stand, 

although there is also less flooding data available for this stand on which to base such 

comparisons.

! The periods of unusually low growth are very similar in young and old stands, 

while the timing of high peaks vary much more (as can be seen in Fig. 5.3). This 

suggests that the two stands are affected similarly by the most limiting factors in the Ray 

Roberts Greenbelt. The fact that all of the significant response function coefficients are 

negative also suggests that the treesʼ responses to harmful environmental conditions 

tend to be more consistent than the positive responses. There are larger differences in 

the timing of wide rings suggests that either there are differences between how the 

trees in the two stands respond to certain environmental conditions, or that the climate-

related environmental input actually is different in the two sites. A difference in how the 

stands respond to similar environmental inputs could be due to physiological differences 

between the trees in the two stands (such as age) or due to local external factors (such 

as soil type, competition, or availability of ground water). If the difference in the timing of 

wide rings is due to a difference in the input of the environmental variables considered 

in this study (temperature, precipitation, or flooding), this would almost certainly be due 

to the variable extent of flooding between the two sites. While it seems unlikely that 

precipitation or temperature would vary significantly between plots located about 1 km 

apart, it seems likely that the difference in high growth between the stands is at least 

partially related to flooding events, considering the high agreement between spring and 
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summer flooding and wide rings in the old stand, and apparent lack of the same 

relationship in the young stand. Another possible factor is that the old standʼs proximity 

to the river could provide these trees with more constant moisture than the trees in the 

young stand, and thereby affect the treesʼ responses to moisture-related stresses. 

However, the old stand does not exhibit markedly fewer or weaker responses to 

precipitation and temperature than does the young stand, just different ones. 

! There is also reason to believe that the different responses in the two stands 

could be related to age, however. Several researchers have observed that tree growth 

responses to climate vary significantly with age in other species (Szeicz and MacDonald 

1994; Carrer and Urbinati 2004; Yeh et al. 2006). The larger size that a tree obtains as it 

ages tends to increase the amount of foliage and may reduce the effects of competition 

(Carrer and Urbinati 2004); on the other hand, the larger size and increased structural 

complexity also increases the amount of respiration required in relationship to the 

amount of photosynthesis being carried out (Hunt et al. 1999) and reduces the 

efficiency of water transport (Bond 2000). 

! Another hypothesis that could help explain the stronger climate signal sometimes 

found in older trees is that natural selection favors risk-taking use of resources in young 

trees, followed by more conservative behavior in old trees. This hypothesis suggests 

that young trees sustain higher rates of transpiration and photosynthesis under severe 

conditions in order to provide the growth potential they need to become successfully 

established, in spite of an increased risk of mortality (Bond 2000). An overspending 

strategy like this might, however, record weaker climatic signals. Carrer and Urbinati 

(2004) reported that sensitivity increases with age in Larix decidua and Pinus cembra. 
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While this study actually found the young stand to have a higher level of mean 

sensitivity than the old stand, these findings do point to the possibility of age affecting 

how individual trees respond under different conditions. 

! A model that was instead based on samples collected more strategically 

throughout the Ray Roberts Greenbelt from a range of different sites might have 

improved the model. However, the statistical method used in this study would not have 

allowed for trees experiencing different flood levels to be incorporated into the same 

model without losing information about flooding responses.

6.4 Strengths and Weaknesses of the Models

! The strong series intercorrelation and the high mean sensitivity found among 

these trees shows that they contain strong climate signals.  This could be related to the 

reasons that Reily and Johnson (1982) suggested: that floodplain trees near the limit of 

their natural range may be particularly sensitive to climatic variations. 

! The higher correlation between estimated tree ring width and the original master 

chronology in the old stand model shows that this model greater predictive ability. The 

relatively high correlation coefficients seen in both models should be expected, seeing 

as the prediction is based on the same data from which the model was derived. There 

were not very many differences between the stands; however, the chronologies could 

also have been influenced considerably by other conditions not considered in this study 

(e.g., age or soil type). The influence of such factors would probably be reduced if the 

prediction could instead be compared to a chronology derived from a more stratified 

sample of individuals throughout the study area. Ideally, the cores collected for this 
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study could also be sampled from trees in a wider range of sites, but this would make it 

difficult to consider the different flood elevations experienced by the different trees when 

producing the model. 

! One change that could have improved the models would be a longer master 

chronology: having more data points available for the analysis would have been 

beneficial to establish a reliable relationship between environmental data and the radial 

growth patterns. However, F. pennsylvanica do not grow as old as some other species 

commonly used in dendrochronology. A better way to increase the number of different 

environmental responses in this species might therefore be to perform the sampling 

over a larger geographical area, where the individuals on the different sites experience 

slightly different environmental conditions. The short chronologies combined with the 

analysis method used could also limit the modelsʼ validity because of the large number 

of variables included relative to the number of years of available data. 

! The inclusion of two separate monthly measures of precipitation and flooding 

(total precipitation and maximum daily precipitation; total number of days of flooding and 

maximum flood level reached) did not seem to add much useful information to the 

results seeing as the results of the pairs of variables were mostly the same. The 

inclusion of both maximum and minimum temperatures, on the other hand, were 

sometimes helpful in interpreting the different effects of temperature during the year. 

!
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

! This study clearly shows that variations in both temperature, precipitation, and 

flooding events have a significant impact on tree ring growth in F. pennsylvanica in our 

study area in the Ray Roberts Greenbelt in north-central Texas. The responses to 

monthly variables show that the impacts of high or low values for temperature, 

precipitation, and flooding on tree ring growth can be either positive or negative, 

depending on the time of year. 

! High temperatures are limiting to growth most of the year; however, high 

minimum temperatures in the previous winter can be beneficial to the trees in this study 

area, possibly by minimizing frost damage. The most reliable model when it comes to 

flooding exhibits a clear beneficial effect of flooding in the period April-July, but a 

negative impact of flooding during the prior winter. A comparison between the tree cores 

and flooding record suggest a relationship between false rings and mid-summer flood 

events, which in turn would indicate that quite a bit of growth can occur after July in this 

species. 

! The large temporal variations in growth responses found in this study emphasize 

the importance of considering the timing of environmental events when studying tree 

growth responses. The results also verify that one yearʼs environmental conditions have 

a great impact on growth in the next yearʼs growing season as well—in some cases 

more so than the in the current year. 
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! The results of this study suggest that an increase in average temperature, as 

predicted by climate change models in this area (IPCC 2007), would likely have a 

negative impact on radial growth in F. pennsylvanica in north-central Texas. If this region 

experiences an increase in the frequency, duration, or intensity of flooding events during 

the growing season, this could potentially contribute to an increase of the radial growth 

in this species; however, the models developed in this study cannot predict any growth 

responses for flooding events beyond the levels occurring in the study interval. The 

effect of potential increases in flooding events on germination and seedling 

establishment also need to be considered when assessing the impact of hydrologic 

changes on the condition of the species on the whole. 

! The two stands that were used for the analysis exhibited several differences in 

their responses to the environmental factors investigated in this study. The timing of the 

lowest growth rates are very similar between the stands and therefore they appear to be 

similarly affected by the most limiting factors, while the timing of their optimal growth 

rates vary. In fact, all of the statistically significant responses function coefficients are 

ones that have a negative effect on growth, suggesting perhaps that the limiting 

conditions invoke a more consistent response than the growth-promoting conditions.  

These differences in optimal growth could be related to the standsʼ  discrepancies in 

age, exposure to flooding, or other local site-specific conditions. 

! The chronologies used in the study showed very high series intercorrelations and 

mean sensitivity. The use of floodplain trees near the geographical limit of its range 

could have been an important factor in obtaining these climate-sensitive chronologies. 

The strong climate signal present in the cores shows that this species, in this area, are 
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very well suited for dendroclimatological research. However, the inclusions of several 

contributing environmental factors in the same analysis could also have been a key 

factor to the model development by accounting for several major simultaneous causes 

of variance. 

! To improve the models, a stratified sampling method over a larger geographical 

area could be used. Implementing an age-stratified sampling method would also 

strongly reduce the potential effect of age-dependent responses to climate and flooding.  

To further examine the temporal variance in the growth responses, it might be helpful to 

study the relative widths in earlywood and latewood. Since the earlywood and latewood 

individually represent growth produced during different parts of one growing season, 

more information about the relative contributions of monthly environmental factors on 

early- and latewood growth might further help examine the seasonal variations on the 

environmental conditions on radial growth, as well as examine to what extent the 

periods earlywood production and latewood production vary according to the 

environmental conditions. 

! A comparative study comparing the impact of flooding and climate on radial 

growth in this region to those studies conducted in other regions of the range of F. 

pennsylvanica could also provide more information on the impact of a wider range of 

environmental conditions, as well as assess the hypothesis posed by Reily and Johnson 

(1982) that floodplain species near the limit of their natural geographical range may be 

particularly sensitive to climatic variations. 

!
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APPENDIX

TREE RING AND MODEL DATA
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Table A-1. The RWL input file of ring width measurements for the young stand. 

5f001a  1990  6543  5420  6857 11824 10939  9736  2783  5872  3392  1846
5f001a  2000  2544  3279  3534  3189  2241  2736  1678  5275 -9999
5f001b  1990  8873  6835  5169  8912  9083  8102  2686  7540  7100  3158
5f001b  2000  4366  4769  6268  5981  3077  5869  2045  8248 -9999
5f002a  1985  3273  3612  9899  3092  7070
5f002a  1990  7815  5422  9230  7184  7045  7623  2059  3114  2579  2069
5f002a  2000  1440  1080   689  1756  2738  1755  1445  5210 -9999
5f002b  1985  4371  4247  7047  1482  7505
5f002b  1990  5230  6024  7972  9290  6855  5759  2082  3729  3651  3368
5f002b  2000  2068  2017  2215  5300  4342  1840  1226  5466 -9999
5f003a  1991  1459  4369  4849  6403  5866  3406  7849  5860  1816
5f003a  2000  3274  3980  5127  4788  5528  5331  1816  7219 -9999
5f003b  1991  1351  2968  4752 11291 10570  3954  8863  4984  2956
5f003b  2000  4128  3213  5322  5470  4625  6348  1859  5708 -9999
5f004a  1992 12277 18174 18046 16950  4971  9600  9917  2615
5f004a  2000  2361  6626  2863  5601  4032  6018  2668  5577 -9999
5f004b  1992 11178 17171 15080 14756  4363 10014 10166  6111
5f004b  2000  3751  8104  4549  8499  4723  6168  2614  5735 -9999
5f005a  1987  5570  1902  6025
5f005a  1990  3617  4694  6409 11207  9965  7937  2484  3712  5118  1606
5f005a  2000  1082  3426  2553  3871  2593  1670  1099  2285 -9999
5f005b  1987  6923   933  5319
5f005b  1990  3967  6149  7011 12754 10146  7930  2599  3564  4593  2597
5f005b  2000  1520  3806  2481  4372  4544  2478  1558  2729 -9999
5f006a  1992  4815 10259 10653  8468  3758  8239  5845  2640
5f006a  2000  2287  5719  5760  5095  3486  4786  1679  4874 -9999
5f007a  1993  4930  7416  8293  2710  6236  5588  3378
5f007a  2000  3695  3949  3174  4369  6668  5305  1834  9351 -9999
5f007b  1993  3900  5973  7134  2012  5945  4371  2412
5f007b  2000  3158  2878  3211  4659  3835  3320  2681 13259 -9999
5f008a  1995  7718  2883  7431  4950  2938
5f008a  2000  3416  6559  3537  4332  7075  4852  2539 10826 -9999
5f008b  1995  7203  1803  7560  3989  3465
5f008b  2000  3274  6846  4553  5076  7681  5349  1471  4984 -9999
5f009a  1995 12395  4424  9509  5068  4174
5f009a  2000  1761  3770  2740  4881  5234  4386  3183 12059 -9999
5f009b  1995 16511  3505  7826  5567  2718
5f009b  2000  2106  3340  2950  3788  5609  3505  1642  6782 -9999
5f010b  1988  1615  2259
5f010b  1990  8680  7293 10686  7158  5005 11963  2969  9961  5461  2608
5f010b  2000  1796  2433  6398  5735  6150  4192  1720  8481 -9999
5f011a  1982  1408  2237  1455  6638 10802 12462  4472  9489
5f011a  1990  9400  7896  7150 10405  8871  8783  1927  6817  4348  4170
5f011a  2000  1140  2485  2545  3622  4504  2921  1943  3264 -9999
5f011b  1981  5466  3364  3961  1795  6325  9837  8426  2808  8726
5f011b  1990  8094  4097  5715  7323  6460  5140  1072  4457  3319  3388
5f011b  2000  1988  1550  2436  3959  1777  2722  1746  1704 -9999

(Continues on next page)
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Table A-1. The RWL input file of measurements for the young stand. (Continued)

5f012a  1980  1800  5259  4010  3968  2401  7367 12131  6955  3829 13705
5f012a  1990  9523  7984  8250  8030  7811  7584  2850  4782  6430  2132
5f012a  2000  1395  2136  3402  3638  4274  3659  1863  1850 -9999
5f012b  1980  1666  4431  5084  4349  3619  7043 10445 10889  5761 12321
5f012b  1990  6047  6480  6538  9341  7017  6868  1900  5714  5267  1708
5f012b  2000  1217  2261  3230  4666  3101  3225  1750  3086 -9999 
5f013a  1984  2414  7747  5138 11121  4521  9671
5f013a  1990  6635  4390  6368  4962  5577  5981  1809  6113  5372  2030
5f013a  2000  1239  1855  2557  4179  5884  4128  2852  8224 -9999
5f013b  1984  2054  4719  4615  7745  3187  6327
5f013b  1990  4507  2967  4158  5099  5407  5493  1891  3827  3347  2285
5f013b  2000   926  1831  2486  4139  5313  2808  1973  7380 -9999
5f014a  1984   890  3920  7698  8759  4848  4547
5f014a  1990  7530  8146  8398  7394 11693  7200  2727  7385  4697  2407
5f014a  2000  1330  2886  3788  3622  2388  1812  1546  6318 -9999
5f014b  1983  1149   814  3429  7353  9053  4936  6430
5f014b  1990  5089  7918  9622  8639  8243 11494  2544  8036  5938  2811
5f014b  2000  1298  3455  4040  4336  3894  2789  1779  7061 -9999
5f015a  1990 10668  8532 12279 11519 13704 13120  3388  8219  5308  3592
5f015a  2000  2045  2792  3273  3628  3409  2445  1709  7543 -9999
5f015b  1990 12311  8279 10426 11583 11529 10036  2944  5096  5401  2321
5f015b  2000  1389  2156  3323  3943  3468  2029  1734  6700 -9999
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Table A-2. The RWL input file of ring width measurements for the old stand. 

2f001a  1960   546  6008  4706  3855  2689  5336  7605  3403  3992  3613
2f001a  1970  3529  1597  3698  6008  5210  8656  8067  2563  2227  2143
2f001a  1980  1723  4244  7563  6092  2437  2437  2227  6261  2647  6807
2f001a  1990  7353  2605  2395  2143  3782  7332  1555  6050  4496  1807
2f001a  2000  1345  1387  4748  2059  1303  2395   924  3656 -9999
2f001b  1960  7918  8083  6227  4205  4122  8755 11537  6155  7809  5940
2f001b  1970  5225  1940  5310  6028  3255  7132  4299  3164  2747  2548
2f001b  1980  1499  2467  6469  3997  1932  3114  2230  6479  2555  7351
2f001b  1990  7283  3242  2948  4297  4893  6193   931  5526  2586  2382
2f001b  2000  1332  1123  3439  1669  1333  2090   993  3270 -9999
2f002a  1960  8436  9060  6019 10976  4816  9939 10038  7161  9734  8212
2f002a  1970  7748  2243  6027  5853  6860 10440  4255  4423  4423  5681
2f002a  1980  2362  2787  9026  8884  2879  5444  8468 10407  2968  5547
2f002a  1990  5008  2144  2520  2109  2691  2901  1972  2647  2899  2354
2f002a  2000  1471  1555  3110  2274  1605  2366  1275  1480 -9999
2f002b  1960  6233  5053  3677  4641  3348  8684  9101  5451  8307  7299
2f002b  1970  6417  2378  4434  4739  4150  8094  4187  4156  3032  3917
2f002b  1980  2065  3723  6092  8064  2838  4597  4895  6700  2668  4515
2f002b  1990  6407  3768  3897  3404  3404  3909  1137  2686  2392  2308
2f002b  2000  1299  2266  3274  2328  1994  2583  1313  1908 -9999
2f003a  1960  8521  8091  7474  5810  3340  9731  8941  5677  7158  6510
2f003a  1970  6322  3732  4344  7142  3865  6481  2529  2949  2655  3032
2f003a  1980  1562  3748  7626  5483  2648  3154  2992  8674  2222  7941
2f003a  1990  8884  5649  4600  3901  4323  3377  1424  4304  3698  3241
2f003a  2000  1489  1169  3003  3884  1820  4977  1546  5105 -9999
2f003b  1964  3697  8524  5428  3794  4448  4104
2f003b  1970  4436  2230  4190  6343  4768  6565  3729  4148  3301  3512
2f003b  1980  1941  3289  7607  7386  2883  3559  4205  8327  2709  6195
2f003b  1990  6231  3613  2851  3117  3120  3936  1149  4942  3947  3327
2f003b  2000  1368  1465  3993  2976  1909  3250  1853  5430 -9999
2f004a  1960  3999  5692  5336  6222  3473  9192  7834  5059  6235  4294
2f004a  1970  3915  1837  4404  6455  6273  7981  5433  3287  2669  3022
2f004a  1980  2844  6340  8286  7864  3254  4646  2272  7668  2298  7431
2f004a  1990  6643  3371  2004  2246  1878  2405   823  3457  2381  2069
2f004a  2000  1386   917  4443  2555  1961  3788  1250  5589 -9999
2f004b  1960  3813  5404  4626  5444  3075  8176  6311  5347  7671  5799
2f004b  1970  5435  3288  7621  7047  5282  9116  4614  3361  3330  3558
2f004b  1980  1180  2012  5954  7655  3521  3280  3445  6725  1818  6277
2f004b  1990  8514  2801  2009  2404  1525  2486  1124  2294  2206  1701
2f004b  2000  1394  1000  4857  2443  1830  2930  1349  3723 -9999
2f005a  1960  3866  6026  4134  5940  1648  8401  8349  5385  6749  6254
2f005a  1970  6419  2529  3652  7926  6524 10605  5455  6336  3785  5137
2f005a  1980  2613  5850  8999  8345  3355  6700  8807 12879  3665 10698
2f005a  1990  9653  4761  3574  4307  3558  5626  1355  3841  4171  3078
2f005a  2000  2149  1524  7561  3082  2685  3861  1678  6560 -9999
2f005b  1960  4986  7020  3883  7888  2820 12835 11956  6442  6868  7474
2f005b  1970  6584  2986  4354  8746  6065  9800  6084  5030  3608  6547
2f005b  1980  2945  8573 10080  9633  4770  7624  8380 11107  3489 11420
2f005b  1990 10799  5429  4244  7280  6664  7186  1557  7498  4930  4406
2f005b  2000  3132  2121  9905  3578  3012  5514  2343 10696 -9999

(Continues on next page)
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Table A-2. The RWL input file of ring width measurements for the old stand. (Continued)

2f006a  1960  2446  5503  2216  4474  2333  9726  4412  5581  4332  3060
2f006a  1970  2114  1121  2571  3184  2804  4760  2886  2006  2458  1986
2f006a  1980  1676  2992  9234  6642  2559  5256  5114  8406  2324 10576
2f006a  1990  6414  3223  2558  3653  2731  3395  1013  3013  2316  1787
2f006a  2000  1421  1232  5146  1501  1635  1920  1306  6239 -9999 
2f006b  1960  3880  5418  4059  6298  5512 15806  6631  5057  6865  5124
2f006b  1970  4560  1502  5074  8854  5759  7241  3564  3827  4133  3214
2f006b  1980  2090  5389 10630  8917  2640  6507  5145 13418  3678 11985
2f006b  1990  9705  3230  2706  4012  2717  3203  1356  2586  2787  1813
2f006b  2000  1463  1332  3108  1219  1274  1446  1099  5149 -9999
2f008a  1960  7546  4457  4648  3274  2492  8713  6332  1887  4120  2749
2f008a  1970  2879  1195  3058  4373  2933  4841  3018  3716  2050  1211
2f008a  1980   949  2862  7315  3561  2512  3386  2536  6881  1802  6900
2f008a  1990  6406  2972  4694  5378  3374  3728  1053  3950  2232  3063
2f008a  2000  2224  1565  5388  4108  3406  3576  1643  6448 -9999
2f008b  1960  2962  1600  2478  1960  1742  4343  3378  1617  2221  1613
2f008b  1970  1304   741  1573  1407  1395  1310  1562  1520  1422   759
2f008b  1980   578  1736  6743  3043  1613  2090  1973  5177  1618  4787
2f008b  1990  5316  1846  2534  3088  1967  2716   845  4184  2087  3184
2f008b  2000  2529  1380  4508  2392  1893  2083  1742  7203 -9999
2f009a  1960  3397  2928  2453  4388  2214  5865  5809  2020  2818  2235
2f009a  1970  2755  1334  2273  3281  2267  3234  1700  2401  2351  2069
2f009a  1980  1190  2686  3081  3173  1719  3606  7053  6474  2420  5678
2f009a  1990  5194  3050  2494  2765  2340  2535  1173  2328  1341  1516
2f009a  2000  1229  1026  1756   832   912   925   647   784 -9999
2f010a  1960  4825  3536  2059  3807  1728  3766  3117  1065  1795  1422
2f010a  1970  2006  1489  2164  2287  1341  2086  1568  1303  1249   968
2f010a  1980   874  1844  6074  3323  1387  2755  6030  5634  1736  7829
2f010a  1990  5853  2836  3212  4050  2451  3320   968  2323  1842  2357
2f010a  2000  1134  1438  6319  1322  2337  1175  1907  3763 -9999
2f010b  1960  4723  2386  2386  3551  1360  3380  4111  1195  2122  1882  
2f010b  1970  1724   879  1473  2673  1663  2358  1515  1567  1523   941
2f010b  1980   848  1656  8024  3928  1332  2073  5350  5517  1608  7306
2f010b  1990  6304  3255  3705  2544  2012  3535  1031  2234  2751  1833
2f010b  2000  1274  1153  4317  1659  2016  1307  1232  4021 -9999
2f011a  1960  5482  2921  2501  2368  1282  3915  4415  1333  3356  2312
2f011a  1970  2312   718  2266  2984  2190  4846  3306  2629  2289  1748
2f011a  1980  1096  2627  6027  3987  3021  3993  2642  4893  3295  5078
2f011a  1990  5490  3351  3168  3588  3934  5438  1061  4845  5093  3986
2f011a  2000  1757  1364  3861  2542  1698  2781  1558  2853 -9999
2f011b  1960  4473  2921  3427  2406   930  3277  3042  1328  4251  1425
2f011b  1970   548   771   466   935   641  3802  3341  3053  2036  1388
2f011b  1980  1230  1637  2386  1973  1354  2383  1618  2722  2021  3312
2f011b  1990  4512  1413  1413  1994  1688  2405   678  2847  2011  1634
2f011b  2000  1034   847  1740  1964  1523  1583  1683  2818 -9999
2f012a  1960  5408  8853 19121 18086 10032 13255 10775 10262  7195  8750
2f012a  1970  5310  5438  4037  5710  3873  5984  2253  2675  2148  2423
2f012a  1980  1893  1085  7975  4880  4077  4401  3796 11954  3874  5400
2f012a  1990  4186  3190  3591  4120  3336  3000  1505  1810  2424  1572
2f012a  2000  1119   914  1871  1356  1032  1182   885   659 -9999

(Continues on next page)
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Table A-2. The RWL input file of ring width measurements for the old stand. (Continued) 

2f012b  1960  6555  5840  4821  4843  1994 10246 11086 10331  7645  7306
2f012b  1970  6429  5981  3406  6068  4659  5542  4315  3079  2778  1913
2f012b  1980  2320  1217 10651  9512  3330  6114  5366 13429  4482  7715
2f012b  1990  9458  4463  4267  5207  3521  4922  1829  1828  2041  1748 
2f012b  2000  1158  1158  1625  1543  1205  1424  1128  1128 -9999
2f013a  1960 13284 11141  8259  8050  3069 10801  7891  4494  1968  5443
2f013a  1970  2583  2827  1650  2399  3793  8588  5446  4987  4106  3451
2f013a  1980  1673  2470  7504  5147  3010  4961  3691  6175  2652  5625
2f013a  1990  6674  2614  3010  2508  2383  3043  1610  2269  2227  2191
2f013a  2000  1258  1715  2213  2404  1833  2364  1475  1475 -9999
2f013b  1960  6240  9319  5767  5501  1615  9784  7860  6760  7500  6086
2f013b  1970  5374  2673  3680  4231  3465  5048  2530  2784  2095  2590
2f013b  1980  1526  2441  6897  4250  2193  3332  3440  3953  1977  4382
2f013b  1990  7133  2562  2180  2284  1850  2103  1064  1763  1191  1070
2f013b  2000  1096  1004  2419  1406  1368  1534  1154   540 -9999
2f014a  1960  6457  5924  5314  5046  3448  9184  9536  5129  6982  5124
2f014a  1970  3444  2295  3555  3158  3614  5200  4361  2640  3438  3103
2f014a  1980  1669  5041  8667  6316  2439  4965  4368  6330  3172  9192
2f014a  1990  8459  4822  4228  4529  2889  5702  1567  4611  2058  2872
2f014a  2000  1738  4319  4052  2380  2678  2489  1587  4217 -9999
2f014b  1960  7627  7629  8099  7573  5093 12275  9949  6367  8774  7874
2f014b  1970  6437  2569  7189  7943  4792  9180  7174  4818  3893  3853
2f014b  1980  2346  6376 11732  6777  3098  4714  4896  8486  3332  8232
2f014b  1990 10569  5943  5349  3869  3140  5904  1841  5021  5266  4145
2f014b  2000  2266  3289  6079  4080  3244  2765  2135  7599 -9999
2f015a  1968  4275  2966
2f015a  1970  2757  1387  2452  3438  1751  3204  2938  2628  1851  1842
2f015a  1980  1409  2900  7157  6031  3681  6085  5267 10067  4985 10223
2f015a  1990  8943  4842  5898  4640  3579  7003  1343  5558  4774  5089
2f015a  2000  3200  3332  8187  4588  4811  5229  1395  6589 -9999
2f015b  1981  2392  6139  4349  2348  4481  2542  5320  2240  8267
2f015b  1990  7332  3292  4242  2186  2504  5262  1291  4930  3524  2986
2f015b  2000  1887  2149  5429  3892  2879  2797  1347  5623 -9999
2f016a  1960  2482  3519  2315  3283  1393  4303  5451  5232  2805  2280
2f016a  1970  2543  1179  2231  3909  3038  4111  1928  1428  1012   960
2f016a  1980   983   818  3920  3205  1314  1777  3157  4023  1769  4320
2f016a  1990  5292  2734  2490  5751  3202  4330  1168  2949  3124  1972
2f016a  2000  1093   995  4812  1307  1836  2133   931  1806 -9999
2f016b  1960  2459  3345  2406  3476  1501  5339  6018  2302  3232  3531
2f016b  1970  3919  1616  2920  3934  4458  3650  2330  1809  1377  1100
2f016b  1980   620   814  3294  2460  1294  1208  2080  3575  1555  4236
2f016b  1990  3490  2041  1734  3163  2213  2834  1199  2161  1986  1059
2f016b  2000   662   674  3348  1089   779   953   635   549 -9999
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Table A-3. COFECHA output for the young stand. 
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[]  Dendrochronology Program Library                                        Run 5REDU  Program COF  09:49  Mon 13 Jul 2009  Page   1
[]
[]  P R O G R A M      C O F E C H A                                                                          Version 6.06P    27224
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 QUALITY CONTROL AND DATING CHECK OF TREE-RING MEASUREMENTS

 Title of run:           5reduced                                

 File of DATED series:   fraxinus_5_reduced.rwl

 CONTENTS:

    Part 1:  Title page, options selected, summary, absent rings by series
    Part 2:  Histogram of time spans
    Part 3:  Master series with sample depth and absent rings by year
    Part 4:  Bar plot of Master Dating Series
    Part 5:  Correlation by segment of each series with Master
    Part 6:  Potential problems: low correlation, divergent year-to-year changes, absent rings, outliers
    Part 7:  Descriptive statistics

 RUN CONTROL OPTIONS SELECTED                             VALUE

         1  Cubic smoothing spline 50% wavelength cutoff for filtering
                                                            32 years
         2  Segments examined are                           30 years lagged successively by  15 years
         3  Autoregressive model applied                     A  Residuals are used in master dating series and testing
         4  Series transformed to logarithms                 Y  Each series log-transformed for master dating series and testing
         5  CORRELATION is Pearson (parametric, quantitative)
            Critical correlation, 99% confidence level   .4226
         6  Master dating series saved                       N
         7  Ring measurements listed                         N
         8  Parts printed                              1234567 
         9  Absent rings are omitted from master series and segment correlations  (Y)

 Time span of Master dating series is  1980 to  2007    28 years
 Continuous time span is               1980 to  2007    28 years
 Portion with two or more series is    1980 to  2007    28 years

                                        ****************************************
                                        *C* Number of dated series        28 *C*
                                        *O* Master series 1980 2007   28 yrs *O*
                                        *F* Total rings in all series    550 *F*
                                        *E* Total dated rings checked    550 *E*
                                        *C* Series intercorrelation     .787 *C*
                                        *H* Average mean sensitivity    .492 *H*
                                        *A* Segments, possible problems    0 *A*
                                        *** Mean length of series       19.6 ***
                                        ****************************************

 ABSENT RINGS listed by SERIES:            (See Master Dating Series for absent rings listed by year)

               No ring measurements of zero value
PART 2:  TIME PLOT OF TREE-RING SERIES: 5reduced                                                   09:49  Mon 13 Jul 2009  Page   2
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 1050 1100 1150 1200 1250 1300 1350 1400 1450 1500 1550 1600 1650 1700 1750 1800 1850 1900 1950 2000 2050 Ident   Seq Time-span  Yrs
   :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    : -------- --- ---- ---- ----
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .   <>    . 5f001a     1 1990 2007   18
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .   <>    . 5f001b     2 1990 2007   18
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .  <=>    . 5f002a     3 1985 2007   23
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .  <=>    . 5f002b     4 1985 2007   23
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .   <>    . 5f003a     5 1991 2007   17
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .   <>    . 5f003b     6 1991 2007   17
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .   <>    . 5f004a     7 1992 2007   16
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .   <>    . 5f004b     8 1992 2007   16
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .  <=>    . 5f005a     9 1987 2007   21
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .  <=>    . 5f005b    10 1987 2007   21
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .   <>    . 5f006a    11 1992 2007   16
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .   <>    . 5f007a    12 1993 2007   15
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .   <>    . 5f007b    13 1993 2007   15
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .   <>    . 5f008a    14 1995 2007   13
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .   <>    . 5f008b    15 1995 2007   13
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .   <>    . 5f009a    16 1995 2007   13
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .   <>    . 5f009b    17 1995 2007   13
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .  <=>    . 5f010b    18 1988 2007   20
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .  <=>    . 5f011a    19 1982 2007   26
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .  <=>    . 5f011b    20 1981 2007   27
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .  <=>    . 5f012a    21 1980 2007   28
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .  <=>    . 5f012b    22 1980 2007   28
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .  <=>    . 5f013a    23 1984 2007   24
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .  <=>    . 5f013b    24 1984 2007   24
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .  <=>    . 5f014a    25 1984 2007   24
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .  <=>    . 5f014b    26 1983 2007   25
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .   <>    . 5f015a    27 1990 2007   18
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .   <>    . 5f015b    28 1990 2007   18
   :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :
 1050 1100 1150 1200 1250 1300 1350 1400 1450 1500 1550 1600 1650 1700 1750 1800 1850 1900 1950 2000 2050
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PART 3:  Master Dating Series: 5reduced                                                            09:49  Mon 13 Jul 2009  Page   3
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Year  Value  No Ab    Year  Value  No Ab    Year  Value  No Ab    Year  Value  No Ab    Year  Value  No Ab    Year  Value  No Ab
  ------------------    ------------------    ------------------    ------------------    ------------------    ------------------
                        2000 -1.670  28
                        2001  -.359  28
                        2002  -.130  28
                        2003   .620  28
                        2004   .585  28
                        2005   .417  28
                        2006  -.915  28
                        2007  1.536  28
  1980 -1.869   2
  1981   .290   3
  1982  -.402   4
  1983  -.589   5
  1984 -1.831   8
  1985   .148  10
  1986   .686  10
  1987  1.196  12
  1988 -1.193  13
  1989   .843  13

  1990   .491  17
  1991  -.154  19
  1992   .474  22
  1993  1.030  24
  1994  1.216  24
  1995  1.280  28
  1996 -1.718  28
  1997   .756  28
  1998   .343  28
  1999 -1.081  28
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PART 4:  Master Bar Plot: 5reduced                                                                 09:49  Mon 13 Jul 2009  Page   4
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   Year Rel value  Year Rel value  Year Rel value  Year Rel value  Year Rel value  Year Rel value  Year Rel value  Year Rel value
                   2000g
                   2001---a
                   2002----a
                   2003-------B
                   2004-------B
                   2005-----B
                   2006--d
                   2007----------F

   1980g
   1981-----A
   1982---b
   1983---b
   1984g
   1985-----A
   1986-------C
   1987---------E
   1988-e
   1989--------C
   1990------B
   1991----a
   1992------B
   1993---------D
   1994---------E
   1995---------E
   1996g
   1997--------C
   1998-----A
   1999-d

PART 5:  CORRELATION OF SERIES BY SEGMENTS: 5reduced                                               09:49  Mon 13 Jul 2009  Page   5
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Correlations of  30-year dated segments, lagged  15 years
 Flags:  A = correlation under   .4226 but highest as dated;  B = correlation higher at other than dated position

 Seq Series  Time_span   1980 1995
                         2009 2024
 --- -------- ---------  ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
   1 5f001a   1990 2007   .81
   2 5f001b   1990 2007   .63
   3 5f002a   1985 2007   .74
   4 5f002b   1985 2007   .70
   5 5f003a   1991 2007   .66
   6 5f003b   1991 2007   .54
   7 5f004a   1992 2007   .84
   8 5f004b   1992 2007   .86
   9 5f005a   1987 2007   .84
  10 5f005b   1987 2007   .79
  11 5f006a   1992 2007   .82
  12 5f007a   1993 2007   .84
  13 5f007b   1993 2007   .87
  14 5f008a   1995 2007        .71
  15 5f008b   1995 2007        .77
  16 5f009a   1995 2007        .75
  17 5f009b   1995 2007        .87
  18 5f010b   1988 2007   .70
  19 5f011a   1982 2007   .83
  20 5f011b   1981 2007   .76
  21 5f012a   1980 2007   .82
  22 5f012b   1980 2007   .85
  23 5f013a   1984 2007   .83
  24 5f013b   1984 2007   .90
  25 5f014a   1984 2007   .80
  26 5f014b   1983 2007   .86
  27 5f015a   1990 2007   .82
  28 5f015b   1990 2007   .73
 Av segment correlation   .79  .78
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PART 6:  POTENTIAL PROBLEMS: 5reduced                                                              09:49  Mon 13 Jul 2009  Page   5
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 For each series with potential problems the following diagnostics may appear:

 [A] Correlations with master dating series of flagged  30-year segments of series filtered with  32-year spline,
     at every point from ten years earlier (-10) to ten years later (+10) than dated

 [B] Effect of those data values which most lower or raise correlation with master series
     Symbol following year indicates value in series is greater (>) or lesser (<) than master series value

 [C] Year-to-year changes very different from the mean change in other series

 [D] Absent rings (zero values)

 [E] Values which are statistical outliers from mean for the year
====================================================================================================================================

 5f001a    1990 to  2007      18 years                                                                                    Series   1

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .807) is:
       Lower   2000> -.068   1998< -.028   2004< -.015   2006> -.013   1990< -.011   2001> -.009  Higher   1996  .073   2007  .027

====================================================================================================================================

 5f001b    1990 to  2007      18 years                                                                                    Series   2

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .634) is:
       Lower   1992< -.093   1996> -.077   2000> -.037   2004< -.011   1990> -.002   1991> -.001  Higher   1999  .048   2006  .034

====================================================================================================================================

 5f002a    1985 to  2007      23 years                                                                                    Series   3

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .740) is:
       Lower   1985< -.041   1986< -.033   2006> -.031   2000> -.019   1992> -.014   1999> -.014  Higher   1996  .071   1988  .043

====================================================================================================================================

 5f002b    1985 to  2007      23 years                                                                                    Series   4

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .703) is:
       Lower   1988< -.031   1999> -.031   1986< -.022   2000> -.014   1991> -.013   2005< -.011  Higher   1996  .031   2007  .021

 [E] Outliers     1   3.0 SD above or -4.5 SD below mean for year
       1988 -4.6 SD
====================================================================================================================================

 5f003a    1991 to  2007      17 years                                                                                    Series   5

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .660) is:
       Lower   1996> -.090   1991< -.050   2000> -.012   2002> -.009   2006< -.003   1998> -.001  Higher   1999  .046   2007  .022

====================================================================================================================================

 5f003b    1991 to  2007      17 years                                                                                    Series   6

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .543) is:
       Lower   1996> -.104   2006< -.053   2000> -.034   1992< -.018   1993< -.014   2002> -.005  Higher   1995  .041   1994  .034

 [E] Outliers     1   3.0 SD above or -4.5 SD below mean for year
       2006 -4.7 SD
====================================================================================================================================

 5f004a    1992 to  2007      16 years                                                                                    Series   7

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .844) is:
       Lower   2006> -.050   1992< -.025   2001> -.022   2005> -.007   1997< -.004   2002< -.004  Higher   1996  .062   2007  .019

====================================================================================================================================

 5f004b    1992 to  2007      16 years                                                                                    Series   8

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .865) is:
       Lower   1999> -.023   1997< -.023   2006> -.022   1992< -.015   2001> -.015   2005> -.003  Higher   1996  .053   2000  .033

====================================================================================================================================

 5f005a    1987 to  2007      21 years                                                                                    Series   9

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .842) is:
       Lower   2001> -.030   1990< -.019   1987< -.012   2005< -.010   1991> -.006   1997< -.003  Higher   1996  .021   1988  .013

====================================================================================================================================

 5f005b    1987 to  2007      21 years                                                                                    Series  10

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .785) is:
       Lower   2001> -.026   1988< -.019   2005< -.016   1991> -.014   1990< -.009   1997< -.008  Higher   1996  .027   2006  .011

====================================================================================================================================

 5f006a    1992 to  2007      16 years                                                                                    Series  11

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .822) is:
       Lower   1992< -.040   1996> -.030   2002> -.026   2001> -.024   2004< -.005   2005> -.002  Higher   2000  .047   1999  .023

====================================================================================================================================

 5f007a    1993 to  2007      15 years                                                                                    Series  12

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .838) is:
       Lower   1993< -.024   2000> -.024   2002< -.022   2006< -.016   2003< -.011   1998> -.003  Higher   1996  .042   2007  .019

====================================================================================================================================

 5f007b    1993 to  2007      15 years                                                                                    Series  13
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 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .873) is:
       Lower   2000> -.058   2005< -.018   1993< -.012   2004< -.010   2002< -.002   2001< -.001  Higher   1996  .049   2007  .018

====================================================================================================================================

 5f008a    1995 to  2007      13 years                                                                                    Series  14

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .707) is:
       Lower   1996> -.139   2003< -.056   2001> -.025   2006< -.013   2002>  .000   2005>  .004  Higher   2000  .091   1995  .037

====================================================================================================================================

 5f008b    1995 to  2007      13 years                                                                                    Series  15

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .768) is:
       Lower   2007< -.072   1999> -.035   2001> -.031   1998< -.015   2006< -.007   2002> -.003  Higher   1996  .085   2000  .056

====================================================================================================================================

 5f009a    1995 to  2007      13 years                                                                                    Series  16

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .752) is:
       Lower   1996> -.119   2002< -.034   1999> -.017   2003< -.007   2005< -.003   1998<  .000  Higher   2000  .064   2007  .055

====================================================================================================================================

 5f009b    1995 to  2007      13 years                                                                                    Series  17

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .873) is:
       Lower   1996> -.073   2003< -.008   2002< -.007   2006> -.005   1998< -.002   2001< -.002  Higher   2007  .027   2000  .026

====================================================================================================================================

 5f010b    1988 to  2007      20 years                                                                                    Series  18

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .705) is:
       Lower   1989< -.096   1996> -.039   1994< -.017   1991> -.017   2002> -.013   2001< -.010  Higher   2000  .070   1988  .027

====================================================================================================================================

 5f011a    1982 to  2007      26 years                                                                                    Series  19

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .831) is:
       Lower   1999> -.026   1984> -.024   1998< -.008   1988> -.005   1991> -.005   2006> -.003  Higher   1996  .027   2007  .010

====================================================================================================================================

 5f011b    1981 to  2007      27 years                                                                                    Series  20

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .759) is:
       Lower   1999> -.032   2004< -.024   2001< -.022   2006> -.022   2007< -.007   1995< -.005  Higher   1996  .039   1984  .030

====================================================================================================================================

 5f012a    1980 to  2007      28 years                                                                                    Series  21

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .822) is:
       Lower   1999< -.030   1987< -.026   2007< -.019   1991> -.004   1985> -.003   2002> -.003  Higher   1996  .023   1980  .021

====================================================================================================================================

 5f012b    1980 to  2007      28 years                                                                                    Series  22

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .846) is:
       Lower   1984> -.021   1988> -.020   1990< -.011   1982> -.008   1999< -.006   1994< -.006  Higher   1980  .023   2000  .018

====================================================================================================================================

 5f013a    1984 to  2007      24 years                                                                                    Series  23

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .828) is:
       Lower   1988> -.047   2001< -.022   1986< -.011   2006> -.009   1993< -.007   2002< -.005  Higher   1996  .028   1984  .019

====================================================================================================================================

 5f013b    1984 to  2007      24 years                                                                                    Series  24

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .898) is:
       Lower   1988> -.022   1999> -.009   2006> -.005   2005< -.003   1991< -.003   2001< -.002  Higher   2000  .008   1984  .006

====================================================================================================================================

 5f014a    1984 to  2007      24 years                                                                                    Series  25

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .797) is:
       Lower   1989< -.027   1991> -.017   1988> -.017   2004< -.013   1995< -.011   2005< -.010  Higher   1996  .031   2000  .024

====================================================================================================================================

 5f014b    1983 to  2007      25 years                                                                                    Series  26

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .859) is:
       Lower   1988> -.040   1991> -.017   1983< -.012   2005< -.009   1992> -.004   1990< -.004  Higher   1996  .023   2000  .023

====================================================================================================================================

 5f015a    1990 to  2007      18 years                                                                                    Series  27

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .822) is:
       Lower   2006> -.033   1991< -.019   1990< -.017   2000> -.014   1999> -.012   1998< -.007  Higher   1996  .053   2007  .024

====================================================================================================================================
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 5f015b    1990 to  2007      18 years                                                                                    Series  28

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .729) is:
       Lower   1991< -.132   2006> -.041   2000> -.014   1997< -.008   2002> -.006   2005< -.001  Higher   1996  .114   2007  .033

====================================================================================================================================

 [*] All segments correlate highest as dated with correlation with master series over   .4226

PART 7:  DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: 5reduced                                                          09:49  Mon 13 Jul 2009  Page   6
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                Corr   //-------- Unfiltered --------\\  //---- Filtered -----\\
                           No.    No.    No.    with   Mean   Max     Std   Auto   Mean   Max     Std   Auto  AR
 Seq Series   Interval   Years  Segmt  Flags   Master  msmt   msmt    dev   corr   sens  value    dev   corr  ()
 --- -------- ---------  -----  -----  -----   ------ -----  -----  -----  -----  -----  -----  -----  -----  --
   1 5f001a   1990 2007     18      1      0    .807   4.98  11.82  3.132   .659   .406   2.85   .656  -.077   1
   2 5f001b   1990 2007     18      1      0    .634   6.00   9.08  2.278  -.009   .479   2.65   .771  -.108   3
   3 5f002a   1985 2007     23      1      0    .740   4.23   9.90  2.837   .496   .469   2.91   .785  -.080   1
   4 5f002b   1985 2007     23      1      0    .703   4.48   9.29  2.285   .359   .467   2.51   .539  -.165   1
   5 5f003a   1991 2007     17      1      0    .660   4.64   7.85  1.847  -.113   .474   2.57   .744  -.098   1
   6 5f003b   1991 2007     17      1      0    .543   5.20  11.29  2.787   .225   .533   2.52   .596  -.149   1
   7 5f004a   1992 2007     16      1      0    .844   8.02  18.17  5.580   .651   .538   2.68   .767  -.017   1
   8 5f004b   1992 2007     16      1      0    .865   8.31  17.17  4.415   .497   .516   2.42   .746  -.036   1
   9 5f005a   1987 2007     21      1      0    .842   4.23  11.21  2.814   .593   .543   2.73   .752  -.062   1
  10 5f005b   1987 2007     21      1      0    .785   4.67  12.75  2.977   .540   .548   2.69   .622  -.105   1
  11 5f006a   1992 2007     16      1      0    .822   5.52  10.65  2.677   .396   .490   2.44   .718   .089   1
  12 5f007a   1993 2007     15      1      0    .838   5.13   9.35  2.148  -.207   .469   2.84   .879  -.253   1
  13 5f007b   1993 2007     15      1      0    .873   4.58  13.26  2.803  -.217   .450   2.86   .816  -.227   1
  14 5f008a   1995 2007     13      1      0    .707   5.31  10.83  2.460  -.524   .584   2.64   .883  -.181   1
  15 5f008b   1995 2007     13      1      0    .768   4.87   7.68  2.064  -.380   .621   2.70   .934  -.276   2
  16 5f009a   1995 2007     13      1      0    .752   5.66  12.39  3.429  -.095   .552   2.83   .730   .136   1
  17 5f009b   1995 2007     13      1      0    .873   5.07  16.51  3.895  -.086   .580   2.85   .803   .240   1
  18 5f010b   1988 2007     20      1      0    .705   5.63  11.96  3.197   .038   .605   2.69   .829   .197   1
  19 5f011a   1982 2007     26      1      0    .831   5.43  12.46  3.415   .558   .478   2.50   .624  -.050   1
  20 5f011b   1981 2007     27      1      0    .759   4.36   9.84  2.511   .450   .499   2.54   .580  -.034   1
  21 5f012a   1980 2007     28      1      0    .822   5.32  13.71  3.220   .492   .415   2.78   .701   .112   1
  22 5f012b   1980 2007     28      1      0    .846   5.18  12.32  2.948   .519   .433   2.66   .672   .042   1
  23 5f013a   1984 2007     24      1      0    .828   5.03  11.12  2.533   .104   .532   2.59   .674   .231   1
  24 5f013b   1984 2007     24      1      0    .898   3.94   7.74  1.799   .128   .479   2.70   .714   .084   1
  25 5f014a   1984 2007     24      1      0    .797   5.08  11.69  2.892   .532   .475   2.70   .619   .106   1
  26 5f014b   1983 2007     25      1      0    .859   5.29  11.49  2.970   .430   .499   2.70   .679   .003   1
  27 5f015a   1990 2007     18      1      0    .822   6.51  13.70  4.205   .670   .401   2.75   .621  -.142   1
  28 5f015b   1990 2007     18      1      0    .729   5.81  12.31  3.868   .750   .404   2.71   .716  -.121   1
 --- -------- ---------  -----  -----  -----   ------ -----  -----  -----  -----  -----  -----  -----  -----  --
 Total or mean:            550     28      0    .787   5.23  18.17  2.969   .312   .492   2.91   .706  -.023

                                              - = [  COFECHA 5REDUCOF  ] = -
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Table A-4. COFECHA output for the old stand
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[]  Dendrochronology Program Library                                        Run 2REDU  Program COF  09:47  Mon 13 Jul 2009  Page   1
[]
[]  P R O G R A M      C O F E C H A                                                                          Version 6.06P    27224
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 QUALITY CONTROL AND DATING CHECK OF TREE-RING MEASUREMENTS

 Title of run:           2reduced                                

 File of DATED series:   fraxinus_2_reduced.rwl

 CONTENTS:

    Part 1:  Title page, options selected, summary, absent rings by series
    Part 2:  Histogram of time spans
    Part 3:  Master series with sample depth and absent rings by year
    Part 4:  Bar plot of Master Dating Series
    Part 5:  Correlation by segment of each series with Master
    Part 6:  Potential problems: low correlation, divergent year-to-year changes, absent rings, outliers
    Part 7:  Descriptive statistics

 RUN CONTROL OPTIONS SELECTED                             VALUE

         1  Cubic smoothing spline 50% wavelength cutoff for filtering
                                                            32 years
         2  Segments examined are                           30 years lagged successively by  15 years
         3  Autoregressive model applied                     A  Residuals are used in master dating series and testing
         4  Series transformed to logarithms                 Y  Each series log-transformed for master dating series and testing
         5  CORRELATION is Pearson (parametric, quantitative)
            Critical correlation, 99% confidence level   .4226
         6  Master dating series saved                       N
         7  Ring measurements listed                         N
         8  Parts printed                              1234567 
         9  Absent rings are omitted from master series and segment correlations  (Y)

 Time span of Master dating series is  1960 to  2007    48 years
 Continuous time span is               1960 to  2007    48 years
 Portion with two or more series is    1960 to  2007    48 years

                                        ****************************************
                                        *C* Number of dated series        29 *C*
                                        *O* Master series 1960 2007   48 yrs *O*
                                        *F* Total rings in all series   1359 *F*
                                        *E* Total dated rings checked   1359 *E*
                                        *C* Series intercorrelation     .817 *C*
                                        *H* Average mean sensitivity    .471 *H*
                                        *A* Segments, possible problems    0 *A*
                                        *** Mean length of series       46.9 ***
                                        ****************************************

 ABSENT RINGS listed by SERIES:            (See Master Dating Series for absent rings listed by year)

               No ring measurements of zero value

PART 2:  TIME PLOT OF TREE-RING SERIES: 2reduced                                                   09:47  Mon 13 Jul 2009  Page   2
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 1050 1100 1150 1200 1250 1300 1350 1400 1450 1500 1550 1600 1650 1700 1750 1800 1850 1900 1950 2000 2050 Ident   Seq Time-span  Yrs
   :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    : -------- --- ---- ---- ----
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f001a     1 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f001b     2 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f002a     3 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f002b     4 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f003a     5 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f003b     6 1964 2007   44
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f004a     7 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f004b     8 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f005a     9 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f005b    10 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f006a    11 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f006b    12 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f008a    13 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f008b    14 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f009a    15 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f010a    16 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f010b    17 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f011a    18 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f011b    19 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f012a    20 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f012b    21 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f013a    22 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f013b    23 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f014a    24 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f014b    25 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f015a    26 1968 2007   40
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .  <=>    . 2f015b    27 1981 2007   27
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f016a    28 1960 2007   48
   .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .    .<===>    . 2f016b    29 1960 2007   48
   :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :    :
 1050 1100 1150 1200 1250 1300 1350 1400 1450 1500 1550 1600 1650 1700 1750 1800 1850 1900 1950 2000 2050
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PART 3:  Master Dating Series: 2reduced                                                            09:47  Mon 13 Jul 2009  Page   3
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Year  Value  No Ab    Year  Value  No Ab    Year  Value  No Ab    Year  Value  No Ab    Year  Value  No Ab    Year  Value  No Ab
  ------------------    ------------------    ------------------    ------------------    ------------------    ------------------
                        2000 -1.378  29
                        2001 -1.266  29
                        2002  1.392  29
                        2003   .123  29
                        2004  -.147  29
                        2005   .507  29
                        2006  -.622  29
                        2007  1.307  29
  1960  -.099  26
  1961   .303  26
  1962  -.282  26
  1963   .231  26
  1964 -2.064  27
  1965  1.657  27
  1966  1.391  27
  1967  -.209  27
  1968   .611  28
  1969   .194  28
  1970  -.049  28
  1971 -2.212  28
  1972  -.272  28
  1973   .606  28
  1974  -.055  28
  1975  1.173  28
  1976  -.066  28
  1977  -.380  28
  1978  -.770  28
  1979  -.889  28
  1980 -1.907  28
  1981  -.508  29
  1982  1.538  29
  1983   .883  29
  1984  -.829  29
  1985   .132  29
  1986   .162  29
  1987  1.503  29
  1988  -.763  29
  1989  1.474  29
  1990  1.565  29
  1991  -.130  29
  1992  -.178  29
  1993   .130  29
  1994  -.226  29
  1995   .641  29
  1996 -2.509  29
  1997   .446  29
  1998   .051  29
  1999  -.210  29
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PART 4:  Master Bar Plot: 2reduced                                                                 09:47  Mon 13 Jul 2009  Page   4
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   Year Rel value  Year Rel value  Year Rel value  Year Rel value  Year Rel value  Year Rel value  Year Rel value  Year Rel value
                   2000-f
                   2001-e
                   2002---------F
                   2003------@
                   2004----a
                   2005-------B
                   2006--b
                   2007---------E
   1960----@
   1961-------A
   1962---a
   1963------A
   1964h
   1965----------G
   1966---------F
   1967---a
   1968--------B
   1969------A
   1970-----@
   1971i
   1972---a
   1973--------B
   1974-----@
   1975---------E
   1976-----@
   1977--b
   1978-c
   1979-d
   1980h
   1981--b
   1982----------F
   1983--------D
   1984-c
   1985------A
   1986------A
   1987----------F
   1988-c
   1989---------F
   1990----------F
   1991----a
   1992---a
   1993------A
   1994---a
   1995--------C
   1996j
   1997-------B
   1998------@
   1999---a
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PART 5:  CORRELATION OF SERIES BY SEGMENTS: 2reduced                                               09:47  Mon 13 Jul 2009  Page   5
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Correlations of  30-year dated segments, lagged  15 years
 Flags:  A = correlation under   .4226 but highest as dated;  B = correlation higher at other than dated position

 Seq Series  Time_span   1950 1965 1980
                         1979 1994 2009
 --- -------- ---------  ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
   1 2f001a   1960 2007   .67  .85  .82
   2 2f001b   1960 2007   .85  .90  .91
   3 2f002a   1960 2007   .84  .80  .73
   4 2f002b   1960 2007   .87  .90  .86
   5 2f003a   1960 2007   .82  .86  .88
   6 2f003b   1964 2007   .90  .93  .94
   7 2f004a   1960 2007   .84  .85  .87
   8 2f004b   1960 2007   .83  .86  .87
   9 2f005a   1960 2007   .90  .91  .94
  10 2f005b   1960 2007   .89  .88  .90
  11 2f006a   1960 2007   .87  .90  .95
  12 2f006b   1960 2007   .81  .90  .88
  13 2f008a   1960 2007   .87  .90  .91
  14 2f008b   1960 2007   .79  .90  .90
  15 2f009a   1960 2007   .79  .82  .82
  16 2f010a   1960 2007   .66  .70  .88
  17 2f010b   1960 2007   .88  .90  .89
  18 2f011a   1960 2007   .85  .88  .88
  19 2f011b   1960 2007   .58  .58  .79
  20 2f012a   1960 2007   .52  .61  .79
  21 2f012b   1960 2007   .73  .70  .80
  22 2f013a   1960 2007   .65  .63  .78
  23 2f013b   1960 2007   .85  .89  .74
  24 2f014a   1960 2007   .88  .88  .82
  25 2f014b   1960 2007   .92  .89  .89
  26 2f015a   1968 2007        .88  .91
  27 2f015b   1981 2007             .84
  28 2f016a   1960 2007   .85  .80  .85
  29 2f016b   1960 2007   .87  .84  .79
 Av segment correlation   .81  .83  .86

PART 6:  POTENTIAL PROBLEMS: 2reduced                                                              09:47  Mon 13 Jul 2009  Page   5
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 For each series with potential problems the following diagnostics may appear:

 [A] Correlations with master dating series of flagged  30-year segments of series filtered with  32-year spline,
     at every point from ten years earlier (-10) to ten years later (+10) than dated

 [B] Effect of those data values which most lower or raise correlation with master series
     Symbol following year indicates value in series is greater (>) or lesser (<) than master series value

 [C] Year-to-year changes very different from the mean change in other series

 [D] Absent rings (zero values)

 [E] Values which are statistical outliers from mean for the year
====================================================================================================================================

 2f001a    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series   1

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .699) is:
       Lower   1960< -.109   1976> -.017   1964> -.013   1986< -.010   1993< -.008   1985< -.003  Higher   1971  .036   1980  .019

 [E] Outliers     1   3.0 SD above or -4.5 SD below mean for year
       1960 -6.4 SD
====================================================================================================================================

 2f001b    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series   2

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .857) is:
       Lower   1963< -.042   1994> -.009   1986< -.007   1972> -.004   1974< -.004   1960> -.003  Higher   1971  .011   1980  .010

====================================================================================================================================

 2f002a    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series   3

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .774) is:
       Lower   1996> -.023   1993< -.014   1962< -.010   1979> -.010   1986> -.008   1991< -.006  Higher   1964  .022   1971  .021

====================================================================================================================================

 2f002b    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series   4

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .848) is:
       Lower   2001> -.017   1989< -.009   1964> -.005   1979> -.004   1973< -.004   1962< -.003  Higher   1996  .014   1980  .007

====================================================================================================================================

 2f003a    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series   5

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .823) is:
       Lower   1971> -.019   1964< -.014   2002< -.014   1963< -.009   1976< -.007   1991> -.007  Higher   1996  .014   1990  .009

====================================================================================================================================

 2f003b    1964 to  2007      44 years                                                                                    Series   6

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .912) is:
       Lower   1964> -.019   1998> -.005   1968< -.004   1999> -.003   2004< -.003   1966< -.003  Higher   1996  .018   1980  .008

====================================================================================================================================

 2f004a    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series   7

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .869) is:
       Lower   1960< -.020   1981> -.016   1980> -.014   1986< -.011   1995< -.005   1974> -.005  Higher   1996  .013   1971  .012

====================================================================================================================================
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 2f004b    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series   8

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .828) is:
       Lower   1960< -.028   1972> -.016   1996> -.015   1984> -.006   1995< -.004   1994< -.003  Higher   1980  .016   1990  .009

====================================================================================================================================

 2f005a    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series   9

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .906) is:
       Lower   1964< -.015   1972< -.011   1997< -.004   1986> -.004   1977> -.003   1992< -.002  Higher   1971  .010   1980  .008

====================================================================================================================================

 2f005b    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series  10

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .910) is:
       Lower   1981> -.012   1978< -.010   1972< -.009   1979> -.008   1994> -.005   1992< -.004  Higher   1996  .017   1971  .011

====================================================================================================================================

 2f006a    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series  11

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .892) is:
       Lower   1964> -.018   1967> -.017   1970< -.006   1966< -.004   1977< -.003   1962< -.003  Higher   1996  .021   1971  .013

====================================================================================================================================

 2f006b    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series  12

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .801) is:
       Lower   1964> -.044   1966< -.009   1960< -.008   1981> -.005   1976< -.004   1995< -.004  Higher   1971  .017   1987  .010

 [E] Outliers     1   3.0 SD above or -4.5 SD below mean for year
       1964 +3.4 SD
====================================================================================================================================

 2f008a    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series  13

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .883) is:
       Lower   1960> -.012   1967< -.008   1977> -.008   1964> -.008   1993> -.006   1992> -.005  Higher   1996  .023   1971  .014

====================================================================================================================================

 2f008b    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series  14

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .818) is:
       Lower   1964> -.028   1975< -.022   1961< -.022   2000> -.019   1960> -.008   2005< -.007  Higher   1996  .037   1971  .024

====================================================================================================================================

 2f009a    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series  15

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .809) is:
       Lower   1986> -.021   1976< -.014   1998< -.014   1967< -.013   2003< -.012   1982< -.011  Higher   1996  .035   1971  .022

 [E] Outliers     1   3.0 SD above or -4.5 SD below mean for year
       1986 +3.4 SD
====================================================================================================================================

 2f010a    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series  16

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .719) is:
       Lower   1967< -.061   1971> -.026   2005< -.016   1960> -.015   1969< -.010   1986> -.010  Higher   1996  .032   1980  .024

 [E] Outliers     1   3.0 SD above or -4.5 SD below mean for year
       1967 -4.6 SD
====================================================================================================================================

 2f010b    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series  17

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .882) is:
       Lower   1960> -.019   2005< -.012   1992> -.008   1991> -.007   1984> -.007   1986> -.005  Higher   1996  .022   1971  .015

====================================================================================================================================

 2f011a    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series  18

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .864) is:
       Lower   1960> -.016   1998> -.010   1967< -.007   1999> -.007   1988> -.006   1976> -.005  Higher   1996  .024   1971  .015

====================================================================================================================================

 2f011b    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series  19

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .706) is:
       Lower   1977> -.014   1960> -.012   1971> -.012   1980> -.012   1973< -.012   1976> -.011  Higher   1996  .066   1964  .018

====================================================================================================================================

 2f012a    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series  20

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .627) is:
       Lower   1971> -.035   1964> -.028   1962> -.021   2006> -.021   1976< -.021   1960< -.014  Higher   1996  .071   1987  .021

 [E] Outliers     2   3.0 SD above or -4.5 SD below mean for year
       1964 +3.5 SD;    1971 +3.0 SD
====================================================================================================================================

 2f012b    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series  21

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .740) is:
       Lower   1971> -.059   2006> -.021   1967> -.013   1980> -.012   1997< -.012   1972< -.007  Higher   1996  .030   1964  .024

 [E] Outliers     1   3.0 SD above or -4.5 SD below mean for year
       1971 +4.0 SD
====================================================================================================================================
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 2f013a    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series  22

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .681) is:
       Lower   1968< -.054   1971> -.020   1973< -.013   1960> -.012   2003> -.008   1970< -.008  Higher   1964  .034   1996  .032

====================================================================================================================================

 2f013b    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series  23

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .764) is:
       Lower   2007< -.055   2006> -.014   1976< -.007   1998< -.006   1967> -.005   2004> -.004  Higher   1965  .013   1982  .013

====================================================================================================================================

 2f014a    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series  24

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .837) is:
       Lower   2001> -.052   1998< -.020   1973< -.013   1981> -.012   1977< -.004   1970< -.004  Higher   1996  .033   1980  .016

 [E] Outliers     1   3.0 SD above or -4.5 SD below mean for year
       2001 +3.8 SD
====================================================================================================================================

 2f014b    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series  25

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .903) is:
       Lower   2005< -.009   2001> -.008   1992> -.007   1991> -.007   1981> -.005   1972> -.004  Higher   1996  .017   1971  .012

====================================================================================================================================

 2f015a    1968 to  2007      40 years                                                                                    Series  26

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .867) is:
       Lower   2006< -.022   1971> -.016   1988> -.008   1975< -.008   1974< -.008   1994< -.003  Higher   1996  .030   1980  .013

====================================================================================================================================

 2f015b    1981 to  2007      27 years                                                                                    Series  27

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .842) is:
       Lower   2006< -.029   1993< -.015   2003> -.013   1986< -.008   1992> -.007   1991> -.007  Higher   1996  .018   1990  .013

====================================================================================================================================

 2f016a    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series  28

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .843) is:
       Lower   1967> -.024   1993> -.015   2003< -.011   1981< -.008   1974> -.004   1994> -.003  Higher   1964  .017   1996  .008

 [E] Outliers     1   3.0 SD above or -4.5 SD below mean for year
       1967 +3.2 SD
====================================================================================================================================

 2f016b    1960 to  2007      48 years                                                                                    Series  29

 [B] Entire series, effect on correlation (  .807) is:
       Lower   1996> -.032   2007< -.027   1974> -.014   1985< -.010   1981< -.008   1993> -.007  Higher   1964  .020   1980  .019

====================================================================================================================================

 [*] All segments correlate highest as dated with correlation with master series over   .4226

PART 7:  DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: 2reduced                                                          09:47  Mon 13 Jul 2009  Page   6
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                Corr   //-------- Unfiltered --------\\  //---- Filtered -----\\
                           No.    No.    No.    with   Mean   Max     Std   Auto   Mean   Max     Std   Auto  AR
 Seq Series   Interval   Years  Segmt  Flags   Master  msmt   msmt    dev   corr   sens  value    dev   corr  ()
 --- -------- ---------  -----  -----  -----   ------ -----  -----  -----  -----  -----  -----  -----  -----  --
   1 2f001a   1960 2007     48      3      0    .699   3.86   8.66  2.161   .224   .538   2.63   .543  -.077   2
   2 2f001b   1960 2007     48      3      0    .857   4.29  11.54  2.441   .435   .514   2.75   .549  -.006   1
   3 2f002a   1960 2007     48      3      0    .774   5.07  10.98  3.045   .530   .398   2.63   .504  -.038   1
   4 2f002b   1960 2007     48      3      0    .848   4.24   9.10  2.065   .469   .391   2.49   .455  -.036   1
   5 2f003a   1960 2007     48      3      0    .823   4.72   9.73  2.354   .354   .474   2.55   .478  -.018   1
   6 2f003b   1964 2007     44      3      0    .912   4.09   8.52  1.796   .166   .446   2.71   .623  -.023   1
   7 2f004a   1960 2007     48      3      0    .869   4.26   9.19  2.236   .385   .495   2.74   .574  -.042   1
   8 2f004b   1960 2007     48      3      0    .828   4.10   9.12  2.242   .400   .477   2.72   .529  -.053   1
   9 2f005a   1960 2007     48      3      0    .906   5.42  12.88  2.675   .194   .524   2.62   .527  -.053   1
  10 2f005b   1960 2007     48      3      0    .910   6.46  12.84  2.911  -.006   .534   2.71   .668  -.095   1
  11 2f006a   1960 2007     48      3      0    .892   3.65  10.58  2.321   .173   .546   2.98   .632   .026   1
  12 2f006b   1960 2007     48      3      0    .801   4.85  15.81  3.297   .331   .504   3.08   .513   .011   1
  13 2f008a   1960 2007     48      3      0    .883   3.74   8.71  1.871   .027   .551   2.72   .634   .008   1
  14 2f008b   1960 2007     48      3      0    .818   2.45   7.20  1.485   .062   .499   3.01   .606  -.060   1
  15 2f009a   1960 2007     48      3      0    .809   2.66   7.05  1.536   .514   .390   2.82   .663  -.162   1
  16 2f010a   1960 2007     48      3      0    .719   2.70   7.83  1.672   .220   .534   2.96   .650   .017   1
  17 2f010b   1960 2007     48      3      0    .882   2.65   8.02  1.690   .223   .523   2.87   .666   .051   2
  18 2f011a   1960 2007     48      3      0    .864   3.13   6.03  1.351   .161   .482   2.65   .606  -.008   1
  19 2f011b   1960 2007     48      3      0    .706   2.06   4.51  1.046   .238   .468   2.77   .528  -.040   1
  20 2f012a   1960 2007     48      3      0    .627   4.97  19.12  4.258   .732   .363   3.18   .643   .103   1
  21 2f012b   1960 2007     48      3      0    .740   4.76  13.43  3.161   .518   .359   2.79   .544  -.101   1
  22 2f013a   1960 2007     48      3      0    .681   4.18  13.28  2.832   .588   .415   2.72   .568  -.021   1
  23 2f013b   1960 2007     48      3      0    .764   3.52   9.78  2.360   .588   .393   2.82   .474  -.048   1
  24 2f014a   1960 2007     48      3      0    .837   4.46   9.54  2.086   .367   .434   2.72   .611  -.144   1
  25 2f014b   1960 2007     48      3      0    .903   5.87  12.28  2.578   .311   .437   2.68   .545  -.076   2
  26 2f015a   1968 2007     40      2      0    .867   4.46  10.22  2.324   .309   .467   2.55   .527  -.038   1
  27 2f015b   1981 2007     27      1      0    .842   3.76   8.27  1.803  -.100   .584   2.86   .801  -.187   1
  28 2f016a   1960 2007     48      3      0    .843   2.68   5.75  1.378   .241   .498   2.89   .686  -.030   1
  29 2f016b   1960 2007     48      3      0    .807   2.34   6.02  1.316   .412   .457   3.01   .644   .051   1
 --- -------- ---------  -----  -----  -----   ------ -----  -----  -----  -----  -----  -----  -----  -----  --
 Total or mean:           1359     84      0    .817   3.98  19.12  2.224   .319   .471   3.18   .583  -.035

                                              - = [  COFECHA 2REDUCOF  ] = -
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Table A-5. ARSTAN output file for the young stand
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                        **********************************
                        **********************************
                        ***                            ***
                        ***      program ARSTAN40c     ***
                        ***                            ***
                        ***       creation date:       ***
                        ***           3/6/06           ***
                        ***                            ***
                        ***       programmed by:       ***
                        ***     Dr. Edward R. Cook     ***
                        ***       Paul J. Krusic       ***
                        ***    tree-ring laboratory    ***
                        ***  lamont-doherty earth obs  ***
                        ***    palisades, n.y. 10964   ***
                        *** drdendro@ldeo.columbia.edu ***
                        ***    pjk@ldeo.columbia.edu   ***
                        ***                            ***
                        **********************************
                        **********************************

 |==============================================================================|

 overall run title:                                                                                 

 file names file processed:       arstan.files                            
 data file processed:             fraxinus_5_reduced.rwl                  
 log file processed:              fraxinus_5_reduced.rwl_log              

                       opt          plt
 tree-ring data type    1                !tucson ring-width format                         
 missing data in gap   -9            0   !missing values estimated (no plots)              
 data transformation    0            0   !no data transformation (no plots)                
 first detrending       1      0     0   !1st-neg expon curve (k>0), no = opt 4            
 second detrending     30      0     0   !2nd-spline curve (fixed 50% cutoff)              
 robust detrending      1                !non-robust detrending methods used               
 interactive detrend    0                !no interactive detrending                        
 index calculation      1                !tree-ring indices or ratios (rt/gt)              
 ar modeling method     1            0   !non-robust autoregressive modeling               
 pooled ar order        0            0   !minimum aic pooled ar model order fit 
 series ar order        0                !pooled ar order fit to all series                
 mean chronology        2   0    0   0   !robust (biweight) mean chronology                
 stabilize variance     0                !no variance stabilization performed              
 common period years        0    0       !no common period analysis performed              
 site-tree-core mask       SSSTTCC       !site-tree-core separation mask                   
 running rbar              50   25   0   !running rbar window/overlap (no plots)           
 printout option        2                !summary & series statistics printed              
 core series save       0                !no individual core series saved                  
 summary plot displays  0                !no spaghetti and mean chronology plots           

 stand dynamics stuf    0            0   !no stand dynamics analyses done                  
 running mean window    0                !running mean window width                        
 percent growth change  0                !percent growth change threshold                  
 std error threshold    0                !standard error limit threshold                   

 |======================== raw data statistical analyses =======================|

 |------------------- tree-ring series read in for processing ------------------|

  data header lines:

 |------------ series gaps found based on any negative number found ------------|

        series      ident      results of scans for gaps or missing values

                            --- no gaps in data found ---
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 |------------------ statistics of raw tree-ring measurements ------------------|

 series   ident   frst   last   year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
     1   5f001a   1990   2007     18   4.983   3.132  1.480  3.803  0.432   0.692
     2   5f001b   1990   2007     18   6.004   2.278 -0.380  2.483  0.509  -0.004
     3   5f002a   1985   2007     23   4.226   2.837  0.801  2.472  0.491   0.515
     4   5f002b   1985   2007     23   4.482   2.285  0.440  2.689  0.489   0.373
     5   5f003a   1991   2007     17   4.644   1.847 -0.339  3.140  0.505  -0.110
     6   5f003b   1991   2007     17   5.198   2.787  1.365  4.239  0.569   0.222
     7   5f004a   1992   2007     16   8.018   5.580  1.278  3.216  0.577   0.673
     8   5f004b   1992   2007     16   8.311   4.415  1.021  3.213  0.552   0.514
     9   5f005a   1987   2007     21   4.230   2.814  1.510  4.341  0.571   0.610
    10   5f005b   1987   2007     21   4.665   2.977  1.628  5.025  0.576   0.551
    11   5f006a   1992   2007     16   5.523   2.677  0.868  3.397  0.526   0.420
    12   5f007a   1993   2007     15   5.126   2.148  0.666  3.284  0.505  -0.187
    13   5f007b   1993   2007     15   4.583   2.803  3.317 10.348  0.485  -0.124
    14   5f008a   1995   2007     13   5.312   2.460  1.319  4.291  0.637  -0.385
    15   5f008b   1995   2007     13   4.866   2.064 -0.210  2.981  0.678  -0.387
    16   5f009a   1995   2007     13   5.660   3.429  1.829  4.308  0.602  -0.041
    17   5f009b   1995   2007     13   5.065   3.895  3.477 10.493  0.633  -0.034
    18   5f010b   1988   2007     20   5.628   3.197  0.530  2.671  0.638   0.034
    19   5f011a   1982   2007     26   5.429   3.415  0.610  2.320  0.498   0.560

 series   ident   frst   last   year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
    20   5f011b   1981   2007     27   4.358   2.511  0.831  2.773  0.518   0.454
    21   5f012a   1980   2007     28   5.322   3.220  1.129  3.747  0.431   0.489
    22   5f012b   1980   2007     28   5.179   2.948  0.972  3.500  0.450   0.519
    23   5f013a   1984   2007     24   5.032   2.533  0.724  3.587  0.556   0.099
    24   5f013b   1984   2007     24   3.937   1.799  0.536  3.028  0.500   0.115
    25   5f014a   1984   2007     24   5.080   2.892  0.494  2.752  0.497   0.524
    26   5f014b   1983   2007     25   5.286   2.970  0.342  2.503  0.521   0.424
    27   5f015a   1990   2007     18   6.510   4.205  0.724  2.274  0.426   0.687

       number of series read in:   27   from   1980  to   2007      28 years

 |---------------- summary of raw tree-ring series statistics ------------------|

                                year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
 arithmetic mean                  20   5.284   2.967  0.999  3.810  0.532   0.267
 standard deviation                4   1.006   0.827  0.888  2.033  0.067   0.335
 median (50th quantile)           18   5.126   2.837  0.831  3.216  0.518   0.420
 interquartile range               8   0.821   0.723  0.809  1.300  0.080   0.541
 minimum value                    13   3.937   1.799 -0.380  2.274  0.426  -0.387
 lower hinge (25th quantile)      16   4.654   2.486  0.533  2.721  0.494  -0.019
 upper hinge (75th quantile)      24   5.476   3.209  1.342  4.021  0.574   0.522
 maximum value                    28   8.311   5.580  3.477 10.493  0.678   0.692

 |-------------------- all possible series rbar statistics ---------------------|

   total    mean   standard   standard  skewess   kurtosis   minimum   maximum
   corrs    rbar   deviation    error    coeff      coeff      corr      corr
     66    0.715     0.115      0.014   -0.295      3.671     0.388     0.969

   minimum correlation:  0.388   series  5f005b     and  5f013a       21 years
   maximum correlation:  0.969   series  5f005a     and  5f005b       21 years

       percent of all possible correlations used (n>20 years):      18.80
       percent of all possible tree-ring years used in rbar:        15.51

              no running rbar segments calculated: total chronology
               length less then 2x the running window width:   50

 |======================== raw data chronology statistics ======================|

 |----------------- robust mean raw data chronology statistics -----------------|

  first    last    total    mean    stdrd    skew    kurtosis    mean    serial
   year    year    years   index     dev     coeff     coeff     sens     corr
   1980    2007      28    5.074   2.313    0.275      2.129    0.444    0.364
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  mean indices vs their standard deviations       robust mean efficiency results
      correlation    slope    intercept             # improved    # unimproved
        0.854        0.373     -0.124                      9             19

 |---------------- robust mean efficiency gain and loss results ----------------|

   median      interquartile      minimum       lower       upper       maximum
    gain           range            gain        hinge       hinge         gain
    5.58            0.46            2.29         5.28        5.74         8.25

   median      interquartile      minimum       lower       upper       maximum
    loss           range            loss        hinge       hinge         loss
    0.90            0.08            0.84         0.89        0.97         1.00

 |--------------------- segment length summary statistics ----------------------|

   median      interquartile      minimum       lower       upper       maximum
   length          range           length       hinge       hinge        length
      18.             8.             13.          16.         24.           28.

 |----------- raw data chronology auto and partial autocorrelations ------------|

 lag           t-1    t-2    t-3    t-4    t-5    t-6    t-7    t-8    t-9   t-10
 acf         0.351  0.284  0.219  0.261  0.020 -0.056 -0.202  0.006 -0.335 -0.274
 pacf        0.351  0.183  0.087  0.150 -0.174 -0.135 -0.221  0.159 -0.319 -0.052
 95% c.l.    0.378  0.422  0.448  0.463  0.484  0.484  0.485  0.497  0.497  0.528

 |------------------ raw data chronology autoregressive model ------------------|

 ord    rsq    t-1    t-2    t-3    t-4    t-5    t-6    t-7    t-8    t-9   t-10
  1   0.162  0.367

 |================== detrended data curve fits and statistics ==================|

 |------------------------ results of first detrending -------------------------|

 |--------------- growth curve used for detrending tree-ring data --------------|
   option
     -5: variable span smoother         f(i) = variable span smooth
     -4: lowess robust smoother         f(i) = lowess robust smooth
     -3: median smoothing               f(i) = median sharp/smooth
    -2:  regional curve detrending      f(i) = one age-aligned curve
    -1:  first-differences              f(i) = y(i) - y(i-1)
     1:  neg expon curve, no = opt 4    f(i) = a*exp(-b*t(i)) + d    (d>0)
     2:  neg expon curve, no = opt 5    f(i) = a*exp(-b*t(i)) + d    (d>0)
     3:  neg expon curve  (general)     f(i) = a*exp(-b*t(i)) + d   (any d)
     4:  linear regression (any slope)  f(i) = +/-c*t(i) + d
     5:  linear regression (neg slope)  f(i) = -c*t(i) + d   
     6:  horizontal line through mean   f(i) = mean(y(i)) = d
     7:  hugershoff growth function     f(i) = a*t(i+p)**b * exp(-c*t(i+p)) + d
     8:  general exponential (b = 1)    f(i) = a*t(i+p)**b * exp(-c*t(i+p)) + d
    >9:  cubic smoothing spline         fixed 50 pct variance cutoff
   <-9:  cubic smoothing spline         pct n 50 pct variance cutoff

   (a, b, c are coefficients, d is intercept or asymptote, p is pith offset)

 series   ident     option       a           b           c           d         p
     1   5f001a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
     1   5f001a        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.370367    8.501157       0
     2   5f001b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
     2   5f001b        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.187167    7.782588       0
     3   5f002a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
     3   5f002a        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.235278    7.049376       0
     4   5f002b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
     4   5f002b        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.143802    6.207628       0
     5   5f003a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
     5   5f003a        4     0.000000    0.000000    0.042287    4.262949       0
     6   5f003b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
     6   5f003b        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.061551    5.751728       0
     7   5f004a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
     7   5f004a        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.867721   15.394124       0
     8   5f004b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
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     8   5f004b        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.685491   14.138050       0
     9   5f005a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
     9   5f005a        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.226109    6.716962       0
    10   5f005b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    10   5f005b        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.206049    6.931924       0
    11   5f006a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    11   5f006a        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.329113    8.320150       0
    12   5f007a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    12   5f007a        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.041111    5.455286       0
    13   5f007b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    13   5f007b        4     0.000000    0.000000    0.100968    3.775457       0
    14   5f008a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    14   5f008a        4     0.000000    0.000000    0.087341    4.700615       0
    15   5f008b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    15   5f008b        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.045280    5.182654       0
    16   5f009a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    16   5f009a        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.141879    6.653461       0
    17   5f009b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    17   5f009b        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.449797    8.213884       0
    18   5f010b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    18   5f010b        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.072640    6.390869       0
    19   5f011a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    19   5f011a        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.156479    7.541461       0

 series   ident     option       a           b           c           d         p
    20   5f011b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    20   5f011b        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.165973    6.681217       0
    21   5f012a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    21   5f012a        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.135884    7.292389       0
    22   5f012b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    22   5f012b        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.143872    7.265571       0
    23   5f013a        1     4.569426    0.051021    0.000000    2.463723       0
    24   5f013b        1     1.972819    0.054262    0.000000    2.863511       0
    25   5f014a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    25   5f014a        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.155937    7.029587       0
    26   5f014b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    26   5f014b        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.057823    6.037700       0
    27   5f015a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    27   5f015a        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.573120   11.954250       0

 |-------------------- statistics of single tree-ring series -------------------|

 series   ident   frst   last   year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
     1  5f001a    1990   2007     18   1.036   0.591  2.663  8.398  0.405   0.104
     2  5f001b    1990   2007     18   1.002   0.372  0.300  3.861  0.478  -0.340
     3  5f002a    1985   2007     23   1.015   0.662  2.134  7.388  0.461   0.143
     4  5f002b    1985   2007     23   0.999   0.472  0.475  2.602  0.462   0.140
     5  5f003a    1991   2007     17   1.000   0.397 -0.316  3.186  0.473  -0.060
     6  5f003b    1991   2007     17   1.000   0.514  1.001  3.656  0.535   0.147
     7  5f004a    1992   2007     16   1.146   0.803  3.085 10.479  0.553   0.089
     8  5f004b    1992   2007     16   1.024   0.384  0.253  3.295  0.520  -0.281
     9  5f005a    1987   2007     21   0.986   0.514  1.177  4.045  0.535   0.423
    10  5f005b    1987   2007     21   0.992   0.512  1.225  4.736  0.548   0.437
    11  5f006a    1992   2007     16   1.006   0.385 -0.442  2.370  0.486  -0.140
    12  5f007a    1993   2007     15   1.000   0.425  0.907  3.845  0.470  -0.220
    13  5f007b    1993   2007     15   1.002   0.566  2.228  6.173  0.450  -0.061
    14  5f008a    1995   2007     13   1.001   0.452  0.924  3.092  0.584  -0.363
    15  5f008b    1995   2007     13   1.000   0.421 -0.306  2.993  0.620  -0.334
    16  5f009a    1995   2007     13   1.003   0.618  2.235  5.867  0.548  -0.066
    17  5f009b    1995   2007     13   1.053   0.730  2.354  6.174  0.568  -0.094
    18  5f010b    1988   2007     20   1.000   0.555  0.394  2.538  0.604  -0.036
    19  5f011a    1982   2007     26   0.989   0.527  0.102  2.225  0.480   0.418
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 series   ident   frst   last   year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
    20  5f011b    1981   2007     27   0.987   0.435  0.263  2.348  0.495   0.200
    21  5f012a    1980   2007     28   0.989   0.526  0.787  3.183  0.413   0.406
    22  5f012b    1980   2007     28   0.989   0.482  0.577  3.126  0.437   0.356
    23  5f013a    1984   2007     24   1.000   0.476  0.654  3.614  0.533  -0.048
    24  5f013b    1984   2007     24   1.000   0.458  0.845  3.811  0.480   0.018
    25  5f014a    1984   2007     24   0.994   0.521  0.630  3.203  0.471   0.283
    26  5f014b    1983   2007     25   0.999   0.546  0.307  2.640  0.499   0.344
    27  5f015a    1990   2007     18   1.106   0.933  4.601 16.683  0.394   0.010

 |---------------- summary of single tree-ring series statistics ---------------|

                                year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
 arithmetic mean                  20   1.012   0.529  1.076  4.649  0.500   0.055
 standard deviation                4   0.036   0.131  1.172  3.136  0.059   0.249
 median (50th quantile)           18   1.000   0.514  0.787  3.614  0.486   0.018
 interquartile range               8   0.009   0.117  1.375  2.259  0.075   0.322
 minimum value                    13   0.986   0.372 -0.442  2.225  0.394  -0.363
 lower hinge (25th quantile)      16   0.996   0.443  0.304  3.043  0.466  -0.080
 upper hinge (75th quantile)      24   1.005   0.560  1.679  5.302  0.541   0.242
 maximum value                    28   1.146   0.933  4.601 16.683  0.620   0.437

 |------------------------ results of second detrending ------------------------|

 |--------------- growth curve used for detrending tree-ring data --------------|
   option
     -5: variable span smoother         f(i) = variable span smooth
     -4: lowess robust smoother         f(i) = lowess robust smooth
     -3: median smoothing               f(i) = median sharp/smooth
    -2:  regional curve detrending      f(i) = one age-aligned curve
    -1:  first-differences              f(i) = y(i) - y(i-1)
     1:  neg expon curve, no = opt 4    f(i) = a*exp(-b*t(i)) + d    (d>0)
     2:  neg expon curve, no = opt 5    f(i) = a*exp(-b*t(i)) + d    (d>0)
     3:  neg expon curve  (general)     f(i) = a*exp(-b*t(i)) + d   (any d)
     4:  linear regression (any slope)  f(i) = +/-c*t(i) + d
     5:  linear regression (neg slope)  f(i) = -c*t(i) + d   
     6:  horizontal line through mean   f(i) = mean(y(i)) = d
     7:  hugershoff growth function     f(i) = a*t(i+p)**b * exp(-c*t(i+p)) + d
     8:  general exponential (b = 1)    f(i) = a*t(i+p)**b * exp(-c*t(i+p)) + d
    >9:  cubic smoothing spline         fixed 50 pct variance cutoff
   <-9:  cubic smoothing spline         pct n 50 pct variance cutoff

   (a, b, c are coefficients, d is intercept or asymptote, p is pith offset)

 series   ident     option       a           b           c           d         p
     1   5f001a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
     2   5f001b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
     3   5f002a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
     4   5f002b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
     5   5f003a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
     6   5f003b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
     7   5f004a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
     8   5f004b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
     9   5f005a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    10   5f005b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    11   5f006a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    12   5f007a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    13   5f007b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    14   5f008a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    15   5f008b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    16   5f009a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    17   5f009b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    18   5f010b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    19   5f011a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
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 series   ident     option       a           b           c           d         p
    20   5f011b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    21   5f012a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    22   5f012b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    23   5f013a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    24   5f013b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    25   5f014a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    26   5f014b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    27   5f015a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width

 |-------------------- statistics of single tree-ring series -------------------|

 series   ident   frst   last   year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
     1  5f001a    1990   2007     18   0.989   0.493  1.594  4.119  0.403   0.186
     2  5f001b    1990   2007     18   0.998   0.356 -0.117  3.165  0.477  -0.342
     3  5f002a    1985   2007     23   0.977   0.560  1.295  4.135  0.462   0.157
     4  5f002b    1985   2007     23   0.993   0.453  0.418  2.625  0.462   0.077
     5  5f003a    1991   2007     17   0.998   0.393 -0.365  3.133  0.471  -0.072
     6  5f003b    1991   2007     17   0.995   0.502  0.929  3.516  0.532   0.125
     7  5f004a    1992   2007     16   0.991   0.524  0.654  3.115  0.551   0.169
     8  5f004b    1992   2007     16   0.996   0.351 -0.303  2.460  0.520  -0.304
     9  5f005a    1987   2007     21   0.991   0.475  0.726  3.341  0.531   0.321
    10  5f005b    1987   2007     21   0.992   0.481  0.836  4.079  0.547   0.362
    11  5f006a    1992   2007     16   0.998   0.376 -0.565  2.257  0.486  -0.126
    12  5f007a    1993   2007     15   0.995   0.402  0.631  3.481  0.471  -0.252
    13  5f007b    1993   2007     15   0.988   0.523  2.225  6.341  0.454  -0.128
    14  5f008a    1995   2007     13   0.997   0.438  0.822  3.038  0.583  -0.386
    15  5f008b    1995   2007     13   1.000   0.420 -0.311  2.987  0.620  -0.340
    16  5f009a    1995   2007     13   0.985   0.557  1.855  4.706  0.546  -0.097
    17  5f009b    1995   2007     13   0.990   0.634  2.069  5.196  0.572  -0.144
    18  5f010b    1988   2007     20   0.993   0.540  0.315  2.380  0.601  -0.058
    19  5f011a    1982   2007     26   0.971   0.444 -0.262  2.416  0.477   0.261

 series   ident   frst   last   year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
    20  5f011b    1981   2007     27   0.990   0.384 -0.152  2.641  0.495   0.038
    21  5f012a    1980   2007     28   0.974   0.405  0.247  2.898  0.425   0.192
    22  5f012b    1980   2007     28   0.979   0.391 -0.025  2.705  0.432   0.144
    23  5f013a    1984   2007     24   0.990   0.440  0.210  2.613  0.530  -0.091
    24  5f013b    1984   2007     24   0.992   0.425  0.422  2.836  0.480   0.009
    25  5f014a    1984   2007     24   0.983   0.493  0.885  4.065  0.463   0.125
    26  5f014b    1983   2007     25   0.972   0.484  0.321  2.904  0.492   0.150
    27  5f015a    1990   2007     18   0.983   0.581  2.071  6.279  0.390   0.111

 |---------------- summary of single tree-ring series statistics ---------------|

                                year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
 arithmetic mean                  20   0.989   0.464  0.608  3.460  0.499   0.003
 standard deviation                4   0.008   0.073  0.808  1.102  0.058   0.209
 median (50th quantile)           18   0.991   0.453  0.422  3.115  0.486   0.038
 interquartile range               8   0.011   0.109  0.977  1.399  0.077   0.281
 minimum value                    13   0.971   0.351 -0.565  2.257  0.390  -0.386
 lower hinge (25th quantile)      16   0.984   0.403 -0.071  2.673  0.462  -0.127
 upper hinge (75th quantile)      24   0.995   0.512  0.907  4.072  0.539   0.153
 maximum value                    28   1.000   0.634  2.225  6.341  0.620   0.362

 |-------------------- all possible series rbar statistics ---------------------|

   total    mean   standard   standard  skewess   kurtosis   minimum   maximum
   corrs    rbar   deviation    error    coeff      coeff      corr      corr
     66    0.655     0.143      0.018   -0.318      2.667     0.294     0.940

   minimum correlation:  0.294   series  5f002a     and  5f012a       23 years
   maximum correlation:  0.940   series  5f005a     and  5f005b       21 years

       percent of all possible correlations used (n>20 years):      18.80
       percent of all possible tree-ring years used in rbar:        15.51

              no running rbar segments calculated: total chronology
               length less then 2x the running window width:   50

 |======================== standard chronology statistics ======================|
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 |----------------- robust mean standard chronology statistics -----------------|

  first    last    total    mean    stdrd    skew    kurtosis    mean    serial
   year    year    years   index     dev     coeff     coeff     sens     corr
   1980    2007      28    0.944   0.373    0.144      2.617    0.441    0.037

  mean indices vs their standard deviations       robust mean efficiency results
      correlation    slope    intercept             # improved    # unimproved
        0.725        0.224      0.036                      5             23

 |---------------- robust mean efficiency gain and loss results ----------------|

   median      interquartile      minimum       lower       upper       maximum
    gain           range            gain        hinge       hinge         gain
    1.87            0.43            1.46         1.73        2.16         2.49

   median      interquartile      minimum       lower       upper       maximum
    loss           range            loss        hinge       hinge         loss
    0.90            0.07            0.70         0.88        0.95         1.00

 |----------- standard chronology auto and partial autocorrelations ------------|

 lag           t-1    t-2    t-3    t-4    t-5    t-6    t-7    t-8    t-9   t-10
 acf         0.035  0.056  0.025  0.148 -0.118 -0.101 -0.284  0.078 -0.176 -0.051
 pacf        0.035  0.055  0.022  0.144 -0.133 -0.112 -0.285  0.098 -0.127 -0.003
 95% c.l.    0.378  0.378  0.380  0.380  0.388  0.393  0.397  0.425  0.427  0.437

 |------------------ standard chronology autoregressive model ------------------|

 ord    rsq    t-1    t-2    t-3    t-4    t-5    t-6    t-7    t-8    t-9   t-10
  0   0.000

 |======================= pooled autoregression analysis =======================|

 pooled autocorrelations:

 lag     t= -1  t= -2  t= -3  t= -4  t= -5  t= -6  t= -7  t= -8  t= -9  t=-10
        -0.027  0.028  0.033  0.034 -0.161 -0.096 -0.271 -0.160 -0.049  0.157

 yule-walker estimates of autoregression:

 order   t= -1  t= -2  t= -3  t= -4  t= -5  t= -6  t= -7  t= -8  t= -9  t=-10
    1   -0.027
    2   -0.027  0.027
    3   -0.028  0.028  0.034
    4   -0.029  0.027  0.035  0.035
    5   -0.023  0.033  0.040  0.030 -0.162
    6   -0.041  0.036  0.044  0.034 -0.164 -0.110
    7   -0.072 -0.010  0.054  0.047 -0.154 -0.122 -0.282
    8   -0.127 -0.034  0.024  0.056 -0.144 -0.124 -0.296 -0.196
    9   -0.140 -0.054  0.015  0.046 -0.140 -0.122 -0.299 -0.204 -0.066
   10   -0.129 -0.018  0.067  0.067 -0.116 -0.130 -0.301 -0.195 -0.041  0.172

 last term in each row above equals the partial autocorrelation coefficient

 akaike information criterion:

      ar( 0)      ar( 1)      ar( 2)      ar( 3)      ar( 4)      ar( 5)  
      210.26      212.24      214.22      216.19      218.15      219.41

      ar( 6)      ar( 7)      ar( 8)      ar( 9)      ar(10)  
      221.07      220.74      221.64      223.52      224.68

 selected autoregression order:   0

 ar order selection criterion: ipp=0  first-minimum aic selection

 the aic trace should be checked to see if ar order selection criterion <ipp>
 is adequate. e.g. if ar-orders of the first-minimum and the full-minimum aic
 are close, an arstan run with full-minimum aic order selection might be tried
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 |================== individual series autoregression analyses =================|

 |---------------- individual series autoregressive coefficients ---------------|

     series    ident    order     rsq     t-1     t-2     t-3   .....    t-ip
         1   5f001a       0     0.050
         2   5f001b       0     0.154
         3   5f002a       0     0.037
         4   5f002b       0     0.007
         5   5f003a       0     0.007
         6   5f003b       0     0.018
         7   5f004a       0     0.038
         8   5f004b       0     0.110
         9   5f005a       0     0.107
        10   5f005b       0     0.132
        11   5f006a       0     0.019
        12   5f007a       0     0.089
        13   5f007b       0     0.030
        14   5f008a       0     0.241
        15   5f008b       0     0.126
        16   5f009a       0     0.020
        17   5f009b       0     0.047
        18   5f010b       0     0.004
        19   5f011a       0     0.078

     series    ident    order     rsq     t-1     t-2     t-3   .....    t-ip
        20   5f011b       0     0.001
        21   5f012a       0     0.040
        22   5f012b       0     0.024
        23   5f013a       0     0.011
        24   5f013b       0     0.000
        25   5f014a       0     0.025
        26   5f014b       0     0.030
        27   5f015a       0     0.021

 |------------- summary statistics for autoregressive coefficients -------------|

                        order     rsq     t-1     t-2     t-3   .....    t-ip
   arithmetic mean        0     0.054
   standard deviation     0     0.058
   median                 0     0.030
   interquartile range    0     0.064
   minimum value          0     0.000
   lower hinge            0     0.019
   upper hinge            0     0.083
   maximum value          0     0.241

 |------------------- statistics of prewhitened tree-ring data -----------------|

 series   ident   frst   last   year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
     1  5f001a    1990   2007     18   1.000   0.493  1.594  4.119  0.398   0.186
     2  5f001b    1990   2007     18   1.000   0.356 -0.117  3.165  0.476  -0.342
     3  5f002a    1985   2007     23   1.000   0.560  1.295  4.135  0.449   0.157
     4  5f002b    1985   2007     23   1.000   0.453  0.418  2.625  0.458   0.077
     5  5f003a    1991   2007     17   1.000   0.393 -0.365  3.133  0.470  -0.072
     6  5f003b    1991   2007     17   1.000   0.502  0.929  3.516  0.530   0.125
     7  5f004a    1992   2007     16   1.000   0.524  0.654  3.115  0.546   0.169
     8  5f004b    1992   2007     16   1.000   0.351 -0.303  2.460  0.518  -0.304
     9  5f005a    1987   2007     21   1.000   0.475  0.726  3.341  0.525   0.321
    10  5f005b    1987   2007     21   1.000   0.481  0.836  4.079  0.541   0.362
    11  5f006a    1992   2007     16   1.000   0.376 -0.565  2.257  0.485  -0.126
    12  5f007a    1993   2007     15   1.000   0.402  0.631  3.481  0.469  -0.252
    13  5f007b    1993   2007     15   1.000   0.523  2.225  6.341  0.449  -0.128
    14  5f008a    1995   2007     13   1.000   0.438  0.822  3.038  0.581  -0.386
    15  5f008b    1995   2007     13   1.000   0.420 -0.311  2.987  0.619  -0.340
    16  5f009a    1995   2007     13   1.000   0.557  1.855  4.706  0.536  -0.097
    17  5f009b    1995   2007     13   1.000   0.634  2.069  5.196  0.565  -0.144
    18  5f010b    1988   2007     20   1.000   0.540  0.315  2.380  0.597  -0.058
    19  5f011a    1982   2007     26   1.000   0.444 -0.262  2.416  0.459   0.261
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 series   ident   frst   last   year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
    20  5f011b    1981   2007     27   1.000   0.384 -0.152  2.641  0.490   0.038
    21  5f012a    1980   2007     28   1.000   0.405  0.247  2.898  0.413   0.192
    22  5f012b    1980   2007     28   1.000   0.391 -0.025  2.705  0.421   0.144
    23  5f013a    1984   2007     24   1.000   0.440  0.210  2.613  0.524  -0.091
    24  5f013b    1984   2007     24   1.000   0.425  0.422  2.836  0.475   0.009
    25  5f014a    1984   2007     24   1.000   0.493  0.885  4.065  0.453   0.125
    26  5f014b    1983   2007     25   1.000   0.484  0.321  2.904  0.474   0.150
    27  5f015a    1990   2007     18   1.000   0.581  2.071  6.279  0.382   0.111

 |------------- summary of prewhitened tree-ring series statistics -------------|

                                year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
 arithmetic mean                  20   1.000   0.464  0.608  3.460  0.493   0.003
 standard deviation                4   0.000   0.073  0.808  1.102  0.060   0.209
 median (50th quantile)           18   1.000   0.453  0.422  3.115  0.476   0.038
 interquartile range               8   0.000   0.109  0.977  1.399  0.077   0.281
 minimum value                    13   1.000   0.351 -0.565  2.257  0.382  -0.386
 lower hinge (25th quantile)      16   1.000   0.403 -0.071  2.673  0.456  -0.127
 upper hinge (75th quantile)      24   1.000   0.512  0.907  4.072  0.533   0.153
 maximum value                    28   1.000   0.634  2.225  6.341  0.619   0.362

 |-------------------- all possible series rbar statistics ---------------------|

   total    mean   standard   standard  skewess   kurtosis   minimum   maximum
   corrs    rbar   deviation    error    coeff      coeff      corr      corr
     66    0.655     0.143      0.018   -0.318      2.667     0.294     0.940

   minimum correlation:  0.294   series  5f002a     and  5f012a       23 years
   maximum correlation:  0.940   series  5f005a     and  5f005b       21 years

       percent of all possible correlations used (n>20 years):      18.80
       percent of all possible tree-ring years used in rbar:        15.51

              no running rbar segments calculated: total chronology
               length less then 2x the running window width:   50

 |======================== residual chronology statistics ======================|

 |----------------- robust mean residual chronology statistics -----------------|

  first    last    total    mean    stdrd    skew    kurtosis    mean    serial
   year    year    years   index     dev     coeff     coeff     sens     corr
   1980    2007      28    0.958   0.372    0.152      2.611    0.432    0.038

  mean indices vs their standard deviations       robust mean efficiency results
      correlation    slope    intercept             # improved    # unimproved
        0.736        0.227      0.032                      5             23

 |---------------- robust mean efficiency gain and loss results ----------------|

   median      interquartile      minimum       lower       upper       maximum
    gain           range            gain        hinge       hinge         gain
    1.88            0.44            1.46         1.73        2.17         2.51

   median      interquartile      minimum       lower       upper       maximum
    loss           range            loss        hinge       hinge         loss
    0.90            0.08            0.70         0.88        0.95         1.00

 |----------- residual chronology auto and partial autocorrelations ------------|

 lag           t-1    t-2    t-3    t-4    t-5    t-6    t-7    t-8    t-9   t-10
 acf         0.037  0.055  0.025  0.149 -0.121 -0.103 -0.282  0.076 -0.178 -0.052
 pacf        0.037  0.053  0.021  0.146 -0.136 -0.113 -0.283  0.096 -0.130 -0.005
 95% c.l.    0.378  0.378  0.380  0.380  0.388  0.393  0.397  0.425  0.427  0.437

 |------------------ residual chronology autoregressive model ------------------|

 ord    rsq    t-1    t-2    t-3    t-4    t-5    t-6    t-7    t-8    t-9   t-10
  0   0.000
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 |========================= arstan chronology statistics =======================|

 |----------------- robust mean arstan chronology statistics -------------------|

  first    last    total    mean    stdrd    skew    kurtosis    mean    serial
   year    year    years   index     dev     coeff     coeff     sens     corr
   1980    2007       28   0.958   0.372    0.152      2.611    0.432    0.038

 |------------ arstan chronology auto and partial autocorrelations -------------|

 lag           t-1    t-2    t-3    t-4    t-5    t-6    t-7    t-8    t-9   t-10
 acf         0.037  0.055  0.025  0.149 -0.121 -0.103 -0.282  0.076 -0.178 -0.052
 pacf        0.037  0.053  0.021  0.146 -0.136 -0.113 -0.283  0.096 -0.130 -0.005
 95% c.l.    0.378  0.378  0.380  0.380  0.388  0.393  0.397  0.425  0.427  0.437

 |------------------- arstan chronology autoregressive model -------------------|

 ord    rsq    t-1    t-2    t-3    t-4    t-5    t-6    t-7    t-8    t-9   t-10
  0   0.000

 |================ as jim morrison would say, "this is the end" ================|
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Table A-6. ARSTAN output file for the old stand
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                        **********************************
                        **********************************
                        ***                            ***
                        ***      program ARSTAN40c     ***
                        ***                            ***
                        ***       creation date:       ***
                        ***           3/6/06           ***
                        ***                            ***
                        ***       programmed by:       ***
                        ***     Dr. Edward R. Cook     ***
                        ***       Paul J. Krusic       ***
                        ***    tree-ring laboratory    ***
                        ***  lamont-doherty earth obs  ***
                        ***    palisades, n.y. 10964   ***
                        *** drdendro@ldeo.columbia.edu ***
                        ***    pjk@ldeo.columbia.edu   ***
                        ***                            ***
                        **********************************
                        **********************************

 |==============================================================================|

 overall run title:                                                                                 

 file names file processed:       arstan.files                            
 data file processed:             fraxinus_2_reduced.rwl                  
 log file processed:              fraxinus_2_reduced.rwl_log              

                       opt          plt
 tree-ring data type    1                !tucson ring-width format                         
 missing data in gap   -9            0   !missing values estimated (no plots)              
 data transformation    0            0   !no data transformation (no plots)                
 first detrending       1      0     0   !1st-neg expon curve (k>0), no = opt 4            
 second detrending     30      0     0   !2nd-spline curve (fixed 50% cutoff)              
 robust detrending      1                !non-robust detrending methods used               
 interactive detrend    0                !no interactive detrending                        
 index calculation      1                !tree-ring indices or ratios (rt/gt)              
 ar modeling method     1            0   !non-robust autoregressive modeling               
 pooled ar order        0            0   !minimum aic pooled ar model order fit 
 series ar order        0                !pooled ar order fit to all series                
 mean chronology        2   0    0   0   !robust (biweight) mean chronology                
 stabilize variance     0                !no variance stabilization performed              
 common period years        0    0       !no common period analysis performed              
 site-tree-core mask       SSSTTCC       !site-tree-core separation mask                   
 running rbar              50   25   0   !running rbar window/overlap (no plots)           
 printout option        2                !summary & series statistics printed              
 core series save       0                !no individual core series saved                  
 summary plot displays  0                !no spaghetti and mean chronology plots           

 stand dynamics stuf    0            0   !no stand dynamics analyses done                  
 running mean window    0                !running mean window width                        
 percent growth change  0                !percent growth change threshold                  
 std error threshold    0                !standard error limit threshold                   

 |======================== raw data statistical analyses =======================|

 |------------------- tree-ring series read in for processing ------------------|

  data header lines:

 |------------ series gaps found based on any negative number found ------------|

        series      ident      results of scans for gaps or missing values

                            --- no gaps in data found ---
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 |------------------ statistics of raw tree-ring measurements ------------------|

 series   ident   frst   last   year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
     1   2f001a   1960   2007     48   3.859   2.161  0.666  2.450  0.549   0.223
     2   2f001b   1960   2007     48   4.292   2.441  0.807  3.270  0.525   0.432
     3   2f002a   1960   2007     48   5.073   3.045  0.585  2.040  0.407   0.525
     4   2f002b   1960   2007     48   4.244   2.065  0.840  3.009  0.399   0.467
     5   2f003a   1960   2007     48   4.724   2.354  0.520  2.345  0.484   0.352
     6   2f003b   1964   2007     44   4.086   1.796  0.881  3.506  0.457   0.169
     7   2f004a   1960   2007     48   4.264   2.236  0.494  2.319  0.506   0.391
     8   2f004b   1960   2007     48   4.099   2.242  0.615  2.437  0.487   0.408
     9   2f005a   1960   2007     48   5.418   2.675  0.744  3.242  0.535   0.197
    10   2f005b   1960   2007     48   6.464   2.911  0.387  2.429  0.546  -0.006
    11   2f006a   1960   2007     48   3.651   2.321  1.594  4.725  0.558   0.173
    12   2f006b   1960   2007     48   4.854   3.297  1.627  5.347  0.515   0.338
    13   2f008a   1960   2007     48   3.738   1.871  0.880  3.242  0.563   0.027
    14   2f008b   1960   2007     48   2.453   1.485  1.774  5.423  0.510   0.057
    15   2f009a   1960   2007     48   2.661   1.536  1.400  4.395  0.398   0.514
    16   2f010a   1960   2007     48   2.702   1.672  1.497  4.314  0.546   0.220
    17   2f010b   1960   2007     48   2.651   1.690  1.681  5.087  0.535   0.223
    18   2f011a   1960   2007     48   3.129   1.351  0.345  2.497  0.492   0.158
    19   2f011b   1960   2007     48   2.060   1.046  0.731  2.978  0.478   0.228

 series   ident   frst   last   year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
    20   2f012a   1960   2007     48   4.972   4.258  1.915  6.077  0.371   0.739
    21   2f012b   1960   2007     48   4.763   3.161  0.948  3.228  0.367   0.519
    22   2f013a   1960   2007     48   4.175   2.832  1.654  4.872  0.424   0.522
    23   2f013b   1960   2007     48   3.521   2.360  1.127  3.318  0.402   0.581
    24   2f014a   1960   2007     48   4.465   2.086  0.982  3.471  0.444   0.371
    25   2f014b   1960   2007     48   5.867   2.578  0.557  2.911  0.446   0.315
    26   2f015a   1968   2007     40   4.457   2.324  0.907  3.479  0.479   0.313
    27   2f015b   1981   2007     27   3.764   1.803  0.983  3.463  0.608  -0.102
    28   2f016a   1960   2007     48   2.679   1.378  0.609  2.536  0.509   0.245

       number of series read in:   28   from   1960  to   2007      48 years

 |---------------- summary of raw tree-ring series statistics ------------------|

                                year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
 arithmetic mean                  47   4.039   2.249  0.991  3.515  0.484   0.307
 standard deviation                4   1.065   0.697  0.464  1.096  0.064   0.194
 median (50th quantile)           48   4.137   2.239  0.880  3.256  0.490   0.314
 interquartile range               0   1.418   0.883  0.837  1.838  0.101   0.264
 minimum value                    27   2.060   1.046  0.345  2.040  0.367  -0.102
 lower hinge (25th quantile)      48   3.325   1.743  0.612  2.516  0.434   0.185
 upper hinge (75th quantile)      48   4.743   2.627  1.449  4.354  0.535   0.449
 maximum value                    48   6.464   4.258  1.915  6.077  0.608   0.739

 |-------------------- all possible series rbar statistics ---------------------|

   total    mean   standard   standard  skewess   kurtosis   minimum   maximum
   corrs    rbar   deviation    error    coeff      coeff      corr      corr
    378    0.627     0.160      0.008   -0.665      3.120     0.091     0.929

   minimum correlation:  0.091   series  2f011a     and  2f012a       48 years
   maximum correlation:  0.929   series  2f010a     and  2f010b       48 years

       percent of all possible correlations used (n>20 years):     100.00
       percent of all possible tree-ring years used in rbar:        95.18

              no running rbar segments calculated: total chronology
               length less then 2x the running window width:   50
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 |======================== raw data chronology statistics ======================|

 |----------------- robust mean raw data chronology statistics -----------------|

  first    last    total    mean    stdrd    skew    kurtosis    mean    serial
   year    year    years   index     dev     coeff     coeff     sens     corr
   1960    2007      48    3.950   1.816    0.761      2.983    0.434    0.313

  mean indices vs their standard deviations       robust mean efficiency results
      correlation    slope    intercept             # improved    # unimproved
        0.903        0.388      0.144                     15             33

 |---------------- robust mean efficiency gain and loss results ----------------|

   median      interquartile      minimum       lower       upper       maximum
    gain           range            gain        hinge       hinge         gain
    5.15            2.88            0.78         3.46        6.34        10.70

   median      interquartile      minimum       lower       upper       maximum
    loss           range            loss        hinge       hinge         loss
    0.90            0.06            0.81         0.88        0.94         1.00

 |--------------------- segment length summary statistics ----------------------|

   median      interquartile      minimum       lower       upper       maximum
   length          range           length       hinge       hinge        length
      48.             0.             27.          48.         48.           48.

 |----------- raw data chronology auto and partial autocorrelations ------------|

 lag           t-1    t-2    t-3    t-4    t-5    t-6    t-7    t-8    t-9   t-10
 acf         0.307  0.175  0.193  0.158  0.170 -0.025  0.211  0.187 -0.105 -0.069
 pacf        0.307  0.090  0.130  0.065  0.091 -0.150  0.239  0.053 -0.245 -0.057
 95% c.l.    0.289  0.315  0.323  0.332  0.338  0.345  0.346  0.356  0.364  0.367

 |------------------ raw data chronology autoregressive model ------------------|

 ord    rsq    t-1    t-2    t-3    t-4    t-5    t-6    t-7    t-8    t-9   t-10
  1   0.104  0.308

 |================== detrended data curve fits and statistics ==================|

 |------------------------ results of first detrending -------------------------|

 |--------------- growth curve used for detrending tree-ring data --------------|
   option
     -5: variable span smoother         f(i) = variable span smooth
     -4: lowess robust smoother         f(i) = lowess robust smooth
     -3: median smoothing               f(i) = median sharp/smooth
    -2:  regional curve detrending      f(i) = one age-aligned curve
    -1:  first-differences              f(i) = y(i) - y(i-1)
     1:  neg expon curve, no = opt 4    f(i) = a*exp(-b*t(i)) + d    (d>0)
     2:  neg expon curve, no = opt 5    f(i) = a*exp(-b*t(i)) + d    (d>0)
     3:  neg expon curve  (general)     f(i) = a*exp(-b*t(i)) + d   (any d)
     4:  linear regression (any slope)  f(i) = +/-c*t(i) + d
     5:  linear regression (neg slope)  f(i) = -c*t(i) + d   
     6:  horizontal line through mean   f(i) = mean(y(i)) = d
     7:  hugershoff growth function     f(i) = a*t(i+p)**b * exp(-c*t(i+p)) + d
     8:  general exponential (b = 1)    f(i) = a*t(i+p)**b * exp(-c*t(i+p)) + d
    >9:  cubic smoothing spline         fixed 50 pct variance cutoff
   <-9:  cubic smoothing spline         pct n 50 pct variance cutoff

   (a, b, c are coefficients, d is intercept or asymptote, p is pith offset)
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series   ident     option       a           b           c           d         p
     1   2f001a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
     1   2f001a        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.037102    4.767831       0
     2   2f001b        1     6.117108    0.040699    0.000000    1.659114       0
     3   2f002a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
     3   2f002a        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.158149    8.947515       0
     4   2f002b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
     4   2f002b        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.090771    6.468297       0
     5   2f003a        1     5.110954    0.072136    0.000000    3.345091       0
     6   2f003b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
     6   2f003b        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.050403    5.220309       0
     7   2f004a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
     7   2f004a        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.077472    6.162242       0
     8   2f004b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
     8   2f004b        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.087872    6.252350       0
     9   2f005a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
     9   2f005a        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.045914    6.542716       0
    10   2f005b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    10   2f005b        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.035158    7.325778       0
    11   2f006a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    11   2f006a        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.026301    4.295519       0
    12   2f006b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    12   2f006b        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.094253    7.162999       0
    13   2f008a        1    11.705490    1.113037    0.000000    3.618252       0
    14   2f008b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    14   2f008b        4     0.000000    0.000000    0.027623    1.776604       0
    15   2f009a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    15   2f009a        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.042149    3.693460       0
    16   2f010a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    16   2f010a        4     0.000000    0.000000    0.006852    2.533672       0
    17   2f010b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    17   2f010b        4     0.000000    0.000000    0.002505    2.589405       0
    18   2f011a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    18   2f011a        4     0.000000    0.000000    0.006739    2.964055       0
    19   2f011b        1     3.801159    0.468079    0.000000    1.927419       0

 series   ident     option       a           b           c           d         p
    20   2f012a        1    12.710762    0.064235    0.000000    1.163773       0
    21   2f012b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    21   2f012b        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.114047    7.557196       0
    22   2f013a        1    12.059800    0.229962    0.000000    3.203361       0
    23   2f013b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    23   2f013b        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.121847    6.506378       0
    24   2f014a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    24   2f014a        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.056595    5.851330       0
    25   2f014b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    25   2f014b        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.090700    8.088827       0
    26   2f015a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    26   2f015a        4     0.000000    0.000000    0.068546    3.052158       0
    27   2f015b        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    27   2f015b        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.044769    4.390843       0
    28   2f016a        1   --> curve fit option failed and changed to:     4
    28   2f016a        4     0.000000    0.000000   -0.016014    3.071787       0
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 |-------------------- statistics of single tree-ring series -------------------|

 series   ident   frst   last   year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
     1  2f001a    1960   2007     48   0.998   0.548  0.746  2.473  0.536   0.138
     2  2f001b    1960   2007     48   0.999   0.494  0.874  3.012  0.510   0.091
     3  2f002a    1960   2007     48   0.998   0.400  1.105  4.455  0.403   0.115
     4  2f002b    1960   2007     48   0.994   0.359  0.657  3.125  0.392   0.126
     5  2f003a    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.459  0.983  3.931  0.469   0.114
     6  2f003b    1964   2007     44   0.999   0.417  0.897  3.288  0.447  -0.007
     7  2f004a    1960   2007     48   0.999   0.495  0.896  2.969  0.491   0.076
     8  2f004b    1960   2007     48   0.998   0.488  1.097  3.565  0.473   0.084
     9  2f005a    1960   2007     48   0.998   0.490  0.983  3.762  0.523   0.127
    10  2f005b    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.450  0.452  2.383  0.533  -0.067
    11  2f006a    1960   2007     48   0.999   0.635  1.658  4.827  0.545   0.140
    12  2f006b    1960   2007     48   0.989   0.637  1.865  5.365  0.503   0.216
    13  2f008a    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.491  1.000  3.665  0.544  -0.001
    14  2f008b    1960   2007     48   1.002   0.572  1.534  4.574  0.502   0.077
    15  2f009a    1960   2007     48   0.991   0.550  1.941  6.015  0.389   0.500
    16  2f010a    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.614  1.438  4.117  0.534   0.218
    17  2f010b    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.637  1.673  5.072  0.523   0.218
    18  2f011a    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.431  0.353  2.558  0.482   0.143
    19  2f011b    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.486  0.862  3.597  0.462   0.175

 series   ident   frst   last   year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
    20  2f012a    1960   2007     48   0.994   0.572  2.571 12.085  0.356   0.318
    21  2f012b    1960   2007     48   0.977   0.585  1.713  5.851  0.356   0.389
    22  2f013a    1960   2007     48   1.001   0.512  1.309  3.945  0.405   0.342
    23  2f013b    1960   2007     48   1.022   0.451  1.323  5.261  0.388   0.238
    24  2f014a    1960   2007     48   0.999   0.434  1.050  3.788  0.432   0.219
    25  2f014b    1960   2007     48   1.001   0.402  0.919  3.796  0.434   0.039
    26  2f015a    1968   2007     40   0.995   0.484  1.078  4.134  0.470   0.280
    27  2f015b    1981   2007     27   1.000   0.468  0.853  3.015  0.582  -0.177
    28  2f016a    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.514  0.728  2.824  0.498   0.194

 |---------------- summary of single tree-ring series statistics ---------------|

                                year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
 arithmetic mean                  47   0.998   0.503  1.163  4.195  0.471   0.155
 standard deviation                4   0.007   0.076  0.491  1.835  0.062   0.140
 median (50th quantile)           48   0.999   0.490  1.025  3.792  0.478   0.139
 interquartile range               0   0.002   0.110  0.618  1.631  0.105   0.138
 minimum value                    27   0.977   0.359  0.353  2.383  0.356  -0.177
 lower hinge (25th quantile)      48   0.998   0.451  0.868  3.070  0.419   0.080
 upper hinge (75th quantile)      48   1.000   0.561  1.486  4.701  0.523   0.219
 maximum value                    48   1.022   0.637  2.571 12.085  0.582   0.500

 |------------------------ results of second detrending ------------------------|

 |--------------- growth curve used for detrending tree-ring data --------------|
   option
     -5: variable span smoother         f(i) = variable span smooth
     -4: lowess robust smoother         f(i) = lowess robust smooth
     -3: median smoothing               f(i) = median sharp/smooth
    -2:  regional curve detrending      f(i) = one age-aligned curve
    -1:  first-differences              f(i) = y(i) - y(i-1)
     1:  neg expon curve, no = opt 4    f(i) = a*exp(-b*t(i)) + d    (d>0)
     2:  neg expon curve, no = opt 5    f(i) = a*exp(-b*t(i)) + d    (d>0)
     3:  neg expon curve  (general)     f(i) = a*exp(-b*t(i)) + d   (any d)
     4:  linear regression (any slope)  f(i) = +/-c*t(i) + d
     5:  linear regression (neg slope)  f(i) = -c*t(i) + d   
     6:  horizontal line through mean   f(i) = mean(y(i)) = d
     7:  hugershoff growth function     f(i) = a*t(i+p)**b * exp(-c*t(i+p)) + d
     8:  general exponential (b = 1)    f(i) = a*t(i+p)**b * exp(-c*t(i+p)) + d
    >9:  cubic smoothing spline         fixed 50 pct variance cutoff
   <-9:  cubic smoothing spline         pct n 50 pct variance cutoff

   (a, b, c are coefficients, d is intercept or asymptote, p is pith offset)
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 series   ident     option       a           b           c           d         p
     1   2f001a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
     2   2f001b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
     3   2f002a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
     4   2f002b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
     5   2f003a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
     6   2f003b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
     7   2f004a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
     8   2f004b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
     9   2f005a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    10   2f005b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    11   2f006a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    12   2f006b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    13   2f008a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    14   2f008b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    15   2f009a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    16   2f010a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    17   2f010b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    18   2f011a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    19   2f011b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width

 series   ident     option       a           b           c           d         p
    20   2f012a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    21   2f012b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    22   2f013a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    23   2f013b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    24   2f014a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    25   2f014b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    26   2f015a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    27   2f015b     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width
    28   2f016a     30   30         smoothing spline curve and window width

 |-------------------- statistics of single tree-ring series -------------------|

 series   ident   frst   last   year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
     1  2f001a    1960   2007     48   0.997   0.524  0.532  2.036  0.536   0.024
     2  2f001b    1960   2007     48   0.992   0.445  0.577  2.367  0.507  -0.087
     3  2f002a    1960   2007     48   0.995   0.373  0.772  3.732  0.402   0.043
     4  2f002b    1960   2007     48   0.997   0.334  0.363  2.766  0.392   0.031
     5  2f003a    1960   2007     48   0.992   0.416  0.531  2.668  0.465  -0.047
     6  2f003b    1964   2007     44   0.996   0.395  0.646  2.735  0.447  -0.078
     7  2f004a    1960   2007     48   0.989   0.447  0.606  2.424  0.492   0.002
     8  2f004b    1960   2007     48   0.991   0.458  1.232  4.335  0.476   0.019
     9  2f005a    1960   2007     48   0.993   0.437  0.697  3.134  0.521  -0.122
    10  2f005b    1960   2007     48   0.995   0.434  0.581  2.883  0.532  -0.185
    11  2f006a    1960   2007     48   0.981   0.556  1.525  4.303  0.542  -0.050
    12  2f006b    1960   2007     48   0.983   0.553  1.863  5.612  0.500   0.015
    13  2f008a    1960   2007     48   0.994   0.467  0.874  3.426  0.544  -0.053
    14  2f008b    1960   2007     48   0.985   0.521  1.852  6.398  0.500  -0.017
    15  2f009a    1960   2007     48   0.987   0.373  1.265  4.023  0.391   0.126
    16  2f010a    1960   2007     48   0.977   0.501  1.389  4.592  0.537  -0.045
    17  2f010b    1960   2007     48   0.980   0.523  1.380  4.508  0.523  -0.020
    18  2f011a    1960   2007     48   0.993   0.384  0.179  2.682  0.481  -0.056
    19  2f011b    1960   2007     48   0.995   0.475  0.886  3.538  0.462   0.128

 series   ident   frst   last   year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
    20  2f012a    1960   2007     48   0.981   0.407  1.741  8.670  0.350   0.072
    21  2f012b    1960   2007     48   0.988   0.433  0.747  3.568  0.363   0.228
    22  2f013a    1960   2007     48   0.996   0.386  0.842  3.647  0.410   0.098
    23  2f013b    1960   2007     48   0.993   0.409  1.424  5.797  0.386   0.134
    24  2f014a    1960   2007     48   0.992   0.386  0.740  2.960  0.430   0.063
    25  2f014b    1960   2007     48   0.997   0.388  0.772  3.466  0.434   0.016
    26  2f015a    1968   2007     40   0.988   0.400  0.360  2.798  0.474  -0.025
    27  2f015b    1981   2007     27   0.997   0.456  0.724  2.732  0.583  -0.205
    28  2f016a    1960   2007     48   0.987   0.464  0.635  2.721  0.497   0.054
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 |---------------- summary of single tree-ring series statistics ---------------|

                                year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
 arithmetic mean                  47   0.990   0.441  0.919  3.733  0.471   0.002
 standard deviation                4   0.006   0.058  0.466  1.451  0.062   0.096
 median (50th quantile)           48   0.992   0.436  0.759  3.446  0.478   0.009
 interquartile range               0   0.008   0.080  0.729  1.585  0.103   0.110
 minimum value                    27   0.977   0.334  0.179  2.036  0.350  -0.205
 lower hinge (25th quantile)      48   0.987   0.391  0.594  2.734  0.420  -0.052
 upper hinge (75th quantile)      48   0.995   0.471  1.322  4.319  0.522   0.059
 maximum value                    48   0.997   0.556  1.863  8.670  0.583   0.228

 |-------------------- all possible series rbar statistics ---------------------|

   total    mean   standard   standard  skewess   kurtosis   minimum   maximum
   corrs    rbar   deviation    error    coeff      coeff      corr      corr
    378    0.688     0.115      0.006   -0.530      3.045     0.248     0.922

   minimum correlation:  0.248   series  2f011b     and  2f012a       48 years
   maximum correlation:  0.922   series  2f005a     and  2f005b       48 years

       percent of all possible correlations used (n>20 years):     100.00
       percent of all possible tree-ring years used in rbar:        95.18

              no running rbar segments calculated: total chronology
               length less then 2x the running window width:   50

 |======================== standard chronology statistics ======================|
 |----------------- robust mean standard chronology statistics -----------------|

  first    last    total    mean    stdrd    skew    kurtosis    mean    serial
   year    year    years   index     dev     coeff     coeff     sens     corr
   1960    2007      48    0.975   0.364    0.679      2.776    0.419   -0.037

  mean indices vs their standard deviations       robust mean efficiency results
      correlation    slope    intercept             # improved    # unimproved
        0.793        0.178      0.049                     26             22

 |---------------- robust mean efficiency gain and loss results ----------------|

   median      interquartile      minimum       lower       upper       maximum
    gain           range            gain        hinge       hinge         gain
    1.69            0.53            0.64         1.36        1.89         2.71

   median      interquartile      minimum       lower       upper       maximum
    loss           range            loss        hinge       hinge         loss
    0.94            0.07            0.82         0.89        0.96         0.99

 |----------- standard chronology auto and partial autocorrelations ------------|

 lag           t-1    t-2    t-3    t-4    t-5    t-6    t-7    t-8    t-9   t-10
 acf        -0.036 -0.099 -0.030 -0.072  0.049 -0.267  0.140  0.199 -0.151 -0.036
 pacf       -0.036 -0.101 -0.038 -0.086  0.036 -0.287  0.136  0.151 -0.146 -0.048
 95% c.l.    0.289  0.289  0.292  0.292  0.294  0.294  0.314  0.319  0.329  0.335

 |------------------ standard chronology autoregressive model ------------------|

 ord    rsq    t-1    t-2    t-3    t-4    t-5    t-6    t-7    t-8    t-9   t-10
  0   0.000

 |======================= pooled autoregression analysis =======================|

 pooled autocorrelations:
 lag     t= -1  t= -2  t= -3  t= -4  t= -5  t= -6  t= -7  t= -8  t= -9  t=-10
        -0.027 -0.110 -0.034 -0.065  0.056 -0.263  0.137  0.199 -0.168 -0.047
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 yule-walker estimates of autoregression:

 order   t= -1  t= -2  t= -3  t= -4  t= -5  t= -6  t= -7  t= -8  t= -9  t=-10
    1   -0.027
    2   -0.030 -0.111
    3   -0.034 -0.112 -0.041
    4   -0.037 -0.121 -0.043 -0.080
    5   -0.034 -0.119 -0.038 -0.079  0.044
    6   -0.022 -0.141 -0.049 -0.112  0.034 -0.284
    7    0.019 -0.146 -0.033 -0.105  0.054 -0.280  0.143
    8   -0.002 -0.106 -0.041 -0.090  0.059 -0.259  0.140  0.145
    9    0.023 -0.082 -0.084 -0.080  0.044 -0.266  0.123  0.145 -0.167
   10    0.015 -0.075 -0.078 -0.093  0.046 -0.270  0.119  0.141 -0.166 -0.048

 last term in each row above equals the partial autocorrelation coefficient

 akaike information criterion:

      ar( 0)      ar( 1)      ar( 2)      ar( 3)      ar( 4)      ar( 5)  
      408.78      410.74      412.15      414.07      415.76      417.67

      ar( 6)      ar( 7)      ar( 8)      ar( 9)      ar(10)  
      415.65      416.65      417.63      418.27      420.16

 selected autoregression order:   0

 ar order selection criterion: ipp=0  first-minimum aic selection

 the aic trace should be checked to see if ar order selection criterion <ipp>
 is adequate. e.g. if ar-orders of the first-minimum and the full-minimum aic
 are close, an arstan run with full-minimum aic order selection might be tried

 |================== individual series autoregression analyses =================|

 |---------------- individual series autoregressive coefficients ---------------|

     series    ident    order     rsq     t-1     t-2     t-3   .....    t-ip
         1   2f001a       0     0.001
         2   2f001b       0     0.008
         3   2f002a       0     0.002
         4   2f002b       0     0.001
         5   2f003a       0     0.002
         6   2f003b       0     0.007
         7   2f004a       0     0.000
         8   2f004b       0     0.000
         9   2f005a       0     0.016
        10   2f005b       0     0.039
        11   2f006a       0     0.003
        12   2f006b       0     0.000
        13   2f008a       0     0.003
        14   2f008b       0     0.000
        15   2f009a       0     0.016
        16   2f010a       0     0.002
        17   2f010b       0     0.000
        18   2f011a       0     0.003
        19   2f011b       0     0.017

     series    ident    order     rsq     t-1     t-2     t-3   .....    t-ip
        20   2f012a       0     0.005
        21   2f012b       0     0.053
        22   2f013a       0     0.010
        23   2f013b       0     0.018
        24   2f014a       0     0.004
        25   2f014b       0     0.000
        26   2f015a       0     0.001
        27   2f015b       0     0.048
        28   2f016a       0     0.003
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 |------------- summary statistics for autoregressive coefficients -------------|

                        order     rsq     t-1     t-2     t-3   .....    t-ip
   arithmetic mean        0     0.009
   standard deviation     0     0.014
   median                 0     0.003
   interquartile range    0     0.012
   minimum value          0     0.000
   lower hinge            0     0.001
   upper hinge            0     0.013
   maximum value          0     0.053

 |------------------- statistics of prewhitened tree-ring data -----------------|

 series   ident   frst   last   year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
     1  2f001a    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.524  0.532  2.036  0.535   0.024
     2  2f001b    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.445  0.577  2.367  0.503  -0.087
     3  2f002a    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.373  0.772  3.732  0.399   0.043
     4  2f002b    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.334  0.363  2.766  0.391   0.031
     5  2f003a    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.416  0.531  2.668  0.461  -0.047
     6  2f003b    1964   2007     44   1.000   0.395  0.646  2.735  0.445  -0.078
     7  2f004a    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.447  0.606  2.424  0.486   0.002
     8  2f004b    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.458  1.232  4.335  0.471   0.019
     9  2f005a    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.437  0.697  3.134  0.517  -0.122
    10  2f005b    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.434  0.581  2.883  0.529  -0.185
    11  2f006a    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.556  1.525  4.303  0.531  -0.050
    12  2f006b    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.553  1.863  5.612  0.491   0.015
    13  2f008a    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.467  0.874  3.426  0.541  -0.053
    14  2f008b    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.521  1.852  6.398  0.492  -0.017
    15  2f009a    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.373  1.265  4.023  0.385   0.126
    16  2f010a    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.501  1.389  4.592  0.524  -0.045
    17  2f010b    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.523  1.380  4.508  0.512  -0.020
    18  2f011a    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.384  0.179  2.682  0.477  -0.056
    19  2f011b    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.475  0.886  3.538  0.460   0.128

 series   ident   frst   last   year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
    20  2f012a    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.407  1.741  8.670  0.343   0.072
    21  2f012b    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.433  0.747  3.568  0.358   0.228
    22  2f013a    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.386  0.842  3.647  0.408   0.098
    23  2f013b    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.409  1.424  5.797  0.383   0.134
    24  2f014a    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.386  0.740  2.960  0.426   0.063
    25  2f014b    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.388  0.772  3.466  0.432   0.016
    26  2f015a    1968   2007     40   1.000   0.400  0.360  2.798  0.468  -0.025
    27  2f015b    1981   2007     27   1.000   0.456  0.724  2.732  0.582  -0.205
    28  2f016a    1960   2007     48   1.000   0.464  0.635  2.721  0.491   0.054

 |------------- summary of prewhitened tree-ring series statistics -------------|

                                year    mean   stdev   skew   kurt   sens   ac(1)
 arithmetic mean                  47   1.000   0.441  0.919  3.733  0.466   0.002
 standard deviation                4   0.000   0.058  0.466  1.451  0.061   0.096
 median (50th quantile)           48   1.000   0.436  0.759  3.446  0.474   0.009
 interquartile range               0   0.000   0.080  0.729  1.585  0.098   0.110
 minimum value                    27   1.000   0.334  0.179  2.036  0.343  -0.205
 lower hinge (25th quantile)      48   1.000   0.391  0.594  2.734  0.417  -0.052
 upper hinge (75th quantile)      48   1.000   0.471  1.322  4.319  0.515   0.059
 maximum value                    48   1.000   0.556  1.863  8.670  0.582   0.228

 |-------------------- all possible series rbar statistics ---------------------|

   total    mean   standard   standard  skewess   kurtosis   minimum   maximum
   corrs    rbar   deviation    error    coeff      coeff      corr      corr
    378    0.688     0.115      0.006   -0.530      3.045     0.248     0.922

   minimum correlation:  0.248   series  2f011b     and  2f012a       48 years
   maximum correlation:  0.922   series  2f005a     and  2f005b       48 years

       percent of all possible correlations used (n>20 years):     100.00
       percent of all possible tree-ring years used in rbar:        95.18

              no running rbar segments calculated: total chronology
               length less then 2x the running window width:   50
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 |======================== residual chronology statistics ======================|

 |----------------- robust mean residual chronology statistics -----------------|

  first    last    total    mean    stdrd    skew    kurtosis    mean    serial
   year    year    years   index     dev     coeff     coeff     sens     corr
   1960    2007      48    0.985   0.364    0.678      2.776    0.415   -0.037

  mean indices vs their standard deviations       robust mean efficiency results
      correlation    slope    intercept             # improved    # unimproved
        0.793        0.179      0.045                     26             22

 |---------------- robust mean efficiency gain and loss results ----------------|

   median      interquartile      minimum       lower       upper       maximum
    gain           range            gain        hinge       hinge         gain
    1.71            0.52            0.65         1.38        1.90         2.73

   median      interquartile      minimum       lower       upper       maximum
    loss           range            loss        hinge       hinge         loss
    0.94            0.08            0.84         0.88        0.96         1.00

 |----------- residual chronology auto and partial autocorrelations ------------|

 lag           t-1    t-2    t-3    t-4    t-5    t-6    t-7    t-8    t-9   t-10
 acf        -0.036 -0.100 -0.030 -0.072  0.048 -0.268  0.140  0.198 -0.151 -0.036
 pacf       -0.036 -0.101 -0.038 -0.086  0.035 -0.288  0.136  0.151 -0.148 -0.047
 95% c.l.    0.289  0.289  0.292  0.292  0.294  0.294  0.314  0.319  0.329  0.335

 |------------------ residual chronology autoregressive model ------------------|

 ord    rsq    t-1    t-2    t-3    t-4    t-5    t-6    t-7    t-8    t-9   t-10
  0   0.000

 |========================= arstan chronology statistics =======================|

 |----------------- robust mean arstan chronology statistics -------------------|

  first    last    total    mean    stdrd    skew    kurtosis    mean    serial
   year    year    years   index     dev     coeff     coeff     sens     corr
   1960    2007       48   0.985   0.364    0.678      2.776    0.415   -0.037

 |------------ arstan chronology auto and partial autocorrelations -------------|

 lag           t-1    t-2    t-3    t-4    t-5    t-6    t-7    t-8    t-9   t-10
 acf        -0.036 -0.100 -0.030 -0.072  0.048 -0.268  0.140  0.198 -0.151 -0.036
 pacf       -0.036 -0.101 -0.038 -0.086  0.035 -0.288  0.136  0.151 -0.148 -0.047
 95% c.l.    0.289  0.289  0.292  0.292  0.294  0.294  0.314  0.319  0.329  0.335

 |------------------- arstan chronology autoregressive model -------------------|

 ord    rsq    t-1    t-2    t-3    t-4    t-5    t-6    t-7    t-8    t-9   t-10
  0   0.000

 |================ as jim morrison would say, "this is the end" ================|
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Table A-7. ARSTAN master chronologies for the young stand. The columns “std”, “res”, 

and “ars” represent the standard, residual, and ARSTAN chronologies. 

   year	    num	   seg	    age	    raw	    std	    res	   ars
   1980	    2.	   28.000	   1.000	   1.733	   0.371	   0.394	   0.394
   1981	    3.	   27.667	   1.667	   5.259	   1.030	   1.040	   1.040
   1982	    4.	   27.250	   2.250	   3.687	   0.673	   0.690	   0.690
   1983	    5.	   26.800	   2.800	   3.961	   0.669	   0.695	   0.695
   1984	    8.	   25.750	   2.750	   1.876	   0.324	   0.341	   0.341
   1985	   10.	   25.200	   3.200	   5.485	   0.929	   0.946	   0.946
   1986	   10.	   25.200	   4.200	   7.579	   1.232	   1.250	   1.250
   1987	   12.	   24.500	   4.500	   8.702	   1.426	   1.442	   1.442
   1988	   13.	   24.154	   5.154	   3.343	   0.538	   0.554	   0.554
   1989	   13.	   24.154	   6.154	   7.500	   1.241	   1.255	   1.255
   1990	   16.	   23.000	   6.000	   7.018	   1.066	   1.080	   1.080
   1991	   18.	   22.333	   6.333	   5.807	   0.913	   0.926	   0.926
   1992	   21.	   21.429	   6.429	   7.430	   1.103	   1.116	   1.116
   1993	   23.	   20.870	   6.870	   8.662	   1.329	   1.348	   1.348
   1994	   23.	   20.870	   7.870	   8.693	   1.430	   1.449	   1.449
   1995	   27.	   19.704	   7.704	   8.688	   1.503	   1.511	   1.511
   1996	   27.	   19.704	   8.704	   2.765	   0.482	   0.495	   0.495
   1997	   27.	   19.704	   9.704	   6.770	   1.235	   1.246	   1.246
   1998	   27.	   19.704	  10.704 4.921	    1.004	   1.013	   1.013
   1999	   27.	   19.704	  11.704	   2.734	   0.566	   0.580	   0.580
   2000	   27.	   19.704	  12.704	   2.200	   0.456	   0.468	   0.468
   2001	   27.	   19.704	  13.704	   3.277	   0.738	   0.751	   0.751
   2002	   27.	   19.704	  14.704	   3.424	   0.805	   0.816	   0.816
   2003	   27.	   19.704	  15.704	   4.448	   1.073	   1.079	   1.079
   2004	   27.	   19.704	  16.704	   4.370	   1.084	   1.096	   1.096
   2005	   27.	   19.704	  17.704	   3.766	   0.957	   0.968	   0.968
   2006	   27.	   19.704	  18.704	   1.792	   0.532	   0.544	   0.544
   2007	   27.	   19.704	  19.704	   6.180	   1.736	   1.746	   1.746
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Table A-8. ARSTAN master chronologies for the old stand. The columns “std”, “res”, and 

“ars” represent the standard, residual, and ARSTAN chronologies.

   year	   num	   seg	    age	    raw	    std	    res	   ars
   1960	   25.	   48.000	   1.000	   5.220	   0.928	   0.937	   0.937
   1961	   25.	   48.000	   2.000	   5.744	   0.985	   0.995	   0.995
   1962	   25.	   48.000	   3.000	   4.390	   0.849	   0.859	   0.859
   1963	   25.	   48.000	   4.000	   4.906	   1.008	   1.018	   1.018
   1964	   26.	   47.846	   4.846	   2.728	   0.564	   0.573	   0.573
   1965	   26.	   47.846	   5.846	   8.374	   1.581	   1.588	   1.588
   1966	   26.	   47.846	   6.846	   7.341	   1.492	   1.501	   1.501
   1967	   26.	   47.846	   7.846	   4.656	   0.866	   0.874	   0.874
   1968	   27.	   47.556	   8.556	   5.493	   1.153	   1.163	   1.163
   1969	   27.	   47.556	   9.556	   4.701	   0.987	   0.996	   0.996
   1970	   27.	   47.556	  10.556	   4.108	   0.909	   0.920	   0.920
   1971	   27.	   47.556	  11.556	   1.983	   0.452	   0.462	   0.462
   1972	   27.	   47.556	  12.556	   3.532	   0.846	   0.857	   0.857
   1973	   27.	   47.556	  13.556	   4.918	   1.179	   1.192	   1.192
   1974	   27.	   47.556	  14.556	   3.782	   0.886	   0.893	   0.893
   1975	   27.	   47.556	  15.556	   6.157	   1.462	   1.472	   1.472
   1976	   27.	   47.556	  16.556	   3.661	   0.874	   0.886	   0.886
   1977	   27.	   47.556	  17.556	   3.117	   0.753	   0.764	   0.764
   1978	   27.	   47.556	  18.556	   2.679	   0.653	   0.662	   0.662
   1979	   27.	   47.556	  19.556	   2.604	   0.622	   0.632	   0.632
   1980	   27.	   47.556	  20.556	   1.657	   0.385	   0.395	   0.395
   1981	   28.	   46.821	  20.821	   2.989	   0.746	   0.755	   0.755
   1982	   28.	   46.821	  21.821	   7.481	   1.692	   1.700	   1.700
   1983	   28.	   46.821	  22.821	   5.780	   1.287	   1.297	   1.297
   1984	   28.	   46.821	  23.821	   2.630	   0.593	   0.600	   0.600
   1985	   28.	   46.821	  24.821	   4.150	   0.939	   0.949	   0.949
   1986	   28.	   46.821	  25.821	   4.224	   0.925	   0.933	   0.933
   1987	   28.	   46.821	  26.821	   7.421	   1.656	   1.666	   1.666
   1988	   28.	   46.821	  27.821	   2.670	   0.598	   0.608	   0.608
   1989	   28.	   46.821	  28.821	   7.085	   1.646	   1.655	   1.655
   1990	   28.	   46.821	  29.821	   7.091	   1.689	   1.700	   1.700
   1991	   28.	   46.821	  30.821	   3.318	   0.833	   0.843	   0.843
   1992	   28.	   46.821	  31.821	   3.254	   0.836	   0.846	   0.846
   1993	   28.	   46.821	  32.821	   3.555	   0.927	   0.936	   0.936
   1994	   28.	   46.821	  33.821	   2.908	   0.830	   0.840	   0.840
   1995	   28.	   46.821	  34.821	   4.100	   1.148	   1.158	   1.158
   1996	   28.	   46.821	  35.821	   1.250	   0.381	   0.390	   0.390
   1997	   28.	   46.821	  36.821	   3.570	   1.119	   1.128	   1.128
   1998	   28.	   46.821	  37.821	   2.728	   0.951	   0.960	   0.960
   1999	   28.	   46.821	  38.821	   2.479	   0.850	   0.859	   0.859
   2000	   28.	   46.821	  39.821	   1.450	   0.555	   0.565	   0.565
   2001	   28.	   46.821	  40.821	   1.337	   0.539	   0.552	   0.552
   2002	   28.	   46.821	  41.821	   4.129	   1.561	   1.569	   1.569
   2003	   28.	   46.821	  42.821	   2.366	   0.928	   0.937	   0.937
   2004	   28.	   46.821	  43.821	   1.919	   0.823	   0.832	   0.832
   2005	   28.	   46.821	  44.821	   2.496	   1.067	   1.076	   1.076
   2006	   28.	   46.821	  45.821	   1.393	   0.620	   0.634	   0.634
   2007	   28.	   46.821	  46.821	   4.097	   1.626	   1.634	   1.634
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Table A-9. Response function coefficient values for the young stand. Missing data in the 

flooding variables for the young stand represent months during which no flooding 

occurred during the analysis interval. 

Variable Coefficient
Max. temperature Jul -1           -0.00573
Max. temperature Aug -1           -0.10086
Max. temperature Sep -1           -0.10276
Max. temperature Oct -1           -0.27352
Max. temperature Nov -1           -0.17228
Max. temperature Dec -1           0.06894
Max. temperature Jan    -0.06587
Max. temperature Feb -0.12014
Max. temperature Mar -0.01294
Max. temperature Apr -0.11454
Max. temperature May -0.27571
Max. temperature Jun -0.18246
Max. temperature Jul -0.24098
Max. temperature Aug -0.09111
Max. temperature Sep -0.09157
Max. temperature Oct           0.03756
Min temperature Jul -1 0.03756
Min. temperature Aug -1           0.00197
Min. temperature Sep -1           0.03818
Min. temperature Oct -1           -0.03912
Min. temperature Nov -1           -0.06160
Min. temperature Dec -1           0.06894
Min. temperature Jan           0.13676
Min. temperature Feb -0.12014
Min. temperature Mar 0.11456
Min. temperature Apr -0.01570
Min. temperature May -0.09400
Min. temperature Jun -0.04089
Min. temperature Jul -0.02826
Min. temperature Aug 0.01154
Min. temperature Sep 0.10753
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Table A-9. Response function coefficient values for the young stand. (Continued)

Variable Coefficient
Min temperature Oct 0.03756
Total precipitation Jul -1           0.07374
Total precipitation Aug -1           0.07933
Total precipitation Sep -1           0.12514
Total precipitation Oct -1           -0.02829
Total precipitation Nov -1           0.09016
Total precipitation Dec -1           0.04542
Total precipitation Jan        0.02094
Total precipitation Feb 0.07742
Total precipitation Mar 0.03589
Total precipitation Apr 0.19230
Total precipitation May 0.13998
Total precipitation Jun 0.11768
Total precipitation Jul 0.09017
Total precipitation Aug -0.07689
Total precipitation Sep 0.10151
Total precipitation Oct -0.05649
Max. daily precipitation Jul -1 0.01700
Max. daily precipitation Aug -1 0.05262
Max. daily precipitation Sep -1 0.21951
Max. daily precipitation Oct -1 -0.05866
Max. daily precipitation Nov -1 0.11422
Max. daily precipitation Dec -1 0.05038
Max. daily precipitation Jan -0.05424
Max. daily precipitation Feb 0.06285
Max. daily precipitation Mar 0.04551
Max. daily precipitation Apr 0.20572
Max. daily precipitation May 0.10459
Max. daily precipitation Jun 0.01080
Max. daily precipitation Jul 0.04405
Max. daily precipitation Aug 0.03136
Max. daily precipitation Sep 0.14203
Max. daily precipitation Oct -0.06536
Days of flooding Jul -1          -0.03177
Days of flooding Aug -1          
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Table A-9. Response function coefficient values for the young stand. (Continued)

Variable Coefficient
Days of flooding Sep -1
Days of flooding Oct -1 -0.09017
Days of flooding Nov -1 -0.09017
Days of flooding Dec -1
Days of flooding Jan
Days of flooding Feb
Days of flooding Mar
Days of flooding Apr 0.05138
Days of flooding May -0.00086
Days of flooding Jun -0.06987
Days of flooding Jul 0.12338
Days of flooding Aug
Days of flooding Sep
Days of flooding Oct        0.00556
Max. flood level Jul -1      -0.03831
Max. flood level Aug -1
Max. flood level Sep -1
Max. flood level Oct -1 -0.09017
Max. flood level Nov -1 -0.09017
Max. flood level Dec -1
Max. flood level Jan
Max. flood level Feb
Max. flood level Mar
Max. flood level Apr 0.05138
Max. flood level May -0.01374
Max. flood level Jun -0.03836
Max. flood level Jul 0.12332
Max. flood level Aug
Max. flood level Sep
Max. flood level Oct 0.00556
First frost -1 0.06689
Length of growing season -1 -0.02447
Total annual precipitation -1 0.08136
Annual max. consecutive days of flood -1 -0.06281
Max. annual flood level -1 -0.06247
Last frost 0.09697
First frost 0.01070
Length of growing season -0.06372
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Table A-9. Response function coefficient values for the young stand. (Continued)

Total annual precipitation 0.15450
Annual max. consecutive days of flood 0.01686
Max. annual flood level 0.06156
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Table A-10. Response function coefficient values for the old stand.

Variable Coefficient
Max. temperature Jul -1           0.07276
Max. temperature Aug -1           -0.03460
Max. temperature Sep -1           -0.09729
Max. temperature Oct -1           -0.13195
Max. temperature Nov -1           0.06023
Max. temperature Dec -1           -0.01145
Max. temperature Jan    0.06631
Max. temperature Feb -0.08318
Max. temperature Mar -0.05162
Max. temperature Apr -0.06797
Max. temperature May -0.11566
Max. temperature Jun -0.16449
Max. temperature Jul -0.17670
Max. temperature Aug 0.03421
Max. temperature Sep -0.00424
Max. temperature Oct           0.02026
Min temperature Jul -1 0.02026
Min. temperature Aug -1           0.05281
Min. temperature Sep -1           -0.04053
Min. temperature Oct -1           0.01284
Min. temperature Nov -1           0.15816
Min. temperature Dec -1           -0.01145
Min. temperature Jan           0.11538
Min. temperature Feb -0.08318
Min. temperature Mar 0.01116
Min. temperature Apr -0.03152
Min. temperature May -0.03531
Min. temperature Jun -0.08710
Min. temperature Jul -0.12165
Min. temperature Aug 0.02798
Min. temperature Sep 0.00239
Min. temperature Oct 0.02026
Total precipitation Jul -1           0.04749
Total precipitation Aug -1           0.06986
Total precipitation Sep -1           0.08794
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Table A-10. Response function coefficient values for the old stand. (Continued)

Variable Coefficient
Total precipitation Oct -1          0.07185
Total precipitation Nov -1           0.08165
Total precipitation Dec -1           0.01121
Total precipitation Jan        0.10938
Total precipitation Feb 0.00783
Total precipitation Mar 0.10399
Total precipitation Apr 0.04854
Total precipitation May 0.15686
Total precipitation Jun 0.10130
Total precipitation Jul 0.01191
Total precipitation Aug -0.12628
Total precipitation Sep -0.01218
Total precipitation Oct -0.09442
Max. daily precipitation Jul -1 0.04962
Max. daily precipitation Aug -1 0.09208
Max. daily precipitation Sep -1 0.09153
Max. daily precipitation Oct -1 0.08118
Max. daily precipitation Nov -1 0.09549
Max. daily precipitation Dec -1 -0.01403
Max. daily precipitation Jan 0.08789
Max. daily precipitation Feb 0.03463
Max. daily precipitation Mar 0.10841
Max. daily precipitation Apr 0.06251
Max. daily precipitation May 0.13720
Max. daily precipitation Jun 0.10756
Max. daily precipitation Jul 0.02165
Max. daily precipitation Aug -0.07543
Max. daily precipitation Sep -0.00568
Max. daily precipitation Oct -0.08387
Days of flooding Jul -1          0.10414
Days of flooding Aug -1          0.05635
Days of flooding Sep -1 0.03820
Days of flooding Oct -1 0.03820
Days of flooding Nov -1 0.13304
Days of flooding Dec -1 -0.07762
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Table A-10. Response function coefficient values for the old stand. (Continued)

Variable Coefficient
Days of flooding Jan -0.07758
Days of flooding Feb -0.08009
Days of flooding Mar -0.05868
Days of flooding Apr 0.11573
Days of flooding May 0.14128
Days of flooding Jun 0.16038
Days of flooding Jul 0.15485
Days of flooding Aug 0.03989
Days of flooding Sep -0.03276
Days of flooding Oct        -0.03276
Max. flood level Jul -1      0.11267
Max. flood level Aug -1 0.07139
Max. flood level Sep -1 0.03818
Max. flood level Oct -1 0.03818
Max. flood level Nov -1 0.07716
Max. flood level Dec -1 -0.03415
Max. flood level Jan -0.07758
Max. flood level Feb -0.08088
Max. flood level Mar -0.06864
Max. flood level Apr 0.13578
Max. flood level May 0.13310
Max. flood level Jun 0.16031
Max. flood level Jul 0.13307
Max. flood level Aug 0.08236
Max. flood level Sep -0.03276
Max. flood level Oct -0.03276
First frost -1 0.08875
Length of growing season -1 0.02875
Total annual precipitation -1 0.16748
Annual max. consecutive days of flood -1 0.06807
Max. annual flood level -1 0.05447
Last frost 0.11451
First frost 0.02094
Length of growing season -0.07450
Total annual precipitation 0.02710
Annual max. consecutive days of flood 0.10831
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Table A-10. Response function coefficient values for the old stand. (Continued)

Variable Coefficient
Max. annual flood level 0.10631
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